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PREFACE

The first National Curriculum Development Conference in Intercultural Com-

munication was held at Massanetta Springs, Virginia under the sponsorship of the

Speech Commuaication Department, at the University of Virginia from August 19-2S,

1973. The primary purpose of the conference was to assist participants to develop

syllabuses in intercultural communication and subsequently to produce a mimeo-

graphed collection of syllabuses prepared by the conference participants. Fifty-

five official participants and their families represented eighteen different states

and sixteen different academic disciplines. They included teachers and students from

colleges and universities throughout the United States; foreign and black student

advisors; representatives from the Peace Corps, the Kittering Foundation, the

National Drug Abuse Training Center, the HUMRO Program of the United States Navy,

and the Regional Council for International Education. While the conference offered

participants an opportunity to involve themselves in discussions either about cur-

riculum development in intercultural communication or communication and social

change/development, a variety of other discussions, simulation games, and exercises

were also held as they related to different aspects of intercultural communication.

The conference planners included David Hoopes, Executive Director of the Inter-

cultural Commuaications Network of the Regional Council for International Education,

and Editor of Camiligur, William Herzog, Assistant Professor of Communication at

Michigan State University; William Starosta and Ted Marrs Assistant Professors in

Speech Communication at the University of Virginia; and me. Other speakers and

facilitators included James Dees, Chairman of Psychology, University of Virginia;

Edward Stewart, then Latin American Training Specialist for the Peace Corps, and

presently Professor at the George Washington University; Turget Acter, Charles Pieper,

and Sergius Lashutha of the United States Navy HUNRO program; Jean Marie Ackermann,

presently Director of Transcultural Training for Language House, Chicago; and
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Dennis Lowry, Assistant Professor of Journalism at Southern Illinois University.

Special conference assistance and materials were provided for the participants by the

Regional Council for International Education; the Intercultural Studies Information

Service of the Foreign Area Materials Center in New York; the U.S. Navy HUMRO pro-

gram; Wadsworth Co. Publishers; and Harper and Row Publishers.

During the 1973-74 academic year, conferences on intercultural communication

have been held at least in Oregon, California, Utah, Minnesota, Washington, D.C.,

Connecticut, Hawaii, and New York (a conference modeled after the Virginia confer-

ence). More such conferences are expected during the 1974-75 academic year. The

themes are varied and information about them is frequently carried in Communique,

published free by the Intercultural Communications Network of the Regional Council

for International Education, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

From July 2S-28, 1974, the national 1974 Conference on Intercultural Communi-

cation was held at Chicago, under the sponsorship of the Commission for Inter-

national and Intercultural Communication of the Speech Communication Association,

in cooperation with the Intercultural Communication Division of the International

Communication Association, and the Society for Intercultural Education, Training

and Research. The major themes for this conference included definitions and pro-

cess observation of intercultural communication; developing a course or unit in

intercultural communication; preparing or leading an intercultural communication

workshop; preparing for an in depth experience in contrast or foreign culture as

a teacher, student, trainer, or researcher; the use of simulation games available

for intercultural teaching and training; and print and non-print materials available

for teaching and training in intercultural communication. This conference was

designed entirely around small group discussions and exercises, and included no

formal paper presentation. Nearly fifty persons assisted in facilitating or co-

facilitating for some aspect of the conference direction or planning. Proceedings
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are expected to be published by the Speech Communication Association in 197S.

This large conference was developed out of the Virginia conference, but allowed

much more flexibility for all of the participants than the earlier conference

had been able to do.

At the end of October, 1974, the founding national conference of the Society

for Intercultural Education, Training and Research is scheduled to be held in

Washington, D. C. The founding members of this organization intend the Society

to bridge the gap between the problems facing academic teachers and researchers

and professional trainers in such areas as intercultural communication. One of

the Society's chief aims is to foster the sort of cooperation between organizations

and individuals as that suggested in the 1973 and 1974 conferences on intercultural

communication, and those which are expected to follow. The first collected set

of syllabuses in intercultural communication, in fact, was printed by David Hoopes,

who will be the Executive Director of the new Society, in Readings in Intercultural

Communication, vol. 2 (1972) which he edited for the Regional Council for Inter-

national Education. Simultaneously, in the same volume, he made an effort to link

both teachers Fad trainers together, by publishing a series of essays on how to

organize the intercultural communications workshop.

As a long-range goal of the Virginia conference, we had hoped to publish in

a modest format all of the syllabuses prepared by the participants at that con-

ference. A number of the persons at the conference found that while the conference

was useful to them in other ways, they either were not interested in developing

syllabuses or were not ready to prepare such syllabuses. Some college and univer-

sity teachers were interested in more long-range planning than the immediate pre-

paration of the syllabuses allowed them, especially if they were not going to teach

courses in intercultural communication or communication and social change/develop-

ment in the near future. The idea of the syllabus collection was attractive,
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nevertheless, to a large number of persons, particularly to persons not attending

the conference but who had developed or wished to develop their own syllabuses for

such courses. I have received more than 175 requests to receive such a collection

by interested persons. Additionally, a number of persons not at the conference

were willing to include their syllabuses in such a collection, causing it to grow

considerably. We have of course missed a large number of syllabuses which ought

to be included, but perhaps these can be offered in a later collected version.

The syllabus collection as it presently has developed includes three major

types of syllabuses: for intercultural communication courses in general; for com-

munication and social change/development courses; and a small number of syllabuses

for international communication (with a media emphasis). I apologize of course

for the diverse formats of the various syllabuses included in the collection.

However, the rich diversity of content in the various syllabuses, and at the same

time, an unusually high correlation among many of the syllabuses in terms of goals,

assignments, readings, etc. should more than make-up for the stylistic difficulties

caused by the diversity of original printed syllabuses, from which the entire set

was copied.

Thanks are due to all those who permitted their syllabuses to be printed.

I particularly appreciate the submission of those syllabuses by the participants

of the Virginia conference, who were to have been the original contributors to the

collection, We have reprinted some of the syllabuses by contributors to the original

Readings in Intercultural Communication, vol. 2 (1972) edited by David Hoopes, and

some of these contributors have submitted new versions of their earlier syllabuses.

Ward Morehouse, President, of the Council for International Studies ProgramP, who

provided us assistance for attendance by New York state college and university

teachers, and materials for the Virginia conference, expects to establish a small

committee of persons who will assist the Intercultural Studies Information Service
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on a regular basis to plan and provide publications for the Center in the

area of intercultural communication.

This collection is our first modest effort in providing a collection

of sylibauses as potential models for those who are engaged in curriculum

development in intercultural communication. As such, it should be seen as the

effort to stimulate a larger involvement by others in such curriculum

development.

Michael H. Prosser

Untvorsity of Virginia

December 1974
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1

CAN INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION BE

TAUGHT IN A CLASSROOM?*

William S. Rowell
University of Minnesota

Last Saturday* April 70. 1974, I attended a program on the

Cultural Assimilator at the annual convention of the International

Communication Association in New Orleans. After listening to

three scholarly papers Edward Stewart, the program commentator*

summarized the presentations by saying, "The panel took an

American approach. They 'problem-solved' and ended up with a

list of problems."

In considering the perplexing- -and inevitable -- question,

*Can intercultural communication be taught in a classroom? I

will probably follow the primrose path of American-style analysis

and suffer the fate of my worthy predecessors in New Orleans in

that problems rather than solutions will result. I are a creature

of my culture, and that is the way of my academic world. But I

will attempt to break away from one norm of the professor paper --

I will try to skeletonize any analysis. If"! can lay out the bare

bones of my argument so the problems that concern me stand out

identifiably and memorably, then your groups in deliberating ways

of approaching intercultural communication in the classroom will

This paper wuiiiiivered it the intercultural Communication .

Conference, held at the University of Minnesota on April 26-27, 1974.
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find it easier to modify, refute, and possibly solve them.

Then you can go beyond my brief list to other vital issues demanding

resolution so that peoples of diverse backgrounds can be helped

to work together more effectively and live together more happily.

Firstbefore any of us can justify spending time and energy

studying intercultural communication, a basic premise must be

accepted as true. For a clear statement of that fundamental

premise I am indebted to an ICA/SCA Committee in a document

"--For Closing the Gap between the Is and the Ought-to-Be",

working draft #4: CONRUNICAT/VZ PROCESSES, INCLUDING THE

INTERCULTURAL. CAN HE ANALYZED, STUDIED, AND MODIFIED.

Second--in assessing the liklihood that intercultural

communication may be taught in the classroom, we should Aistinguish

"intercultural* from "cross - cultural," and address any single

course we teach primarily to one or the other. Stan Harms in

his new book Intercultural Communication (Harper and Row. 1973.

p. 41) neatly separates these often confused terms. I use part

of his comparison. with modifications and additions.

Intercultural Cross-Cultural

Interactive (Joint Vent) One-way (Sender-Receiver)

Mutual Purpose Individual Purpose

Unofficial Official

Developed Message Prepared Message

15
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Ideally, cross-cultural communication is confined to mass

media while person-to-person communication is desireably

intercultural. My attention in this paper is directed to the class

in intercultural communication. In it, some cross-cultural

content will appear, for purposes of comparison and contrast.

But cross-cultural matters are not permitted to become central to

the course,

arbitrarily excluding the intercultural workshop

from this consideratiowsince it is predominantly experiential

it does not conform to what American schools and colleges term

the "classroom." Much valuable intercultural learning comes

from the workshop I know. But the classroom I'm talking about

places vastly more emphasis on cognitive materials than does the

typical workshop.

The classroom course in intercultural communication as we

have arbitrarily and narrowly defined it is an "iffy" business.

If certain Objectives can be attained, then the intercultural

communication class can be a significant contribution to the

overall study of human communication. Let us list those conditions

that must be met if a class in intercultural communication is to

be productive and worthwhile.

1. intercultural communication study must utilize communication

theory. We have been reluctant to adapt useful concepts to the

intercultural application. We need to appropriate whatever may

16
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be useful to our work and give it a try. Some examples of

under-used categories developed by scholars of communication are:

linguistic patterns and theories, relational (interactional)

models that replace sender-receiver concepts: cultural values and

sets of expectations; classification of kinds of interpersonal

communication by function, specifically to inform, persuade,

entertain, coerce, conventionalize; non-verbal communication theory,

both behavioral categories and nonverbal interactions classified

by function; and the most talked about and least used construct,

empathy.

The threat to teacher and student who would use communication

theory in the classroom is the pitfall of jargon. When we

assert that intercultural communication is facilitated by isomorphic

attributions or that the goal of our course is the ability to

converse with sociolinguistic relevance we have used communication

theory badly. Any helpful concept can be converted into everyday

language, and it should be so translated. For example, persons

with isomorphic attributions have similar interests. Simple,

isn't it?

2. The needs of particular people in a given class must be

served. Persons in an intercultural communication class represent

diverse ethnic groups and have an amazing variety of reasons for

taking the course. The consequence is the disturbing conclusion

that the course must be custom-designed for each class. This

means no set syllabus, no routine sampling of cultures to be

17
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examined. it It means further, that individual and group student

projects must not be handed to or imposed upon the class, but must

grow out of interests and purposes contributed by the participants.

Ideally, and this will admittedly lead to same compromise, ideally

each student should develop his own interest in a way that is most

productive for him or her, and this should be a high priority

Objective of the class.

3. In-class and out-of-class resources should be exploited.

Perhaps intercultural communication is the most contingent subject

you can teach. Cultural relations are in a continuous state of

flux, new situations provide fresh materials for case study.

Different people flow by, in and out of class, many of them

loaded with unique experiences, expertise, and insights. The

intercultural communication class is an entrepreneurial enterprise.

When opportunity knocks, the greater wisdom maybe to open the door

and rearrange the lesson plans. Truly, the intercultural class

can be a joint venture, drawing upon collaboration of teacher,

students, and in- school and out -of-school contributions from

outside the class.

4. Multi-cultural methods as well as multi-cultural content

should be'exemplified. The big hurdle in breaking away from a one

hundred percent American approach is to conduct the class so that

the subjective and the scientific are given comparable value. Only

a few yea ^s ago intuitive insights were excluded from the study of

18
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intercultural communication because only empirical research

was thought to add to knowledge. This was particularly ironical

in studies of communication among the world's peoples, of

whom a great majority made their decisions intuitively and rejected

Western facts and logic in problem solving. Now, finally, we are

admitting that we may not have the only path Wwisdom, As Ed

Stewart said last week in New Orleans, "Subjectivity is becoming

respectable."

Let me give you an example. In January of 1972 in a conference

on World Communication at the East-West Center, Honolulu, Hawaii,

Everett Kleinjans the Chancellor of the Center, gave the

Characteristics of the effective intercultural communicator.

These were:

1. He sees a person first, a representative of a culture

second.

2. He knows people are good.

3. He knows the values of other cultures, and of his own.

4. He has control over his visceral reactions.

5. He speaks with hopefulness and candor.

6. He has inner security. He can be different, comfortably.

Dr. Xleinjans has a Ph.D. in linguistics and spent twenty

years in the Par East, some in China, most of that time in Japan.

To arrive at the traits of the effective intercultural communicator,

he developed no paper and pencil tests, did no empirical research,

19
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Sad no experimental and control groups. Yet, his intuitively

developed conclusions merit the same thoughtful consideration

and testing we would give the results of a lontrolled experiment.

His final observation, given after he had talked about the good

intercultural communicator, really challenges those of us trying

to train persons in this skill. He said, "Itliroposeible that

intercultural communicators are born, not made."

In an American classroom, it is not easy to deal with the

subjective, as in examining the role of trust in varied cultures

and contexts. An instrument that has become popular in inter-

cultural training is the Culture Assimilator, a paper and pencil

device that present critical incidents typical of interactions of

a specific category, as those of white junior grade army officers

and black enlisted men. To each critical incident there are

several possible solutions given. The trainee rank orders these

solutions. Then he turns the page and in programmed learning

fashion finds the preferred rank order and an analysis of the

reasons for the correct ranking.

In the Culture Assimilator the most helpful test items are

based upon subtle distinctions that are predominantly intuitive,

certainly subjective. We must realise that to the person from a

non-Western culture, distinctions we maim experimentally and

empirically are similarly subtle and elusive. The implications

20
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we see in numerical data escape the person whose ways of thinking

do not include quantification of personal traits and interactions.

Our intercultural class should make clear the equivalent difficulty

of a Westerner understanding the use of indirection and the non-

Westerner grasping the significance of test scores, Classroom

training can help both students gain some understanding of the

contrasting cultures' reliance upon subjective or objective variables

and thereby contribute to mutual understanding in intercultural

communication.

5. Experiential learning should supplement the learning of

information. / use the term "experiential" in its broadest

sense. When we use video tapes, films, and guest speakers, which

cause a student to become passively involved in intercultural

experience via empathy, we are providing participation at a level

close to that of cognitive learning. Role playing exercises in

which an intercultural problem situation is prepared for and

played out, video-taped and analyzed, is a more profound learning

experience. I like Ed Stewart's contrast culture model for role

playing, in which a trained actor from one of the cultures

represented interacts with a relatively native student. When the

resulting video tape is discussed by class and participants, the

trained culture representative contributes insights that multiply

the learning from the role-playing experience.
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Include as experiential elements ongoing creative projects,

individual or team. I prefer breaking a class up into fairly

homogeneous teams to work on common tasks off and on over a period

of weeks. A rewarding task for a group is to build culture

assimilator items for specific sorts of interactions involving

definite persons in somewhat typical task oriented intercultural

communications. When a group locates informants, collects

information on relevant cultural norms, devises critical incidents

that can be considered to be typical, refines them with the help

of the cultural informants, and finally checks their assimilator

item quality by administering their product to a sample population,

some important intercultural learning is bound to occur. Behavior

modification is a likely consequent also in my subjective opinion.

I stress that this opinion is subjective in origin because

measuring behaviors that influence outcomes of communication and

proving that these result from experiencing certain assimilator

items rather than from other influences are well-nigh impossible

tasks. So a teacher probably has to assume that if a student

thaws significant change on a paper and pencil instrument like

the culture assimilator it is likely that related intercultural

performance will be modified to some degree.

6. boundaries of academic disciplines are crossed whenever

one feels an impulse to do so. Keeping intercultural communication

in one academic compartment is a cruel and unusual punishment that
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contradicts the nature of the enterprise. Intercultural

communication is an integrative study rather than one which

attempts basic research. The intercultural communication teacher

should welcome persons& sources, and materials from many sources.

Hers are some university departments which have been helpful

to my intercultural course: Counseling and Student Personnel

Psychology, Public Health, Linguistics, Political Science,

Philosophy, Anthropology, Business Administration, Industrial

Relations, Journalism and Mass Communication, Nursing,

Department of Family Practice in the Medical School, The School

of Social Work, Sociology, the Foreign Student Office. The

list could be extended easily.

In 1971 I compiled a directory of international

communication scholars in five universities: Indiftna, Illinois,

Michigan State, Minnesota and Wisconsin. I listed only professors

conducting current research on intercultural communication overseas.

One hundred and twenty such active researchers were listed. When

I tabulated their professions I was amazed. The hundred and

twenty scholars of intercultural communication represented forty

different disciplines. Truly, the study of intercultural

communication cannot be said to belong to, or be monopolized by

one or two academic departments.

My experience has been that every discipline has an approach

that offers something of value, and the more you can draw upon
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these varied sources the more your intercultural communication

course is enriched. The willingness of associates in other areas

to contribute to an intercultural class amazes me. Something

about the study of intercultural interaction "grabs" people,

turns them on, so they are happy to join forces with people who

Share their preoccupation. Possibly promoting integrated projects

in intercultural communication will help to break down the

artificial barriers that too often result in duplication of

effort and the failure to share resources in our schools, colleges

and universities.

7. Local problems are not neglected, and are given a global

perspective. It is my prejudice that a well - balanced course in

intercultural communication should give about equal emphasis to

domestic and to overseas issues. I'm sure teachers in some

instances stress one of these to the near exclusion of the other,

and with reasons that make sense to them, However, i find it

rewarding to compare local intercultural situations with more

exotic and bizarre interactions in foreign lands. More often than

not the same difficulties appear. These seem less dramatic at

home because of their familiar context. For example, students find

exciting the discovery that some of our difficulty in relating to

American Indians comes from our failure to understand that they

subordinate the individual to the group much as do the Japanese.

The ways we use time become meaningful only when we fit our patterns
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into the range of time orientations around the globe. By relating

local practices to those nearby and far away we come to

appreciate that these cultural phenomena are en a continuum, and

are in no sense fixed or absolute. Perhaps the most important

insight from the study of intercultural communication is the

realization that everything we live by is relative. Somewhere

on Spaceship Earth is a culture which finds our treasured values

to be unwholesome and gives high priority to goals and practices

we reject. The presence of members of those very different

cultures in class makes unfamiliar cultural patterns real and

believable.

The cross -over point when a student begins to accept a win

range of values and sets of expectations seems to occur when

he finds himself assuming that a contrasting culture has as much

merit as his own, without thinking about it. This seems to

develop through the study of remote cultures more easily than

through examining the local scene, where out-of-awareness prejudices

get in the way. Shen elements of intercultural communication in a

remote place are identified, the local situation can be examined

to find if those same elements exist here. The comparison raises

Obstacles to communication above the threshhoad of awareness and

devolips intercultural empathy. Differences amme to be appreciated

rather than deploredpihen you came to enjoy differences, a foundation

on which you can build particular skills for specific intercultural
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commanialtion applications exists.

I have concluded from my limited experience that intercultural

communication CAN be taught in a classroom. providing seven

problems are satisfactorily solved. These are

1. Communication theory must be utilized

2. The course must be adjusted to meet the needs of

particular students

3. In-class and out-of-class resources must be

aggressively exploited

4. Multi-cultural methods should be used

5. Experiential learning should supplement the

acquiring of information

6. The course should bring together materials from as

many disciplines as possible

7. A global perspective must relate; local and remote

applications of intercultural communication.

If we attain these Objectives, our classes in intercultural

communication are certain to be of value.
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Speech 247 - Cases in Intercultural CoLounication

Dr. N. Asuncionlande
(OniNersity ot Ramses)

Obi ectives

1. To develop an understandin.! cf the nature and process of intercultural communi-

cation.

2. To develop insights end /or skills in the diagnosis and analysis of complex

interpersonal communication situations.

3. To familiarize students with soae theories and methodulozies that would aid them

in the analysis of various types of coamunication problerls.

Readinea (selected articles from the following):

1. K. Giffin, U.

and aou, 1971.

2. L. Samovar, a.
Wadsworth, 1972.

Patton, Fundarsitals of S.peschComtinicati21. dew York; Harper

Porter, Intercultural Communication: A :reader. 3elmont, Calif.

3. Edmund: M.itidura, Why aren't We Getting Throurh? The Urban Communication

Crisis. Washington, D.C.: Acropolis 3ooks, 1971.

4, Arthur L. Smith, :roluvina Hernandez, Anne Allen, loo_ ly to Talk with People of

Other :.aces Ethnic Grou a and Cultures. Los Angeles; Trans-Lthnic Foundation,

1971.

5. Reginald Smart, Global Villsv.a Conversation. bridges and Darriers to Communi-

cation Detween Persons or Afferent Cultures. Painesville, Ohio: Lake Crte

College, 1967.

6. E. Nottingham (ed.), Case Studies in Intercultural Communication: An Anthology,

Graduate School of Corporate and ?olitical Communication, Fairfield University,

Fairfield, Connecticut, 1973.

7. D. Hoopes (ed.), aeadings in Intercultural qmpunicatisn, Vol. I. tagional

Council for International education, Univereity of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Class Activities

1. Casa materials will be handed out in class.

2. Group discussion will be the principal method of learning. Role playing, with

each student being assigned to act out a person indicated will, for the most part,

be used to stimulate discussion.

3. Written auslyses of some cases will also be assigned.

4. The students will be assisted by the instructor in relating theories that they

read in the assigned materials ulth the cases that are dincessed in class.

5. Films will be shown to supplement readings and to serve as illustrations of

theories, methodologies, anu cases.

6. There will be two teeter lst-Burin; mid tern and, 2nd-during the last weak of
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7. Final grade will be from the folle4int.l.

class partl.ci "ation 1/3

written testi 1/3

oriftinal cases and
written reports 1/3

15

O. Each student mast write an orir.iaal case :, petywal, hypothetical or observed

from the media, and analyze it. T4is is duo the stut%21.1 to the last: week of class

of the fall semester. The paper's length, tyro!' and doulde-spaccd, nust be between

4-7 pages, including references, if any.

9. Attendance is iwportent as gvoup participation II: Ja integral pnrt of the class.

The assumption of the participativ.:. nature or the eoe.L,L. in that students will

1!,!arn from the experiences afforIud by the L-Lercises. To miss these experiences

delvives the student a vital co:iq of th.! course.

Course Outline*

I. A. Concepts: 1. Communication, culture, intercultural communication, inter

racial, Lrangracial.

2. attitudes, Laliefs, values, ierc,Ttion, empathy, attribution,

socializati on.

3. stereoty7es, prejudice, ethnocLeatrism, nationalism. inter-

B. Processes: 1. role playieo role-taking
2. case study nethod

3. description gild evaluation

C. Language and communication; structure and effects

D. Aonverbal communication-structure and effects

II. Films: Eye of the IWholder
Pictures in your Rind
To see or not to see
Something of Value
Where is Prejudice

kimphasis will be on case -analysis and role play approaches for an understanding

of the nature of intercultural coueunication. Since it is a basic course, it will

be oriented more towards the practical rather than the theoretical. outcome.
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Spaeth 748Intercultural Communication: The American Indian

Instructor: Dr. Nobleza Asuncion -Londe
Co- Instructor: A faculty member from Haskell Indian Junior College

16

Course Descri tion: An examination of the barriers to effective communication
be wean In an and non-Indian individuals and groups (3)

Objectives: To develop an understanding of the nature an process of intercultural

communication.
To determine whether group conceptions of communication show significant

culture patterning.
To examine specific types of communication behavior which may facilitate

or hinder interpersonal interaction between Indians and non-Indians.

To acquaint students with the intercultural communication workshop
as one alternative in facilitating or improving interpersonal-intercultural

communication.

Activities: 1. The class will be conducted along group discussion and lecture

-----Mands. Discussions will be centered around key concepts in the readings and

guest lectures.
2. Specialists from KU and Haskell Indian Junior College will be invited

as guest lecturers.
3. Films on Indian culture will be shown at specific intervals.

4. There will be two examinations on the assigned readings and lectures- -

the first at the middle of the semester and the second towards the end of

the semester.
5. The class will be divided into groups of five students each. Each

group will prepare a project.* The project results will be presented orally

in class, and a written report of it shall be submitted to the instructor

on the last day of classes. The project may be based either on readings or

on field work.
6. The final grade will be a composite of the work done in class:

a. Participation in group discussions
b. Examinations
c. Written critlques. of films

d. Project (oral and written presentations)

7. An intercultural communIcation workshop will be held during the later

part of the semester. The primary purpose of the workshop is to expand
awareness of the dynamics and effects of culture in interpersonal communication.

Course Content:
1. West lectures:

"A Survey of North American Indian Cultures"
"Amerindian Languages"
"American Indian Folklore"
"American Indian Art"
"Education and the American Indian"
"American Indian Rhetoric"
"The Contemporary American Indian"

*Each group will:submit a one-page project proposal complete with a biblio-

graphy of literature on the selected topic.
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2. Films:
I. "Nan and His Culture"
2. "Navajo Indian Life", "Peaceful ones", (opi) "Pueblo Boy",

"Warriors at Peace"
3. "Rainbow of Stone", "Spirit in the Earth", "Navajos-Children of the God"
4. "Navajos Move Into the Space Age ", "Indian American", "The Exiles"
S. "Discovering Indian .Music ", "Legeilds of the Sioux", "Northwest

Indian Art", "Navajo Night Dances"

3. Readings: Assigned readings will be from the following references:
A. L. Samovar, R. Porter. Intercultural Communication: A Reader.

M. H. Prosser. Intercommunication Among Nations and People.
L. S. Harms. Intercultural Communication.
E. T. Hall. The Silent Language.

. Yfie Hidden Dimension.
1,7101I7Thi7Process oftagiTeation.
E. Stewart. American Cultural Patterns: A Cross-Cultural Perspective.

B. F. Eggan. The American Indian: Perspectives for the Study of Social

Change.
F. 0. Gearing. The Face of the Fox.
S. Steiner. The New-Indians.
J. Honingmann. Understanding Culture.

M. L. Wax. IndianAmtiggP11!kitEADERitalltb
E. Cahn, D. 07-ffaiii.ni.7-Oiireittheet-fteptir: The Indian in White Amertou

C. V. I. Armstrong. lhpielpgm.
D. Brain. IligryMylifetVitWOunded Kra e.
V. Deloria.--W-Talk, You Listen.
L. T. Jones. A12421 canOratol1.
J. G. Neihardt: Bin

A_ American
s.

W. C. Vanderwerth. Indian Oratory.

::11.....

L. T. Jones. Amerindian Education.

D. M. Wax, S. Diamond, F. Gearing. Anthropological Perspectives on

Education.

E. D. Hoopes. Readings In Intercultural Communication I, II, III.

Course Outline: Lectures and films in class will form the basis of discussions
'"'-iiirlEFTWIlowing topics:*

1. Definitions of communication, culture, intercultural communication.
Descriptions of the process of communication, culture and intercultural communi-

cation. Communication models and models for the study of culture and sub-

cultures.
2. The Personal dimension in-intercultural communication--

identity, empathy, stereotypes
perception, socialization, prejudice
ethnocentrism, nationalism
norms, attitudes, values, beliefs

*Comparisons/contrasts and examples will be drawn, from the contest of
Indian and white dominant majority behaviors.
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3. Language in culture and communication
Sapir-whorf hypothesis
Elaborated and restricted codes
Syntactics and semantics

4. Cultural patterning of non-verbal modes of communication
Kinesics
Proxemics
Paralinguistics
Temporality

5. Problems in intercultural communication
interpersonal-intercultural barriers
conflict resolution
negotiations
decision-male:1g
leadership anti :ontrol

6. Education and the American Indian
assimilation/integration
traditionalism/modernization

7. The Intercultural Communication. Workshop

31
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Speech747 Anthropology 714 /1. Asuncion- Lando, Instructor

This course is an examination of the nature, process.and factors affecting communi-

cation in an intercultural context, and of methods of training for intercultural

communication roles.

Text:

Samovar and Porter. IATERCULTURAL COHUUNICATIOS: A Reader.

Supplementary Resources:

Prosser. INTERCOMaINICATION L1ONG NATIONS AND PEOPLL

Harms. INTRaCULTURAL CO t IUNICATIO.I.

Rich. INTErtRACIAL C0 t RIN/CATIOA.

Smith. IMMO IIRSINWA.V.OZIORISINDI68. TRANSRACIAL C010.UNICATION.

Hoopes. REASIAGS IN /ATERCULTURAL COENUNICATIOa VOLS. I, II, AND III.

Cherry. Itla..1LD Tilr.EAT Olt PRO-IISE.

Assorted reproduced materials (from journals and unpublished articles).

Class. Activities

The discussion-lecture-laboratory methods of instruction will be employed in the

course. Students will be assigned readings which, will form the basis of discussions.

Films will supplement materials .from readings and lectures. They will be shown

at appropriate intervals.

Participation in an intercultural communications workshop will be required of

all students' enrolled in the course. The workshop is a relatively intensive

program normally lasting between two or three days, usually off campus. The

workshop is designed to explore cultural factors which tend to inhibit communication

between individuals of different cultures, and provides a framework in which

participants may experience 'cultural sensitivity" which may help facilitate

cross - cultural encounters.

An investigative paper is required of all students. Its aim is to demonstrate

a student's understanding of the subject. A tentative outline should be submitted

by the eighth week for a critical evaluation by the instructor.

There are two examinations in the course: a mid-term and a final.

Course Content:

Study of theoretical perspectives, varied aspects of intercultural communication,

the failures inherent in the process and their possible remedies, and training

programs designed for intercultural communication roles. It includes:

A. General overview: concepts and definitions, nature of the process, functions

of intercultural communication, dysfunctional uses.

B. Social-psychological factors: world view, perception, ethnocentrism, culture

shock, attitude change, attitude formation, role relationships, expectations, etc.

C. Linguistic variables: linguistic approach to intercultural communication

study, social meanings in linguistic structures, elaborate and restricted

codes, bilingualism, bidialecpttalims, biculturalism world language-lingua

franca, translation.
32
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D. Nonverbal variables: prwsemief, kiaesics, paralanguage, temporality, values,

wearing apparel; traditions, pxsonality factei:s out-of-awareness nature of

non-linguistic communication, non-verbal expectations as a product of values,

obligations and constraints of a subculture: the tendency to respond evaluatively

to culture bound non-verbal behavior; consequences of speaking a language in

a host country without understanding appropriate non-verbal behavior dress, etc.

E. Social aspects of world communication: tourism as a mode of communication;

international relations: communication and control; the future of world communi-

cations; communication and change, conflict resolution.'

F. Training programs for intercultural communication

1, ICW, contrast American, culture assimilation,

university-alternative model.

2. role-playing and role-taking (role reversal),

specific.

or contact.
D training programs,

culture-general and culture

G. Intercultural communications research; trends, prospects, problems.

H. Films: i4here's Prejudice'
"Pictures in Your and''
"The Detached Americans"
"Time for Burning"
"Black and White Uptight"
''Intercultural Communication UOrkshow (University of Minncaoia)

I COPY AIM
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Cornell University

Department of Communication Arts
Menn Hall
Ithaca. New York 14850

CA 501: INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

Spring, 1974

T CRY NIAllABLE
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Instructor: Dr. Njoku E. Awa

Meeting Place: Communication Arts Graduate and Research Center

Time: Tuesdays 1:25 to 4:25 P.M.

Texts: Intercultural Communication: A Reading Larry A. Samover
and Rionard E. 'Porter, (Wadsworth, 1972).

Intercommunication Amo Nations and Feo les, Michael H.
rosser, arper an ow,

For additional reading list see Bibliography.

Course Objectives and Description:

The major objectives of the course are: (1) to help students

to grasp some of the problems inherent in intercultural communica-

tion, and (2) to provide a forum where American and foreign students

can explore together the complexities in decoding culturally related

verbal and nonverbal cues. A minor objective of the course is to

make students aware of problems related to the communication -

culture interface that may retard or impede the flow and acceptance

of innovations that cross cultural boundaries.

In order to meet these objectives, the course will systemati-

cally examine linguistic/extralinguistic, social, psychological,

racial, ethnic, and regional barriers to communication between

individuals who perceive themselves as "different" in sllnificant

cultural and subcultural characteristics. Among the topics to be

covered are:
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1. Cultural relativism: language and culture.

2. Culture, perception, and communication.

3. International versus intercultural communication.

4. Communication between a foreigner and members of a host

country - a simulation game highlighting the foreigner's

resocialization experiences.

5. Intracultural communication: beyond racial and social

class boundaries.

6. Intracultural communication: problems in interethnic

relations in multiethnic and multilingual societies.

7. Nonverbal intercultural cues: their complexities and

subtleties .

8. Communicating new ideas: cultural problems in introducing

innovations perceived to be exogenous by a target

population.

Rationale:

The graduate program in Communication Arts at Cornell University

has its emphasis on "strategic application of communication" to

societal and human problems. It attracts a good number of foreign

students from different parts of the world.1 Often, these are men

and women whose professional duties entail constant interaction

with different ethnic and speech communities as well as those from

different classes. Undoubtedly, they come to Cornell with a profound

knowledge of basic problems in intercultural communication, espec-

11111111 AMIPM11111111

1The 1973-74 graduate student population is made up of 50

percent U.S. and 50 percent foreign students.
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sally in cooperative extension, adult education, antipoverty pro-

grams, family planning, and the like. The need for sharing this

knowledge, for exploring the cultural basis of different communica-

tion experiences, and for synthesizing the universals (if any) in

intercultural communication problems cannot be overemphasized.

Prominent among other reasons for creating the course are two

philosophically unrelated efforts in studying problems in inter-

cultural communication at Cornell. The first is the series of inter-

cultural communication workshops organized by the intercultural

communication association (INCAS) which mostly consists of students

from the international living center, otherwise known as "Dorm.8."

The association conducts periodic workshops to explore cultural

differences among participants, and to encourage respect for those

differences.

The second effort is the predeparture seminar "Be::ond Cornell"

which is conducted annually for foreign students who are about to

return to their countries. The emphasis is on hypothetical socio-

cultural problems that foreign students face back home when they

try to implement programs that are based on technological skills

acquired abroad. Clearly, this is one of the dimensions of inter-

cultural communication. Communicating new ideas in developing

countries involves interacting with people from different ethnic

backgrounds and status configurations.

From their inception these activities have received the strong

support of the International Student Office at Cornell. The leaders

of both activities have expressed interest in the emergence of a

course utlizing some elements of the experiential learning approach
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in a format that does not compromise the academic rigor of graduate

level work. Thus, while the course is not intended to undermine

the worthwhile activities of "INCAS" and "Beyond Cornell", the three

programs stand to benefit from the unique approach of one another.

Evaluation:

Students taking the course for credit will be required to

write a:term/research paper on an aspect of intercultural communica-

tion that excites them. While there are other criteria for

determining final grades (e.g. class participation or additional

project), the paper will count for more thaw 50 percent of a student's

grade. The criteria by which the quality of a term paper is to be

judged will be discussed on the first day of. class.

Bibliography

While some of the books listed below are intended to serve as

collateral reading material, most of them have sections which every

student should read. An attempt has been made to identify the most

obvious sections in some of the books. More books and sections

will be added as the need arises.

Since the bibliography is alphabetized, the order in which

books are listed will not necessarily coincide with their order of

importance.
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Books

A Casebook of Social Change, Niehoff, Arthur H. (editor), Chicago,
Ill.: Aldine Paolishing Company, 1966.

Communication and Culture, Smith, Alfred G. (editor), N.Y.: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1966. (Chapters I, IV, V and XIII).

Communication and Social Chan _e in Latin America: Introducin New
ec a ogy, u se ..aun, au e a re er c

Publishers, 1968. (Chapters 3,4 and 6), Call No. HN 110 5 a
Dk8C2.

Communication in Africa, Doob, Leonard W., Yale University Press,
19b1, (Chapters 111 and IX). Call No. P 92 A4 D69.

Introducing_ Social Change: A Manuel for Americans Overseas, Arens.
berg, Conrad M. and Arthur H. Niehoff, Chicago, Ill.: Aldine
Publishing Company, 1964.

Language, Culture and Communication, Greenberg, Joseph H., Stanford
University Press, 1V7I. (Chapters 1 and 3). Call No. P 27
G 79.

Language in Sociocultural Change, Fishman, Joshua A., Stanford
University Press, 1972. (Chapters I and IV). Call No. P )U
F 53 L 2.

Language, Psychology and Culture, Lambert, Wallace, Stanford Univ er-

sity Press, 1972. (Chapters 6 and 17). Call No. 13i 453 Al

L22.

Nonverbal Communication, Hinde, Robert A., (editor), Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1972. (Read especially part three).

Nonverbal Communication in Human Interaction, Knapp, Mark L., New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1972. (Chapters 1,3,
405 and 6).

Modernization Amo Peasants: The im act of Communication, Rogers,
ar an on, nc, 1969.vere ew 'or to

(Chapters 2,8 and 16). ORIII .11

The Analysis of Subjective Culture, Triandis, Harry C., New York:
John-Wiley, 1972. Chapters to be announced),

The Silent ua e, Hall, Edwart T., Greenwich, Conn.: Fawcett
ca ons, Inc., 1959. (Chapters 2,5,9 and 10).

Weak States in a World of Powers: The D amiss of International
e a ons er,

1972. pter 1).
rs a ew 'or : e ree ress,
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Articles

1. "Toward an Understanding of Nonverbal Communication Systems"

by Randall P. Harrison and Mark Knapp in The Journal of

Communication, 22:4 (December, 1972), 339 -3 t.

2. "The Cultural Basis of Emotions and Gestures" by Weston

LaBarre in Journal of XVI (1947).

3. "The Communication of Meaning Across Cultures" by Ray Wood,

et al, in The Journal of Communication, 21:2, (June, 1971).
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(the 2 hr. lower division courses

are taught one term)

SuPostO ReadilAs

y: Purchased texts include two books (1) al_alleatjapame by Edward T. Rail

referred to as.niand (2) The Hidden Dimension by Edward T. Hall referred to

as HD and two pamphlets (1) Communications: The Transfer of Me nin b Don

Faun referred to as Communications and (2) What Everyone Should Know About

Samantice referred to as Semantics.

Most of the other sources have been placed on two -hour or overnight reserve

in the Reserve Library. If not on reserve, there will be an indication. such

as: (In regular library) or (handout).

Reserve items of particular interest are marked with a star (*).

Background

A. Definition of culture and examples of cultural differences

SL: pp. 9-13; 31-41; 99-10S

HD: pp. 188.189
Understanding Culture, by John Honingmann: pp. 1-21

B. Description of the process of communication

SL: pp. 93-94
HD: pp. x, 1-6
Communications: ALL

Concepts needed to succeed in interpersonal communication

*Global Vplaae Conversation by Reginald Smart (Whole Pamphlet)

A. How evaluation interferes with understanding

*"The Study of Intercultural Communication in Liberal Education" by

William S. Howell in-Pacific Speech, Vol. II. No. 4, May, 1968

(regular library or handout)

1. The process of inferential reasoning

2. The difference between description and evaluation

B. What influences perception

1. Culturally-induced selection (of what to look at) and interpretation

HD: pp 77-90
"The Face of the Enemy" by Jerome D. Frank in PavchoioQV Nov. 1968

JAPJAWILIWAL111161J.bY Sophie Hollander
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2. Predispositions or stereotypes

"Nationality and Social Perception" by Bryant Wedge in ;aura. of,

Communicstion, Dec., 1966

*Now Others See Us" by William Buchanan, pp. 1-12 in Ames_,..A

Through Foreign Eyes, The Annals of the American Academy of

Political and Social Science, Sept. 1954.

4

Childreq's Vtewspf Foreign Peoples, by Lambert and Klineberg

(research studies to skim)

3. Individual differences

HD: pp. 41-75

4. Anxiety

HD: pp. 165.180
Release from Nervous Tenskon by David H. Fink

III. Verbal Symbolisation (language)

A. Culture contrasts and question of linguistic determinism

SL; pp. 91-94; 106-110
Wolsaillgasullum by John Nonimpann:,pp. 143.163

*"It Loses Something in the Translation" by Paul A. Kolers inMOW=
May 1969

B. Semantic problems

Semantics: ALL
"Psychological Barriers to Communications" by Daniel Katz in Communicacimm

and Social ActJ.on, The Annals of the Amer. Academy of Political and

Social Science, March 1947 pp. 1746

IV. Nonverbal Communication

A. Symbolic gesture, paralanguage (vocal inflections), and kinesics (bodily

movement)

*"The Cultural Basis of Emotions and Gestures" by Weston Learn: in

:2_,..11A,cdPer...m....iourlalit, XVI (1947) pp. 49-68 (regular library BFL .J66)

* "Nov to Read Body Language" in Reader's pigest, Dec. 1969 or Glamour,

Sept. 1969 (not on reserve)

"The Cultural Perspective" by Margaret Mead in Communication or

by Mary Capes Ch. 1
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B. Language of Time

SL: pp. 15-30, 128-145

C. Language of Space (proxemics)

SL: pp. 146-164
HD: pp. 91-164

D. Hall's Primary Message System

SL: pp. 4242; 165-168; 171-176; and p. 92

The establishment of culture Inman

SL: pp. 66-91; 111-127

Other references:

.241L,Mut.ASLIAMALCsamattialateT,Irving J. Lee,eep. "A Point of View"
by A. Averchenko

Neglected Aspect of Foreign Affairs, Charles Frankel , esp. Chap. 7
(pp. 99-112)

Culture and Communication, Robert Oliver

Clipping illustrating problems of intercultural communication (in a
manilla folder - photocopied)
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Course No. AL 199
Intercultural Cemmunication Mrs. Barna; 31 SPH

Student Information Sheet

The goal of this class is to help you to develop an insight into ..the

problems inherent iv' interpersonal intercultural communication and a sensi-

tivity to the signs of meaning and emotion that coma through the frame of

reference of someone from another ethnic group. This is not an easy task.

Those of you who are students from another country have'already felt

some degree of "culture shock" and the frustrations of having ideas and

feelings you cannot share. You have probably attributed this to the language

barrier, and rightly so, but there are undoubtedly other factors that inter-

fered as well. This class may help to bring them to your awareness and there-

fore, put you closer to a solution.

American students will find the course to be a magnified look at the

basic principles of all communication, as well as preparation for the time

you find yourself among strangers, whether it be in this country or another

one.

Activlties

To be able to successfully communicate with someone from another culture,

you must "know" that he has different customs, goals, and thought patterns from

your own --but this is not enough. You must be aware of unspoken codes, and

somehow be able to relate his actions, which result from his feelings, to your

*own experiences. Only then can you get beyond the superficial meanings or

avoid errors.

For this reason the course will not be a series of lectures about com-

munication or about culture. The class will revolve around you as a participant -

in individual conversations, small group discussions, even role-playing or

simulated cross-cultural experiences. Your ideas will be respected and your help

is needed.

You are encouraged to take this class on a pass /no -pass basis. Your

grade will depend on attendance, your active participation in class discussions

and class projects, notes on communication experiences, and a term paper in

which you will fill in a course content outline according to your own analysis

and interpretation.
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Dept. of Speech, Portland State University
LaRay M4Barma

3 hours
SP 440 (grad): Problems in Intercultural Communication - 3 hours

An investigation of the problems of understanding and expression

which occur when persons arc in face-to-face communication with

others from a different cultural or sub-cultural background.

Experiences in dyads and small groups of mixed cultural backgrounds

with a view to improving one's own general and intercultural

communication skills.

I. GENERAL OBJECTIVES

To provide students with theory, opportunities for research, and classroom

experiences in which he can develop awareness end apply new insights.

To increase the students' knowledge of the special communication problems

to be expected when in contact with someone from a different ethnic

background.

To increase the students' awareness of their own strengths and weaknesses

when in a cross-cultural communication situation.

II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

To acquaint each student with the varying forms of verbal and nonverbal

expression, thought processes, attitudes, value systems, perception skills,

defensive mechanisms, and other learned characteristics which accompany

different cultures and subcultures.

To help them investigate the extent to which these differences can cause

problems in understanding and communicating with members of different

ethnic groups.

To bring to each student's awareness his own identification with his own

culture and/or subculture and the extent to which this interferes with

his ability to interact with others.

To stress the importance of individual differences and the influence of stereo.-

types, preconceptions, value judgments, and anxiety.

III. OUTLINE OF COURSE CONTENT

A. Definitions of culture and communication. v.

B. Description of the process of communication and conditions necessary for

its most efficient functioning.

C. Identification of the elements most likely to malfunction in the setting of

intercultural communication: translation of verbal and nonverbal codes,

perception (due to unfamiliar stimuli), information processing (due to

different systems of reasoning, attitudes, value systems), transmission

(due to lack of knowledge of symbol system,style, arrangement, media, etc.,

that would result in a close approximation of the meaning intended) and

noise interference (distraction of anxiety, unfamiliar extraneous stimuli, etc).
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D. Concepts and theories related to the understanding of the problems of

intercultural communication: linguistic determinism, Hall's primary

message system, LaBarre's cultural basis of emotions and gestures,

anxiety-tension tolerance and adjustment mechanisms, selective perception,

Rokeach's belief hierarchy, phenomenology, reference group theory.

E. Cognitive foundations of beliefs and attitudes and cognitive consistency.

F. Emotional, behavioral, and social foundations of beliefs and attitudes.

G. American assumptions and values.

H. Assumptions and values of contrasting cultures and subcultures.

IV. STUDENT ACTIVITIES

A. General classroom discussion centered around key concepts in readings

and ideas presented by guest lecturers.

B. Two-thirds of class time spent in interaction with foreign students in

dyads and small groups. Activities and tasks are designed to bring

problems of intercultural communication into awareness and provide a

setting in which there can be experimentation with solutions to these

problems. Role-playing and simulation is also used.

C. Each student reports on an out -of -class event in which he was the only

"foreigner".

D. Each student keeps a journal in which he records and analyzes at least

one intercultural
communication success or failure per week.

E. Each student writes a major term paper and takes a midterm and final.

V. TUTS AND MATERIALS UTILIZED

A. Adopted texts:

1. Ruesch, Jurgen and Gregory Bateson, "Communication: The Social

Matrix of Psychiatry," W. W. Norton & Company, New York. 1968.

2. Bem, Daryl J., "Beliefs, Attitudes, and Human Affairs," Brooks/Cole

Pub. Co., Belmont, California, 1970.

3. Hall, Edward T., "The Silent Language," New York: Doubleday and Co, 1959

4. Steward, Edward C., "Aspects of American Culture: A Cross-Cultural

Perspective," paper published by Regional Council for International

Education, 1101 Bruce Hall, University of Pittsburgh, 1971.

B. Supplemental Bibliography

1. Hall, Edward T., "The Hidden Dimension" NY: Doubleday & Company, 1969

2. Klineberg, Otto, "The Human Dimension in International Relations",

NY: Holt, Rinehard and Winston, 1964

3. LaBarre, Weston, "The Human Animal," Chicago: The.Univ. of Chicago

Press, 1954

4. Smith, Alfred G., "Communication and Culture: Readings in the Codes

of Human Interaction." Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 1966

5. Berl°, David K. "The Process of Communication: An Introduction to

Theory and Practice" Holt, Rinehard and Winston, Inc. 1960

Other 1.001':? and journal articles of an interdisciplinary nature. The

list is :_oo lengthy to reproduce here.
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VI. COURSE REQUIREMENTS

Students are expected to participate in all classroom activities, particularly

the dyads and small group projects; maintain a journal which includes reactions

to these projects and analysis of events observed or participated in outside

of class which relates to the subject matter of the course; take a midterm

and a final based on the assigned readings; and write a research paper or

undertake a study of a particular characteristic of a culture tracing the

ramifications of this characteristic when someone of this ethnic group is

in communication with various others.

VII. METHODS OF EVALUATION USED

Equal weighing of the following:

combined test grades
adequacy of the term paper
contributions to the classroom projects

evidence of improved insight as revealed in the journal

the student's own evaluation of his work

Prepared by LaRay M. Barna

Oct. 7, 1971

This course was successfully offered under the experimental number of AL 199

for three terms beginning winter of 1970. In spring of 1971 a new format was

tried under which the number of American and foreign students was still balanced

at twelve each, but upper-division and graduate students were admitted under the

SP 407/507 seminar number. This was done because most Americans waiting for

'admission had gone beyond lower division into special interest areas, such as

advanced communication theory, foreign service, teaching preparation including

the subject of English as a Second Language, or were anticipating travel or

intercultural marriage. They were ready for more difficult reading and research

than could be handled by most foreign students who were still enrolled under

the Al 199 number, but for only two hours credit. A double standard for assign-

ments and grades were therefore averted and the needs of both groups were met

more efficiently. The students still met together in active communication two

or acre hours per week, but one hour of class time per week was still available

for the advanced students to share questions and concepts discovered through

their special readings. Request for a permanent lower division number may be

made later to replace the necessity to use an open number.
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CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION - CST 319

Summer, 1974
Dr. Jerry L. Burk

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

An analysis of the nature of cultural and racial identites and their effects

upon human communication behavior. EMphasis is upon helping the student

understand human interaction in cross-cultural and interracial

communication encounters through an acquaintance with theories of com-

munication, culture, and perception.

TEXTS:

1. Rich, Andrea L. Interracial Communication. New York: Harper & Row,

Publishers, 1974.

2. Samovar, Larry A. and Porter, Richard E. (Eds.) Intercultural

Communication: A Reader. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth Publishing

Company, Inc., 1972.

PREMISES CONCERNING MAN'S CONSTITUTIONAL AND CULTURAL NATURE: (Kessing,

1958, pp. 49-50)

1. Man is a member of the animal kingdom. Humans are linked in a total

web of biological life with all other organisms. As the Chinese philo-

sopher put it, "Man is kinsman to all nature."

2. Modern men, like all other living organisms, are products of a vast

and dynamic process of evolution. This development has proceeded from

simpler and more generalized forms to complex and more specialized forms.

Man is still a notably generalized animal, with a potential for much

further development.

3. Man is in important respects a unique animal. This shows above all in

his capacity for precise symbolic communication, particularly through

language, and so for learning and storing experience (culture).

4. In broader perspective, all living men have essentially similar

characteristics. But the nearer look shows great variability in pop-

ulations and in individuals -- specializations in constitution and in behavior.

5. Throughout the lifetime of each individual a constant interplay is

going on between hereditary potentialities and environmental influences.

The human constitution and behavior take their shape from a complex inter-

action of genetic, habitat, and sociocultural factors. These mesh in a

notably definitive way during growth to mold the adult, and of course

every individual becomes in the process to some degree different and unique.

6. Man is not standing still. The constitutional characteristics of

groups and individuals are being constantly modified with each generation

and lifetime. Cutural traditions also undergo modification.

1. 47
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PREMISES CONCERNING THE RELATIONSHIP OF COMMUNICATION AND CULTURE:
(Gleeson and Wakefield, 1968, pp. v-vi)

1. The relation between language and culture is a necessary con-
sideration in any fruitful discussion of communication, no matter how
practical or limited in scope it may appear; many fallacies and
trivial conclusions follow when this complex relation is overlooked.

2. The relation is reciprocal: the form of communication influences
(and some would have it determines) the form of culture; the form of

culture influences the form of language and language used.

3. The study of communication at its limits is extremely valuable,
and leads to an understanding of the potentialities and limitations
of the culture and cultural elements otherwise difficult to attain.

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES: June 17 - August 2

Week I - June
I. Major

1.

2.

3.
* *

17 - June 21
Theme: CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION
"Introduction to Interracial Communication" (Rich, 1-16)
"An Overview of Intercultural Communication" (Porter, SF 3-17)
"What is Intercultural Communication?" (Sitaram, SP 18-23)

Recommended Reading: "Problems of Cross-Cultural Com-
munication Research" (Chu, SP 303-309)

Week 2 - June 24 - June 28
II. Major Theme: SELECTIVITY AND FILTERING

1. "Perception, Prejudice, and Interracial Communication"
(Rich, 17-42)

2. "Cultural Factors in the Structuralization of Perception"
(Hallowell, SP 49-68)

3. "Time and Cool People" (Horton, SP 84-96)

** Proposal for Assignment I

Week 3 - July 1 - July 5
III. Major Theme: IMAGES AND BEHAVIOR

I. "Stereotypes and Interracial Communication" (Rich, 43-64)

2. "Nationality and Social Perceptior" (Wedge, SP 69-75)

3. "Racial Ethnocentrism and Judgement of Beauty"
(Martin, SF 76-79)

** Recommended Reading: "Directions for Inter-Cultural
Communication Research" (Becker, SP 310-319)

** Assignment I Due.

Week 4 - July - July 12
IV. Major Thome: CULTURE

1. "Role, Culture,
(Rich, 65-86)

2. "Rapping in the
3. "The Effects of

Upon Attitude"
Inventory I* *

AND CONTEXTS
and Interracial Communication"

Black Ghetto" (Mochman, SP 141-152)

Negro and White Dialectical Variations
(Buck, SP 153-158)
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Week 5 - July 15 - July 19
V. Major Theme: DISPOSITION AND BEHAVIOR
A. Minor Theme: Culture of Poverty

1. "Beliefs, Attitudes, Values, and Interracial Communication"
(Rich, 87-124)

2. "Cross-Cultural Studies" (Price-Williams, SP 35-48)

3. "Interpersonal Communication Within Transracial Contexts"
(Smith, SP 285-300)

** Recommended Reading: "Ethnographic Communication: Man-
date for a Social Ethic" (Burk, SP 320-327)

** Proposal for Assignment II

Week 6 - July 22 - July 26
VI. Major Theme: CODES AND COMMUNICATION
B. Minor Theme: Native American Cultures

1. "Language and Interracial Communication". (Rich, 125-160)

2. "The Gift of Tongues" (Kluckhohnt SP 101 - 113)

3. "The Sapdr-Whorf Hypothesis" (Hoijer, SP 114-222)

** Assignment II Due

Week 7 - July 29 - August 2
VIZ. Major Theme: WORDS AND NOT-WORDS

C. Minor Theme: Chicano Culture
1. "Interracial Implications of Nonverbal Communication"

(Rich, 161-196)
2. "Paralinguistics, Kinesics, and Cultural Anthropology"

(LaBarre, SP 172-180)
3. "Proxemics: The Study of Man's Spatial Relations"

(Hall, SP 205-219)
** Inventory II

RESEARCH PROJECTS:

Assignment I: Option A (Maximum 7 pages)

Topic: How are Differences in Culture Revealed Through Perceptual
Behavior?

A primary goal of this course is to understand and appreciate the
influence of culture upon communication. Perceptual behavior is
significant in human communication behavior for the context of mes-
sages is directly influenced by this process. This written assignment
option encourages you to analyze the nature, functions, effects, and
significance of perceptual behavior by research focusing upon:
(1) attributes of culture, (2) attributes of human communication, and
(3) the influence of perception upon emergent culture and human com-

munication systems. Your paper should include the following:

1. What is culture?

2. What is communication?

3. How do culture and communication interact to limit or

focus perception?
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4. Could cross-cultural/interracial communication problems

begin at the level of perception?

5. Which comes first, culture or communication or perception?

6. Bow does an understanding of perception help you understand

cross-cultural/interracial communication?

Assignment I: Option B Maximum 7 pages)

Topic: "How Do Cultural and Racial Differences Manifest Them-

selves in Communication Behavior?"

A primary goal of this course is to understand and appreciate the

influence of culture and race upon human communication behavior.
This written assignment option encourages you to analyze the influence

of culture and race to determine the nature and significance of that

effect. Your paper should address the following:

1. What constitutes a racial or cultural difference between

individuals?

2. How does communication behavior influence cultural and

racial identity?

3. Do individuals with differing cultural and racial
identities have differing communication systems?

4. Why do communication transactions across cultural and racial

lines seem to frequently?

5. What are the advantages of understanding the nature of

cultural or racial identities and human communication systems?

Assignment IX: Option A (Maximum 7 pages)

Topic: Cultural or Racial Grozp Analysis

A primary objective of this course is to address the effects of

cultural or racial identity upon human communication. This written

assignment option provides an opportunity for you to observe, analyze,

and evaluate the communication behavior across cultural or racial

lines. This should help you refine and conceptualize the effects

of cultural and racial identities upon communication behavior. Your

paper should include the following:

1. What was the cultural or racial composition of the group you

observed?

2. Were there differences in communication behavior which may

be attributable to the cultural or racial identity of the

group?

3. Was nonverbal communication behavior highlighted in the

group's communication interaction?
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4. Did you become aware of attitudes, beliefs, or values that
may interfere with effective communication between jour
group and a naive individual?

5. Did you become aware of phrases, references, or words which
would make your group "bristle" thus interfering with
communication?

6. What sort of advice would you give a naive individual
wishing to communicate effectively with your group?

Assignment II: Option B (Maximum 7 pages)
Topic: Cultural or Racial Group Analysis

A primary objective of this course is to address the effects of
culture and racial identity upon human communication. This written
assignment option provides an opportunity for you to research,
analyze, and evaluate a cultural or racial group with whom you have
not had direct contact. You will focus upon the nature of the
cultural or racial group identity and draw inferences for communication
interaction. It is advisable to find different author's discussion
of your selected group. The more points of view you become aware
of, the more complete your analysis may be. Follow the guidelines and
questions in Assignment TX: Option A and feel free to supplement
those questions with information that is significant to your group
particularly.

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY:

I. CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION:

Brown, Roger. Words and Things. New York: The Free Press, 2958.

Dance, Frank E. X. Human Communication Theory. New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1967.

Eitzen, D. Stanley. Social Structure and Social Problems in America.
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1974.

Gleeson, Patrick and Wakefield, Nancy (Eds.) Language and Culture.
Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1968.

Gumpers, John J. and Hymes, Dell (Eds.) Directions in Sociolinguistics.
New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1972.

Hymes, Dell (Ed.) Language in Culture and Society. New York: Harper
Row, Publishers, 1964.

Keesing, Felix M. Cultural Anthropolqgy. New York: Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston, 1958.

Kessler, Evelyn. Anthro,pology: The Humanizing Process. Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1974
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Prosser, Michael (Ed.) Intercommunication Among Nations and Peoples.
New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1973.

Smith, Alfred (Ed.) Communication and Culture. New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1966.

II. SELECTIVITY AND FILMING:

Forgus, Ronald H. Perception. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1966.

Restart, Albert H., Schneider, David J. and Polefka, Judith.
Person Perception. Reading, Mass: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 2970.

Krech, David and Crutlhfield, Richard S. Elements of Psychology.
New York: Alfted A. Knopf, Inc., 1958.

McGuire, William J. "The Nature of Attitudes and Attitude Change," in
Gardner Lindzey and Elliot Aronson (Eds.), The Handbook of Social
Psychology. 2nd Ed., Vol. III, Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Co., 1969.

Mortensen, C. David, Communication: Thg Study of Human Interaction.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1972.

Rokeach, Milton. Beliefs, Attitudes, and Values. San Francisco:
Jossey, Bass. 1968.

Vernon, M. D. The Psychology of Perception. Baltimore: Penguin Books,
1963.

III. IMAGES AND BEHAVIOR:

Boulding, Kenneth E. The Image. Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan
Press, 1956.

Brown, Roger. Social Psychology. New York: Free Press, 1965.

Collins, Barry E. Social Psychology. Reading, Mass.: Addison-
Wesley Publishing Co., 1970.

DeVito, Joseph. The Psychology of Speech and Language.
Random House, Inc., 1970.

Jones, James N. Prejudics and Racism. Reading, Mass.
Wesley Publishing Co., 1972.

Krech, David and Crutchfield, Richard S. Theory and Problems of
Social Psychology. New York: McGraw -Hill Book Company, Inc. 1948

New York:

Addison-

Simpson, George E. and Yinger, J. Milton. Racial and Cultural Minorities.
4th Ed. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1972.

Tagiuri, Renato and Petrullo, Luigi. Person Perception and Interpersonal
Behavior. Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1958.

Tubbs, Stewart L. and MOss, Sylvia. Human Communication An Interpersonal
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7.

Perspective. New York: Random House, Inc., 1970.

IV. CULTURE AND CONTEXTS:

Carroll, John B. Language and Thought. Englewood Cliffs,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964.

Doob, Leonard W. Social Psychology. .New York: Henry Holt and
Company, Inc., 1952.

Duncan, Hugh Dalziel. Communication and Social Order. London:
Oxford Universtty Press, 1962.

Lindezmith, Alfred R. And Strauss, Anselm L. Social Psychology.
3rd Ed. New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1968.

Monis, Jerome G. and Meltzer, Bernard M. Mids.) Symbolic Interaction.
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1967.

Mead, George Herbert Mind, Self f and Society,
of Chicago Press, 1964.

Shibutani, Tamotsu. Society and Personality.
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 2951.

Chicago. University

Englewood Cliffs,

V. DISPOSITION AND :ZHAVIOR:

Ben, Daryl J. Behavior, Attitudes, and Human Affairs. Belmont,

Calif.: Brooks /Cole Publishing Co., 2970.

Cohen, Arthur P. Attitude Change and Social Influence. New York:

Basic Books, Inc., 1964.

Cronkhite, Gary. Persuasion: Speech and Behavioral Change.
Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merril Publishing Co., 1969.

Hollander, Edwin P. Principles and Methods of Social Psychology.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1967.

Kiesler, Charles A., Collins, Barry S. and Miller, Norman.
Attitude ChangeCritical Analysis of Theoretical Approaches.
New York: John Wiley 4 Sons, Inc., 1969.

Miller, George A. Communication, Languages and Meaning. New York:

Basic Books, Inc., 1973.

Zembardo, Philip and Ebbesen, Ebbe B. Influencing Attitudes and
Changing Behavior. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing
CO., 2969.
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VI. CODES AND COMMUNICATION:

Alexander, Hubert G. Meaning in Language. Glenview, IL.: Scott,

Forenoon, and Company, 1969.

Benjamin, Robert L. Semantics and Language Analysis. Indianapolis:

The Boas -Merrill Company, 1970.

Chase, Stuart. The Tyranny of Words. New York: Harcourt, Brace,

and World, Inc., 1964.

Condon, John C. Semantics and Communication. New York: The

Macmillan Company, 1966.

Hayakawa, S. X. Language in Thought and Action. 2nd Ed. New York:

Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc., 1964.

Bluckhahm, Clyde. Mirror for Man. New York: McGraw-Hill Book

Company, Inc., 1949.

Miller, George A. Language and Communication. New York: McGraw-

Hill Book Company, Inc.. 1951.

VII. WORDS AND NOT-WORDS:

Barnlund, Dean (Ed) Interpersonal Communication: Survey and Studies.

Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968.

Eisenberg, Abne M. and Smith, Ralph R. Nonverbal Communication.

Indianapolis: The Dobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 2971.

Goffman, Erving. The PesentAtion of Self in Evergdaii Life.

Graden City: NY: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1959.

Hall, Edward T. The Silent Language. Greenwich, Conn: The Fawcett

Premier World Library, 1959.

Johnson, Wendall. People in Quandries. New York: Harper £ Row,

Publishers, 1946.

Mehrabian, Albert. Silent Messages. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1971.

Watzlawisk, Paul, Beavin, Janet, and Jackson, Don. pagmatics of

Human Communication. New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1967.

A. Culture of Poverty:

Barker, Larry L. and Kibler, Robert J. (Eds.) Speech Communication

Behavior. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971.

Bernstein, Basil. "A Public Language: Some Sociological Implications

of a Linguistic Form." British Journal of Sociology. Vol. X. No. 4,

(December, 1959), pp. 312 -327.

Bernstein, Basil. "EJaboretwJ and Restricted Codes: Their Social

Orgine and Some Consequences," American Anthrapolegist. Vol. 66,
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No. 6, Part 2 (December, 1964), pp. 55-70.

Bernstein, Basil.
of Sociology. Vo.

Bernstein, Basil,

42

"Language and Social Class," British Journal
Xi, No. 3, (September, 1960), pp 271-277.

"Some Sociological Determinants of Perception,"
British Journal of Sociology. Vol. IX, No. 2, (June, 1958), pp159-175.

Halsey, A. H., Floyd, J., and Anderson, A. (Eds.) .....sativz.....EL11Socom,

and Education. Glencoe: Free Press, 1961.

Musson, Paul H., Conger, John J., and Kagan, Jerome.
Child Development and Personality. New York: Harper
Publishers, 1970.

Williams, Fred (Ed) Language and Poverty. Chicago:
Publishing Company, 1970.

Readings in
4 Row,

Markham

B. Native American Cultures:

Burk, Jerry L. "Oklahoma Seminole Indians: Orgin, History, and
Pan-Indianism," The Chronicles of Oklahoma. Vol. LI, No. 2,

(Summer, 1973), pp. 211-223.

Cahn, Edgar (Ed) Our Brother's Keeper: The Indian in White

America. New York: World Publishing Co., 1969.

Debo, Angie. A History of the ii:dians of the United States.
Norman: The University of Oklahoma Press, 1970.

DeLoria, Vine Jr. Custer Died for Your Sins. New York: Avon Books, 1969.

DeLoria, Vine Jr. We Talk, You Listen. New York: Delta Books, 1970.

Steiner, Stan.

Van Every, Dale.
American Indian.

The New Indians. New York: Delta Books, 1968.

Disinherited: The Lost Birthright of the
New York: William Morrow & Company, 1966.

Waddell, Jack O. and Watson, O. Michael. The American Indian

in Urban Society. Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1971.

C. Chicano Culture:

Burma, John H. (Ed) Mexican-Americans in the United States: A Reader.

Cambridge, Mass: Schenkman Publishing Company, Inc., 1970.

Galarza, Ernesto, Gallegos, Herman, and Samara, Julian, Mexican-
Americans in the Southwest. Santa Barbara: McNally & Loftin, Publishers,

1970.
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10.

Galarza, Ernesto. Merchants of Labor: The Mexican Bracero Story.
Charlotte: McNally & Loftin, Publishers, 1964.

Grebler, Leo, Moore, Joan W., and Guzman, Ralph C. The Mexican-
American People. New York: The Free Press, 1970.

Lewis, Oscar. Five Families. New York: Mentor Books, 1959.

Moquin, Wayne, Van Doren, Charles, and Rivera, Feliciano (Eds.)
A Documentary History of the Mexican Americans. New York:
Praeger Publishers., 1971.
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RESEARCH PROJECT PROPOSAL

Name: Course: Section:

Assignment: (I or II)

Option: (A or B)

Position: (Explain your purpose in one sentence)

Rationale: ("My plan of work is worthwhile because...")

Tentative Bibliography:

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.
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COMMUNICATION 513
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

Course Syllabus
Dr. Fred L. Casmir

A four-unit, one trimester course which can be taken either for upper division,
undergraduate credit, or for graduate credit. Graduate students should identify
themselves at the beginning of the trimester to receive additional assignments
or instruction.

PURPOSE OF THE COURSE: This is an introductory survey course intended for
students with a variety of interests and a variety of backgrounds, including but
not limited to academic majors in communication, communication theory, jour-
nalism, education, religion, social sciences, and anthropology. It is assumed
that students have been exposed to at least a minimum of contemporary material
or thought in the area of human communication, although expertise in the field
is not required for this course.

The course is intended to provide both practical and theoretical insight into
challenges and difficulties in human communication which result when representa-
tives of different cultures interact. INTERCULTURAL communication for the
purposes of this course will be thought of as communication between individuals
and small groups of individuals representing different cultural experiences and
backgrounds, including subcultures within nations, and cultural groups from
different nations.

SPECIFIC PURPOSES: Students will become acquainted with major concepts and
terms relating to human communication and intercultural communication. Each
participant in the class will be given an opportunity to immerse himself in some
specific project, relating to his interests in intercultural communication.

Problems arising from cultural differences, problems standing in the way of
intercultural interaction will be considered.

Means and techniques of overcoming problems in intercultural communication
will be considered.

Students will become acquainted with a number of organizations and resources
available to the studert of intercultural communication. Training and training
designs or techniques for practitioners of intercultural communication will be
briefly considered.

In a very real sense of the word, this is a course with "practical applications of
important communication principles. " The fact that we live in a "shrinking"
world has been stressed too often, and has become too apparent a fact to need
extensive explanation. However, culturally caused problems in communication
occur also within nations, between ethnic and racial groups, and educational or
age groups. Since more and more individuals work in positions which require
interaction or communication with culturally "different" individuals, specific
consideration of this area is required.
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TERM ASSIGNMENU: Students taking the course for graduate credit should
consult with the instructor during the first or second week of the trimester
to determine their term project. All other students may select a project
suitable to their needs and interests, since this course will allow development
of areas relating to a variety of fields and needs ranging from missionary
preparation to anthropology and communication theory.

Suggested Projects: Projects do not have to be limited to the following areas
or suggestions. Students are encouraged to be creative in the fulfillment of

this requirement.
TRAINING FOR INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

Study, in depth, of some specific training device, like simulation
techniques
Study of some training program operated or directed by a large
organization like the Mormon church (13YU) or the Peace Corps

Critical evaluation of the techniques used, the materials used, the
successes and failures of these approaches, would be the major approach
if this kind of study is chosen.

CASE STUDIES IN INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
Study of a school or school district which has become racially
integrated.
An acculteration study of some specific foreign student or group of

foreign students at a U, S. university
Specific studies of missionaries who "failed" or "succeeded" -- teams
and individuals

LITERATURE RESEARCH
Development of extensive reading lists and evaluation of articles, books,
etc. dealing with intercultural communication.

As already mentioned, these are merely suggestions to help students think.
Source materials, such as the ones developed at BYU and made available to
students in this course can also serve in thq development of this project.
Another possible project could be the development of a training manual or
teaching material for some specific religious, educational, political or other
group involved in intercultural communication.

Application of general concepts in human communication, after review of the
findings in a variety of fields or areas, showing their relationship to inter-
cultural communication, could be a project for a student specifically interested
in human communication theory.

WRITTEN AND OTHER MATERIAL COMPRISING FINAL REPORTS Allif DUE

ON THE ORAL REPORT, STUDENT DIRECTED SESSIONS: MONDAY ril.FORE

FINALS. Depending on the size of the class, each student will be assigned

a specific day and time-period during which to report to the entire class on

his project, or some specific limited aspect of his project. As part of the

project, and on the day of the report, each student should hand his classmates
any summary or outline, list of readings, or other aids which would be

helpful to them BOTH FOR STUDYING FOR THE FINAL EXAMINATION AND

FOR FUTURE USE. Grades for this part of the term project will be based
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both on the oral presentation and the material handed out. Duplication of
such material in the division office is possible, if students will type or
otherwise prepare copy and TURN IT IN TO THE DIVISION OFFICE NO
LATER THAN THREE WORKING DAYS BEFORE THE REPORT WILL BE
GIVEN IN CLASS.

TEXTBOOKS: Two textbooks are required.
Samovar and Porter, Intercultural Communication: A Reader
Andrea Rich, Interracial Communication

Both books can be found in the bookstore under the applicable course listing.

TESTS: A midterm and final examination will be given. The midterm, and
possibly the final, will be in written form.

WEEK

1

ASSIGNMENTS

Introduction to the Course
2 Samovar and Porter: Section I
3 Samovar and Porter: Section II
4 Samovar and Porter: Section II
5 Samovar and Porter: Section III
6 Samovar and Porter: Section III cont. MIDTERM TEST
7 Samovar and Porter: Section IV
8 Samovar and Porter: Section IV cont.
9 Samovar and Porter: Section V
10 Samovar and Porter: Section V cont.

11 Rich: Chapters 1-4
12 Rich: Chapters 5-8
13 STUDENT DIRECTED SESSIONS

14 STUDENT DIRECTED SESSIONS. Written Reports due
Monday of this week.

FINAL WRITTEN EXAMINATION

Special presentations, visits, films, etc. will be scheduled on specific
days as the trimester progresses.
IMPORTANT: All students are encouraged to discuss problems with the
instructor throughout the trimester. Anyone making less than a "C" grade
for undergraduate students, and less than a "B" grade for graduate students
on any assignment should make an appointment with the instructor immedi-
ately. ASK FOR HELP WHENEVER YOU NEED IT. Term Projects should
be discussed with the instructor NO LATER THAN MIDTERM, and must be
approved by the instructor.
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PERSPECTIVES ON INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION: CULTURE &
COMMUNICATION IN BLACK AND LATINO AMERICA

William G. Davey

I. Objectives
A. To develop en awareness and understanding of the nature of

culture.
S. To develop en understanding of the human communication process.
C. To identify and explore communication behavior that is cultur-

ally determined.
D. To apply what is known about the nature of communication and

culture to the study of Afro-American and Latino communication.

II. Course Outline
A. The nature of culture.

1. Culture is learned behavior.
2. Culture provides rules for individual and societal behavior

through customs, institutions, language end technology.
3. Culture can be studied by analyzing its "Primary Message

Systems ". (Hall end Trager)

S. The nature of communication.
1. Definitions of communication.
2. Components of communication.

a. Symbol systems (codes).
(1) Verbal systems: syntax, phonology, lexicon.
(2) Non-verbal systems: proxamics, objectice, heptice, etc.
(3) The relationship of symbol systems.

b. Participants in communications.
c. Nature of message systems.
d. Communication channels.

(1) Types of channels.
(2) Interrelationship of channels.

3. Situational aspects of communication.

C. The relationship of culture end communication.
1. Models of communication and culture.

s. Intercultural communication.
b. Interracial communication.
c. International communication.

2. Culturally determined communication behavior.
a. Individual values and perceptions.
b. Societal values and perceptions.
c. Patterns of social organization.
d. The nature of verbal and non-verbal codes.
s. Communication intentionality.
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3. The relationship of culture, communication, and social
relations.
a. Communication and cultural identity.
b. Communication and assimilation.
c. Communication and alienation.
d. Communication and modernization.

D. Perspectives on culture end communication.
1. Communication in Black America.

a. Verbal codes.
(1) Historical survey of Afro-American communication.
(2) Socio-linguistic description of Afro-American dialects.
(3) Communication intentionality end form (fancy talk,

rappin', sounding, stylin, out, etc.).
b. Non-verbal codes.

(1) Kinesice--movement, stance, eye contact.
(2) Objectice--dress, automobiles.
(3) Chonamice.

c. The Black community and social institutions.
(1) Urban and rural communities.
(2) Social stratification.
(3) The Black family.

d. Communication and social relations.
(1) The early fight for identity and equality.
(2) The Civil Rights movement.
(3) Black Power.
(4) Community organization strategies.

2. Communication in the barrio.
a. The Latino in the United States.
b. Verbal codes.

(1) Bilingualism among U.S. Latinos.
(2) Socio -linguistic description of "Spenglish"

c. Non-verbal codes.
(1) Kinesice--movement, eye contact, distance.
(2) Objectiondress, color.
(3) Chonemics.

d. The Latino community and social institutions.
(1) Analysis of urban and rural Chicano and Puerto Rican

communities.
(2) Puerto Rican and Chicano migration.
(3) Social stratification.
(4) The Latino family (focus on Mexican-American end

Puerto Rican).
a. Communication and social relations.

(1) Mexican- American awareness: The Chicano Movement.
(2) Chavez and the migrant farm workers.
(3) Modernization in Puerto Rico: Luis Munoz Marin.
(4) Social change in the urban barrio.
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III. Instructional'Methods
A. Lectures and discussions on selected topics.

B. Presentations by outside resource persons.

C. Multi-media presentations.
D. Student field study.

IV. Evaluation Procedures
A. Mid-term examination.
B. Orel reports.
C. Final paper.

V. Instructional Level
A. Upper division undergraduates.
B. Adaptable to lower division students.

VI. Selected Readings
(Below is en abridged list of readings applicable to the topics

discussed in the course. Actual readings vary with the needs

and interest of the students.)

SO

3

Abrahams, Roger D. "Playing the Dozens" Journal of American

Folklore. XXV (1962).
AcunaTTOirfo. OccuiKticena'eStru1eToward

Liberations San rancisco: Canfield ream, 1972.

AustfR7CirinJ., Lewis H. Fendereon, and Sophie P. Nelson, eds.

The Bleck Men and the Promise of America. Glenview, Illinois:

Scott, roreeman, and Company, 1970.

Burling, Robbins. En lish in Black and White. New York: Holt,

Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 973.

Daniel, Jack L., ed. Black Communication: Dimensions of Research

end Instruction. New York: Speech Communication Association,

19/4.
Davey, William G. "Pan, Tierra, y Libreded: A Rhetorical Analysis

of Luis Munoz Marin end the Political, Economic, rind Social

Modernization of Puerto Rico', (Unpublished Ph.D. Disserta-

tion, Indians University.)
Dillard, J.L. Bleck English: Its History and Ussos in the United

States.
Dunne, John Gregory. Delano:11niElGrae

Strike. Rexdals, DrtiditaAiiiiiiroiBodke, Ltd., 1967.

Fernandez, Micho. "El Barrio Diccionerio: Spanglish Made Easy".

New York, August 7, 1972.
Fernandez Mendez, Eugenio, ed. Portrait of a Society: Readinos

on Puerto Rican Sociology. Rio Piedras: University of

Puerto Rica Press, 19/2.
Fishman, Joshua A., Robert L. Cooper, Roxans Me, et. al., Sinn u-

slism in the Barrio. U.S. Department of Health, Educe ion

and Welfare, Office of Education, Bureau of Research, August

1968.
Fitzpatrick, Joseph P. Puerto Rican Americana: The Mannino of

Migration to the Mainland. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:

Prentice Hall, Inc., 1991.
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Golden, James L., and Richard D. Rieke. The Rhetoric of Bleck
Americans. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company, 1971.

Hall, Edward T. The Silent Laming.. Garden City, New York:
Doubleday end Comapny, Inc., 1959.

Harms, L.S. Intercultural Communication. New York: Harper and
Row, 1973.

Hoopes, David. Readings in Intercultural Communication, Three
Volumes, Pittsburgh: Regional Council for International
Education, 1971-3.

Johnson, Kenneth R. "Beck Kinesics.-Some Non - Verbal Communica-
tion Patterns in the Bleck Culture". In MesseRes: A Reeder
in Human Communication, edited by Jean M. Civikly. New York:
Random House, 1974.

Kochman, Thomas, ed. Rappin' and Stalin' Out. Urbana, Ill.:
University of Illinois Press, 1972.

Lopez, Alfredo. The Puerto Rican Papers. Indianapolis: The
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1973.

Ludwig, Ed and James Santibanez, eds. The Chicanos: Mexican
American Voices. Baltimore: Penguin Books, Inc., 1971.

Metthiessen, Peter. Sal Si Puedes: Cesar Chavez and the New
American Revolution. New York: Random House, 1969.

Hoard:Man W. end Alfredo Cuellar. Mexican Americans. Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice -Hell, Inc., 1970.

Pinkney, Alphonso. Black Americans. Englewood CUM, New
Jersey: Prentice-Hell, Inc., 1969.

Problems in Understandin and Producin. Sounds Rh tbi4 and Inton-
ation, Board o Education o elyof New York, f ce
Ornsta and Federally Assisted Programs, English As a
Second Language and Bilingual Programs, (mimeograph),
February 17, 1969.

Rich, Andrea L. Interracial Communication. New York: Harper

and Row, 1974.
Samover, Larry A. and Richard E. Porter. Intercultural Communi-

cation: A Reader. Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing
Company, Inc., 1972.

Smith, Arthur L. LenousaelCommunicatisizendEhetoric in Black
America. New York: Harper and Rti41972.

Smith, Arthur L. Tranerecial Communication. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hell, Inc., 1973.

Smith, Arthur L., and Stephen Robb, ads. The Voice of Black
Rhetoric. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1971.

Steiner, ten. Leant: The Mexican Americans. New York: Harper
Colophon Books, 1970.

Stewart, William A. "Continuity and Change in American Negro
Dialects'. The Florida FL Reporter. Spring 1968.

Stewart, William A. -"Sociolinguistic Factors in the History of
American Negro Dialects". The Florida FL Reporter, Spring
1967.
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Taylor, Orlando. 'An Introduction to the Historical Development
of Black English: Some Implications for American Education'.
Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1969.

Taylor, Orlando. "Some Sociolinguistic Concepts of Slack Langu-
age". T d Is S h 19 (Spring 1971).

Vasquez, Ric ar c no. Garden City, New York: Doubleday and
Company, Inc.,

Wagenhein, Hal, ad. The Puerto Ricgns: A Documentary History.
New York: Praeger Publishers, 1973.

Wells, Henry. The Modernizqtion of Puerto Rico. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvartfikifveraity Orson, 1969.
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Edeustd S. Glenn
University of Delaware

Syllabus for U 366

INTRODUCTION to INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

53

The purpose of this course is to introduce the student

to a number of basic concepts, in terms of which difficulties

in intercultural communication can be analyzed, and pos-

sibly surmounted.

This objective is to be reached through lectures, dis-

cussion, reading, and tutorial sessions.

A term-paper is required.

Reading will be selected jointly by each student and

the Instructor, on the basis of the following list:

General Background:

de Revera, T.

Hall, E. T.

Klineberg, O.

*Palm, E. F.
Wedge, B. M.

White, R. K.

Psychological dimensions of
foreign policy

The hidden dimension.
The silent language,.
The human dimension in inter-

national relations.
Titer papa three.
Visitors to the United States

and hew they see us.
Nobody wanted war.

How Do We Become What We Are? - The Psycholo ical View

Bruner, J. S., Goodnow, J. J., & Austin, G. A.

A study of thinking.

139 66
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Syllabus: U 366 ... Introduction to Intercultural Communica-
tion

( -How Do We Become What We Are? - The Psychological View:)

Bruner, J. S., Oliver, R. R., & Greenfield, P. M.,et al.

Festinger, L.
*Glenn, E. S.

Kilpatrick, F. P.

Maslow, A.
Piaget, J.

Werner, H.

Studies in cognitive growth.
The theory of cognitive dissonance.
Cognitive structures, culture

and social organization.
Explorations in transactional

psychology.
psychology of

The growth of logical thinking.
The moral judgment of the child.
Comparative psychology of

mental development.

How and What Do We Know? - The Philosophical View

Babbitt, I.
Bergson, H.
Locke, J.

Northrop, F.S.C.
Plato
Waley, A.

Rousseau and romanticism.
Creative evolution.
An essay concerning human

understanding.
The meeting of East and West.
Phaedo.

.....271meerlYILSOLJ25nIAVUE
ancient China.

Society and the - The Anthro olo ical View

Diamond, S.
Fraser, J.
LSvi-Strauss, C.
1.4vy-Bruhl, L.
Malinowski, B.
Radin,,P.

Primitive views of the world.
The golden bough.
Totemism today.
Primitive mentality.
Argonauts of the Western Pacific.
The world of rimitive man.

Society and the Individual - The Sociological View

Banfield, E. C.
Grey, A. L.
Hagen, E. E.

The unheaven
Class and personality in society,.Ontilecett.

140 67
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Syllabus: U 366 ... Introduction to Intercultural Conununication

-Society and the Individual - The Sociological View)

Parsons, T., & Shills, E. (Eds.)

Riesman, D.
Taennies, F.
Weber', M.

Communication and Language,

Bernstein, B.

Cohen, R. A.

**
*Glenn, E. S.

*Glenn, E. S.

Hoffman, A. 5.

Wharf, B. L.

** Doob, L.

The Development of the West

Disriammail11122Ex.eLastian.
The lonelLjagEd.
Fundamental concepts of sociolo y.
Protestantism and the rise of

capitalism.

Restricted and eleborated codes.

American Anthropolo
lecember 1969.

Cultural styles, culture conflict
and nonverbal tests of intel-
ligence. American Anthro-
pologist, November 1969.

Meaning and behavior: Communica-
tion and culture. The Journal

of Communication, XVI(4),
December 1966, 248-272.

The university and the revolution:
NewJeft or new right?

International communication and

the new diplomacy.
Language, thought and reality.

Communication in Aft/ca.

Bronowski, I., & Mazlish, B.

Burckhardt, J.

Huizinga, J.
Knowles, D.
Moraz6 C.
Talmon, J. L.
Wiley, B.

The Western intellectual tradition.

The civilization of the Renais-
sance in Italy: I z II.

The waning of the middle ages.

SttJacilIIJILELAktni.g121.3Sh.t..
idThe triumph of the middle classes.

The origins of totalitarian democracy.

The 17th century backgrounl.

The 18th century background.
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Syllabus: U 366 ... Introduction to Intercultural Communication

Reaction11.0....111OMMInlawa.

Allport, G. W.
Cantril, H.
Cassirer, E.
Cohen, N.
Da Cunha, E.
Hoffer, E.

Jones, LeRoi, & Neal,

Kenniston, K.
Klapp, 0.
Kohn, H.
Roszak, T.
Thrupp, S.
Viereck, P.

--7korsley, P.

Wolf, S. J. (Ed.)

Group Character

Adams, R. N.

Benedict, R.

The nature of preiudist.
Psychology. of social movements.

The myth of the state.
The_pursu .t of the ,:illenium.
Rebellion in the backlands.

The ordeal of change.

The true believer.

L. (Eds.)
Black fire.

The uncommitted.
Collective search for identity.

ThIIABLILREM1511.
The making of a counterculture.

Millenial dreams in action.

Metapolitics.
The trumpet shall sound.

The nature of Fascism.

Social change in tat in America

tglA
Patterns of culture.

The chrysanthemum and the sword.

Bennett, J. W., Passin, H., & McKnight, R. K.

ILJMEESIALJAIJIWAIL102.
Japanese overseas scholia

in America and Japan,.

Two worlds of childhood.
for

Conquest of Mexico.
Temperament and character of

the Arabs.

Haucourt, G. d'. La vie Americaine.

Herzog, E., & Morowski M.
Life is with people.

Clan, caste and club.

The passing of traditional society.

The achieving..society....
The roots of consciousness.

Bronfenbrenner, U.
Custine, A.L.L.
del Castillo, D.

.
.Hamady, S.

Hsu, F.L.K.
Lerner, D.
McClelland, D.

I

I

r
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Syllabus: U 366 ... Introduction to InterculturalCommunication

( -Group Character)

Meed, M., & Metraux, R. Themes in French culture.
(Eds.) The study of culture at a distance.

Soviet man and his world.
Blossoms in the dust.
Ten keys to Latin America.
Soviet political mind.
Village in the Vaucluse.

Communications and political development.

it

Mehnert, K.
*Nair, K.
Tannenbaum, F.
Tucker, R.
Wylie, L.

*Pye, L.

The Two Cultures

*Glenn, E. S.
* u

Science behavior, society and ethics.
The psychology of science and

111221YEL12121X2Lan-

iimm. a - 01M

To be borrowed, from the Intercultural Communication's
Office: #123 Alison Hall

(Telephone: 738-2270)

Tutorials

The selection of the subject of the term-paper calls

for a personal conversation ... a tutorial session, between

the Student and the Instructor. The Student is ex-

perted to request an appointment, in time to prepare an

effective paper; and, to request such additional appoint-

ments as he or she may need. The Instructor expects to

see each Student at least twice, during the Semester.

143
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Edmund S. Glenn
University of Delaware

Problems in Intercultural Communication.

This is a semtnar open to all graduate students, but

designed primarily for students having majored in one of the social

sciences, in'philosophy, in languages, in education, or in business

administration. Graduate students with backgrounds other thin the

ones indicated may be admitted, but are likely to find the reading

load heavy: even though the course is self-contained and does not

specifically depend on earlier academic work, students not already

familiar with some of the literature discussed may find it difficult

to meet schedules.

The level of the course makes it accessible to graduate

students immediately after the Baccalsureaii. More advanced grad-

uate students, already familiar with more than half of the liter-

ature on the list, will be given additional assignments in keeping

with their area of specialization.

The basic articulation of the seminarls as follows:

A. Introduction to the sublect.

Approach to the problem through the case method. Specific

cases of misunderstanding and their analysis.

T

Reading: E.T. Hall, Immtaligummum (first part); Elt.

Special issue on intercultural communicatiop.(E.S.Glenn, ed.).

71
0. Xlineberg, The Human Dimension in International Relations.
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B. The individual and his attitudes (1): Psysholma

Many of the preconceptions which are naively assumed to

be natural or universal are in fact developed through experience,

and subject to the variations of experience with cultural setting

and personal history. This will be examined in perception, ex-

perimental conditioning and concept formation, with particular

emphasis on Piaget's work on the development of notions of invar-

iance and of the concept of linear segmented time.

Reading (excerpts only, as assigned by the instructor):

F.P. Kilpatrick, -42120115111.122EABEIELITALWItaggiV.
Bruner,

Goodnow and Austin, A Study of Thinking; Bruner, Oliver and Greens

field, Studies in Cognitive Growth; -for advanced students only,

Piaget.

C. The individual and his atiitdues (2): Philosothyj.

(a) Dichotomies between basic philosophical approaches

to human understanding: apriorism vs. empiricism,. Bargson vs. the

Western tradition, Confucianism vs. Taoism; the placement of the

attitudes described in history.

Reading: Plato, Phaedo; Locke, Way on Human UhderstendP

A. Waley, Three We a of Thought in Ancient China.

(b) Is there such a thing as public philosophy? The great
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nen theory vs. the sociological approach.

60

Reading: F.S.C. Northrop, mtitelkills.iest;
D.T. Suzuki, Lectures on Zen Buddhism; E. Durkheim, The Elementary,

Forms of the Religious Life.

D. _Society and its the rimitive.

Magic and myth as forms of understanding. Australian

aborigines and European peasants. Totemism, kinship and the organ-

ization of society. Levy-Bruhl and the criticism of his theses.

Reading: A.I. Hallowell, "Ojibwa metaphysics of.being and

the perception of persons", in Taiguri and Petrullo, eds., Person

,......E....._Itererg.BetoPercetionandIrlavior
3. Fraser, The Golden Bough:

P. Radin, The World of Primitive Man: L. L6i-Strauss, Totemism

Today; for the advanced students only: Levy-Bruhl.

E. Society and its attitudes (2): the mainstream of evolution.

The dichotomous tradition in sociology. Gemeinschaft and

Gesellschaft. Syntheses in utopia and in reality; the Ottoman Empire,

Indian castes. Ascription and achievement. Stagnation and develop-

ment.

Reading: T. Parsons and E. Shills, eds., Toward (General

Theory of Action: L. Pye, Politics, laucmuIaticimBuildittalitail;

K. Nair, Blossoms in the Dust; E.E., Hagen, On the Theory of Social

125 7
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Change; for advanced students only: F. Toennies, Gemeinschaft and

Gesellschaft; M. Weber, n.xi_._.....cdScies_inceEcotEssasonthe'llom

and Society; T. Parsons, The Social Sysrem.

F. Oppositions within Western Thought (1).

The Continental and the British traditions. Comioon and

civil law. Soviet jurisprudence. Russia. The Iberic world. Francs.
S..

Britain and the United States.

Reading: K. Pribram, Conflicting Patterns of Thought;

mimeographed material prepared by the instructor.

G. Oppositions wi ern ht 2 History.

Patterns of credibility in the Middle Ages, the Renaissan6e,

the Baroque, Enlightenment, Romanticism.

Reading: J. Huinziga, Wanitg of the

Machiavelli, The Prince; B. Wiley, The Eighteenth Century Back-.

ground; L. Mumford, The City in History ;' ML Peckham, Beyond the

Tragic Vision: T. Babbitt, Rousseau and Romanticism.

R. pathotegyjasulture and society.

Reaction against information overload. Reaction against

culture contact. Failure of the culture to reach the lower social

classes. Prejudice. Nazism.

126 74
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Reading: L. Festinger, The Theory of Cognitive Dissonance:

G.W. Allport, The Nature of Pre irdice; H. Cantril, Psycholm.

of Social Movements; E. Cassirer, The Myth of the State;

V. Lanternari, lelllons of the Ousessed; E. Hoffer; The True

Believer; The Ordeal of Change, H. Kohn, The Mind of Germany;

P. Viereck, Metapolitica; literature of nativism: each student

Will select (with the assistance of the instructor) an article from

the anthropological literature on nativism, with specific refer-

ence to Cargo Cults, messianic movements such as Ximbangism, etc.;

LeRoi Jones and L. Neal, eds., Black Fire; foi advanced students

only: E. Erikson, Childhood and Society.

I. l.sntusge: tool. obstacle and instrument

we

The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. The Lenneberg objection.

Langue and parole. The Berstein and the Glenn analyses.

Reading: B.L. Whorf, Language. Thought and Reality;

'B. Berstein,- "Restricted and Elaborated Codes," American

Anthr000lonist; December 1964; E.S. Glenn, Meaning and Behavior,

Communication and Culture.; for advanced students only: R. Brown,

Words and Thin4s; L.S. Vygoteky, Thought and Language;

g. Cassirer, rtilosoohy of Symbolic Forms.

J. The communication situation.

127 75
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The situational variable. Who? Where? When? With

whom? In whose presence? Open and secret diplomacy.

Reading: L. Doob, Communication in Africa; ,B3.1. Wedge,

Foreign Visitors4 How They See Us.

K. Simulation.

A role playing exercise, in which the student attempts

to commisnicate with an actor playing the part of a "contrast-

American ", i.e., someone from a fiititious culture with attitudes

and values diametrically opposed to American ones.

Reading: F. Rluckhohn and F. Strodbeck, Variations in

Value Orientations.

L. Field Work.

Each student will establish contact with a group repro-

tentative of a sub-culture distant from the student's own: club,

church group, business organisation, police or fire department,

labor union, etc. The student will not assume any false identity

and introduce himself as what he is: a graduate student in commun.,

ication. He will try to detsrmine the kind of communicative

structure which carries credibility with the group, the inner

structure of the group's own communication, the group's self-image,

and the group's image of other significant parts of the human environ.
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slant. A term paper on the experience will be prepared by each

student.

The philosophy of the course is based on bripging out

that a common analytical approach can be applied to' the various

fields touched upon: individual and societal attitudes, as well

as situational influences. The analytical concepts to be mainly

used are those of the opposition between associative and ab-

stractive, or universalizing and particularizing approachei, the

concept of information overload, those of cognitive consonance

and dissonance, of reciprocal group and individuals reinforcement,

etc.

The method calls for large.payticipation on the part of

students. In addition to the regulaz seminar, the instructor hopes

for one or two individual tutorial sessions with each participant.

To the extent of the possible each student will be able to progress

at his own pace.
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Additional reading list. Over and above the reading listed

in connection with the various articulations of the course (in most

cases only excerpts will be required, though the reading of entire

books will be encouraged), the following books will, be suggested

to students, in accordance with the latter's main area of interest:

Goodenough, Co-operation heme.

S.I. Hayakawa, Language in Thought and Action.

isilbronner, The Making of Economic Society.

H. Werner, Comparative Psychology of' Mental Development.

D. Lerner,

Talmon, The Origins of Totalitarian Democracy;

Vriederich, Totalitarianism;

S. Deutsch, The Nerves of Government.

H. Kohn, Pan-Slavism. .

J. Woddis, dffrica s to Way Ahead.

Lynd, Middletown in Transition.

Gans, The Levittowners and The Urban Villagers.

Warner, Democracy in Jonesville.

Bennet, Fusin and Manight, pit Search of IdestiltE.

Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific.

Harrison, Savarze

Wylie, Village in the Vaucluse.

Samady, T erament and Character of the Arabs.
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Diaz del Castillo, D acovery and Conquest of Mexico.

D.R. Morris, The Washing, of the Spears.

Herring, History of Latin America.

Mehnert, Soviet Man.

Tucker, Soviet Political Mind.

Chandra-Sekhar, Red China.

Linton, The Tree of Culture.

Benedict, Patterns of Culture.

Lynda Shame and Guilt.

Goldstein, The Organism.

Renniston, The Uncommitted.

Doman and Adelson, The Adolescent Experience.

Baldwin, Theories of Child Development.

White, Nobody Wanted War:

Moraz4

Hall, The Hidden Dimension.

J.K. Galbraith, The Affluent Society.

Jac. Galbraith, The New Industrial State.
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Edmund S. Glenn
University of Delaware

Syllabus for U 866

PROBLEMS IN INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

The purpose of this graduate seminar is to acquaint the

student with problems in mutual understanding and communication

arising from the diversity of culturally based world views..

Differences due to nationality, ethnicity, social class and pro-

fessional orientation are analyzed and a number of universal

parameters derived from the analysis.

The basic articulation of the seminar is as follows:

A. Introduction to the Subject

Approach to the problem through the case method. Specific

8-27-70

cases of misunderstanding and their analysis.

Background reading:

de Revera, T.
Hall, E. T.

Klineberg, O.

* Palm, E. F.

Wedge, B. M.

White, R. K.

67

PsychologIcal dimensions of foreign policy.
The hidden dimension.
The silent language.

The human dimension in international relations.

Tiger papa three.

Visitors to the United States and how
they see us.

Nobody wanted war.

*(...To be borrowed from the Intercultural Communication office...)
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Syllabus for U 866: Problems in Intercultural Communication

B. How Do We Become What We Are? The Psychological View

Reading:

68

* Glenn, E. S. Cognitive structures, culture and social
organization.

Background reading:

Bruner, J. S., Goodnow, J. J., & Austin, G. A.

A study of thinking.

Bruner, J. S.,

Festinger, L.
Kilpatrick, F.
Maslow, A.
Piaget, J.

Werner, H.

Oliver, R. R., & Greenfield, P. M., and others

Studies in cognitive growth.

The theory of cognitive dissonance.
P. Explorations in transactional psychology.

Toward a psychology of being.
The growth of logical thinking.
The moral judgment of the child.
Comparative psychology of mental development.

How and What Do We Know? - The Philosophical View

Reading:

Plato. Phaedo.

Background reading:

Babbitt, I.
Bergson, H.

Rousseau and romanticism.
Creative evolution.

*(...To be borrowed from the Intercultural Communication office...)
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Syllabus for U 866: Problems in Intercultural Communication

(C: -coned-)

Locke, J. An essay concerning human understandin &.
Northrop, F. S. C. The meeting of East and West.
Waley, A. Three ways of thought in ancient China.

D. Society and the Individual - The Anthropological View

Aastamacimaging:

Diamond, S.
Fraser, J.
IAA - Strauss, C.
airy. Bruhl, L.
Malinowski, B.
Radin, P.

Primitive views of the world.
The golden bough.
Totemism today.
Primitive mentality.
Argonauts of the Western Pacific.
The world of primitive man.

Society and the Sociological View

Background reading:

Winfield, E.
Grey, A. L.
Hagen, E. E.
Parsons, T.,

R4esman, D.

Toennies, F.
Weber, M.

C. The unheavenly city.
Class and personality in society.
On the theory of social change.

& Shills, E. (Eds.)

.7.51...laenergeorafasS...issos.
The lonely crowd.

Fundamental concepts of sociology.
Protestantism and the rise of capitalism.

Communication and-Language

Reading:

* Glenn, E. S. The university and the revolution: New left

or new rigttl

*(...To be borrowed from the Intercultural Communication office...)

8.970 134
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Syllabus for U 866: Problems in Intercultural Communication

(F: -cont'd-)

Background reading:

Bernstein, B. Restricted and elaborated codes.

American Anthropologist, December 1969.

Cohen, R. A. Cultural styles, culture conflict and non-

verbal tests of intelligence.
American Anthropologist, November 1969.

* Glenn, E. S. Meaning and behavior: Communication and culture.

Vol. XVI(4). The Journal of Communication,

December 1966, 248-272.

,International communication and the new

diplomacy.
Languages thought and reality.

Communication in Africa.

Hoffman, A. S.

Whorf, B. L.

Doob, L.

G. The Devel

Background reading:

Bronowski,

Burckhardt, J.

Huizinga, J.
Knowles, D.
Moraze', C.
Talmon, J. L.
Wiley, B.

& Mazlish, B.

The Western intellectual tradition.

The civilization ofthe Renaissance in Italx:I;II.

The waning of the middle ages.

The evolution of medieval thought.

The triumph of the middle classes.

The origins of totalitarian democra .

The seventeenth century background.

The eighteenth century background.

H. Reaction

Background reading:

Allport, G. W. :gLaltatSLEEtig4151.

*(...To be borrowed from the Intercultural Communication office...)

iv. 8-27-70
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Syllabus for U 866: Problems in Intercultural Communication

(H: -cont'd-) (Background reading:)

Cantril, H.
Cassirer, E.
Cohen, N.

Da Cunha, E.
Hoffer, E.

Jones, LeRoi,

Kenniston, K.
Klapp, 0.
Kohn, H.
Roszak, T.
Thrupp, S.
Viereck, P.
Worsley, P.

I. Group Character

Psychology of social movements.
The myth of the state.
The pursuit of the millenium.

Rebellion in the backlands.

The ordeal of change.
The true believer.

& Neal, L. (Eds.)

Black fire.
The uncommitted.
Collective search for identity.
The mind of Germany.
The making of a counterculture.
Ifillenial dreams in action.
Metapolitics.
The trumpet shall sound.

Background reading:

Adams, R. N.

Benedict, R.

Social change in Latin America today.

Patterns of culture.
The chrysanthemum and the sword.

Bennett, J. W., Passin, H., & McKnight, R. K.

71

Bronfenbrenner, U. Two wor s o c ooi..

Custine, A. L. L. Journey for our time.

dal Castillo, D. Conquest of Mexico.
Haucourt, G. d'. La vie Americaine.
Hamady, S. kmperament and character of the Arabs.

Herzog, E., & Zborowski, M.

Life is with people.
Clan, caste and club.
The passing. of traditional society.

:gLISEIJNI1211452.
The roots of consciousness.
R.

Themes in French culture.

" " " (Eds. )ILIEA11101=9LEHltgEf21...2AkSA1112.

Hsu, F. L. K.
Lerner, D.
McClelland, D.

Mead, M. & Metraux,

It

8-27-70
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Syllabus for U 866: Problems in Intercultural Communication

(I: -cont'd-) (Background reading:)

Mehnert, K.
Nair, K.
Tannenbaum, F.
Tucker, R.
Wylie, L.

J. The Two Cultures

Background readins:

* Glenn, E. S.
* fl II II

Soviet man and his world.
Blossoms in the dust.
Ten keys to Latin America.
Soviet political mind.
Village in the Vaucluse.

Science, behavior, society and ethics.

The psychology of science and the psychology

of art.

K. Term-paper and Field Work

ay.8-27-70

A term-paper ;is required. It may be based either on reading

or on field work.

Papers based on reading should consist of a critical,

analytical essay on the books grouped under one of the

main headings above - to be selected by the students

with the advice and consent of the Instructor.

Papers based on field work will require the student to

establish contact with a cultural or subcultural group,

other than his own, to thoroughly analyze his experience

in contact with such a group, and to describe the group's

self-image and communication patterns. The group will be

selected by the student, with the advice and consent

the Instructor.

*(...To be borrowed from the Intercultural Communication office...)
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Syllabus for U 866: Problems in Intercultural Communication

L. Tutorials

The selection of the subject of the term-paper calls for a

personal conversation - a tutorial session - between the

student and the Instructor. The student is expected to request

an appointment in time to prepare an effective paper and to

request such additional appointments as he or she may need.

The Instructor expects to see each student at least twice

during the Semester.

8-27-70
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Maxine Huffman

i,cqutrod

COURSE oUTLINE BEST on AVAILABLE

ENC. 101
CROSS-CUI rum PERCEPTION AND CoMMHNICA110N

1' H.own, !na Undcrtandihg other (111rnrc.s
21 Hall. Edward ITTIe SiTent Lins,9112v
3; Pozas, kicardo. 3ican, he eliamula
4) .ystol. Victor and PortIlTNFP5Fg-. )that_ I in

II. ,vntative Assignment!,

hvek I. ORIENTATION AND EXPECTA'T'IONS

Textbook Reading: Brown, Ch. I, 2, 3 (p. 1-48).
Library Reserve Reading: Selections as assigned.
Mon: Introduction: Opinionaire Pretest
Tue: Origins of Man, Race and Races
Thu: Distinction Between Race and Culture
Fri: Discussion of Opinionaire Results and Discw,-,ion of

the Use of Propaganda and Promotion in National Periodicals

Week II. CULTURES AND COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS

Text: Brown, Ch. 4, 5, 6, to 7 (p. 49-117).
Reserve: As assigned.
Mon: Managerial Grid Exercise Assign Dyadic Interviews.
rue: Discussion of Value Systems, cultures, and Religion t,

Assign Cross-Cultural Perspective Exercise (Stereotypes)
Thu: Introductions following Dyadic Interviews
Fri: Discussion of Cross-Cultural Exercise (Stereotypes)

Wcek III. COMMUNICATIONS AND CULTURAL CHANGE

Text: Brown, Ch. 8, 9 and 10. (p. 11S-170)
Mon: Forces and factors causing cultural changes
Tue: Review behavioral objectives and questions
Thu: Exam #1
Fri: Discussion of Exam contents

week IV. CULTURAL VALUES AND PERCEPTIONS

Text: Hall, Ch. 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Mon: "Voices of Time," "What is Culture," discus- & assign

"The Psychiatrist as Witch Doctor."
Tue: "Vocabulary of Cul ture," "The Major Triad," assign "An

Example of Cultural Diffusion."
Thu: Exercise: "Maps, Models,.and Metaphors" 6 "lo Be a Man,"

p. 3, Know What I Mean.
Fri: Exercise: Vine Judgment "The Engagement."

Week V. LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA

Text: Hall Ch. 5, (, 7 and 8.
Mon: "Culture is Communication," "The Pervasive Set"
Tue: "The Elusive Isolate," "The Organizing Patterns"
Thu: Cultural Perspective in France guest spea1.01 from trance.
Fri! Conccptualization in Linguistic, Him
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Week VI. CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN TIME AND SPACE

Text: Hall, Ch. 9, 10, 11 and Reserve Readings
Mon: "Time Talks" and "Space Speaks"
Tue: Exercises: One-way and Two-Way Communication.
Thu: Cultural Perspectives in Germany guest speaker from German
Fri: Exam #2

Week VII. CULTURAL CONFLICT AND COMMUNICATIONS

Text: Pozas, Juan The Chamula (1st half)
Mon: Discussion of rxam and Perspectives through literature

of a culture.
Tue: Exercise: Cross-Culdral Assimilations and Assignment of

Assimilator Construction.
Thu: Discussion of "Intercultural Communication and the

Adjustment of the Sojourner."
Fri: Cultural Perspectives into Hispanic Cultures, guest speaker

from Spain or Mexico.

Week Viii. NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION AND BEHAVIOR

Text: Pozas, Juan The Chamula (concluded)
Mon: Exercise: DependeRT-7-intimacy Perceptions
Tue: Conclude discussion of Juan The Chamula.
Thu: Developing Intercultural-Perception-by Independent Studies.

Fri: Exam #3,

Week IX. COMMUNICATION AS AN INTEGRATING ACTIVITY

Text: Reserve Reading List (as assigned)
Mon: American Ethnic and Cultural Diversity
Tue: The American Seen Through the Eyes of a Visitor - Dr.

.H. Araaya from Ethiopia.
Thu: Communications, Technology and Media Systems
Fri: Communications and Change

Week X. CROSS-CULTURAL PERCEPTION

Text: Reserve Readings (As assigned)
Mon: "Vin D'Honneur1' - perception of cultural differences in

formal and informal social situations.
Tue: Exercise: Simulation of Reentry and Readjustment Problems

Thu: Non-American Students discussion of entry/reentry prchlems
from various cultures

Fri: Exercise: Post-test opinionaire and evaluation

Final Exam: Essay examination

III. GENERAL INFORMATION & EXPECTATIONS

A. Instructor

For this term Prof. Donald HuffNan will be the major instructor
with assistance from 4 or 5 others. Office hours will be posted
on Prof. Huffman's office door, Room #11, New. Central Hall. Feel
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free to visit at any time and witit any professor if you have :1
question regarding the course or your own concerns.

Students

Our expectation is that the class will be composed of 3 types
of students: (1) Foreign students from other cultures, (2) Ameri-
can students having returned from foreign study, and (3) American
students anticipating foreign study. Our objective will be to
establish our cultural communication between class members as soon
as possible because of the orientation to student-directed dis-
cussions and exercises.

C. Instructional Methods

A variety of teaching methods and styles will be employed,
most of them more informal than traditional. We will attempt to
explain how teaching methods can reflect American educational
diversity. A set of behavioral objectives for the course will
be given to each student.

O. Gradin& and Evaluation

Student grades will be assigned by evaluation of the
following:

1. Two short essay papers (1.- 2 pages).

a) Paper #1 will he due at the time of Exam 02 (end of week
06) . The topic should concern your own cultural back-
ground with specific attention to the tole which oral
and visual culture play in the establishment of value
systems.

b) Paper 02 will be due at the time of Exam 03 (end of 8th
week). The topic should deal with the ways by which your
government communicates with people of your culture or if
you wish you may describe how educators in your educational
system communicate with the youth of your culture about
value systems.

2. Three 1-hour exams given at the end of the 3rd, 6th, and 8th
weeks. These exams will cover the lecture-discussions and
will emphasize broad concepts and ideas. Some questions may
be of the multiple-choice type, some may be short essay, and
all will be from items ircluded in the behavioral objectives
which have been given to you.

3. A final examination (2 hours). This will be a short essay
exam at the end of the course.

4. Participation in class exercises and discussions.
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IV. RLSERVh READINGS iN L1BRARN

A. Reprint File

1. There are 1 sets of reprints irom which as!,igneti readings

will be made. You may wish to read others in the collection,
but will be held responsible for discussion only of those
assigned during the term.

2. No reprint should be removed from the reserve copies.

B. Other books and items of interest

1. Prosser, Michael H. 1973. Intercommunications Among Nations
and Peoples. Harper and RowTgew Wo7r1.

2. Samovar, L. A. and R. E. Porter. 1972. Intercultural
Communication: A Reader, Wadsworth Publisiling Co., Belmont,

Cal.

3. Whorf, Benjamin. 1956. Language, Thought, and Reality:
Selected Writings, M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass.

4. Tiger, Lionel and Robin Fox. 1972. The Imperial Animal.
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Nemi C. Jain
Department of Communication
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

Summer, 1974
Class: MW 10:30 a.m.-12:35 p.m.

Merrill 223

COMMUNICATION : INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION (3 credits)

Open to Juniors and Seniors only)

78
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Course Purpose: This course examines main concepts and principles of interracial,

interethnic, intercultural, and international communication. It will deal with

cross-cultural communication problems that are encountered in vcrious social
settings (such as schools, business and industry, hospitals, social welfare work,

mass media, etc.) within and outside the United States. The course will examine

communication aspects of topics such as ethnocentrism, prejudice, discrimination,

institutional racism, stereotypes, cultural diversity, linguistic and nonverbal

factors in intercultural communication, bilingualism, problems of foreign students,

peace corps, foreign policy, internatic..ual organizations, international mass

communication, communication satellites, and United Nations. It emphasizes the

practical application of cross-cultural communication principles to the contem-

porary problems of interethnic and international communication within and outside

the United States.

Approach: The course will include informal lecture-cum-discussion sessions, analysis

of actual and hypothetical cross-cultural communication case studies, cram-

cultural simulation exercises, panel discussions, and some field experience

activities. Students will be encouraged to create and participate in other kinds

of learning experiences that would facilitate both cognitive and experiential

learning of cross - cultural communication.

Texts: 1.

2.

3.

All port, Gordon W. L'hjlestiguulatildtm, Doubleday
1958 (paperback).

Rich, Andrea L., Interracial Communication, Harper and
Publishers, 1973, paperback.

Samovar, Larry A. and Richard E. Porter, Intercultural
A Reader, Belmont, California: WadsworWIREGErngoO
3.7754erback).

Evaluation and Grading,: Your grade will depend on your performance in the

following evaluative -cum- learning items:

1. Midterm exam 60 points or 30% of the grade

2. Final exam 60 points or 30% of the grade

3. Two assignments OR a term project 60 points or 30% of the grade

4. Class contribution 20 points cr 10 of the 4rade
Total- 200 points or 1008 of the grade

The nature of emus, assignments and term project will be discussed in class.

Class contribution includes class attendance, participation in class discussion

and exercises, feedback about the course to the instructor, and any other academic

service performed for the course.

& Co.,

Row,

CommupcatioLx:
., Inc.
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Schedule of Topica, Readings and Assignments:
Date()) Topic and Activities
Weak 1 Course introduction; class intro-

duction; genesis and present status
of the field of intercultural communi-
cation; definitions, models and
conceptual frameworks of intercultural
communication, etc.

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Formation of in-groups and rejection
of out-groups; ethnocentriam, pre-
judice and discrimination; some
theorise of prejudice; individual
versus institutional racism; acquiring
prejudice & dynamics of prejudice, etc.

Prejudiced versus tolerant person-
ality; socio -cultural factors and
prejudice; group differences and
intercultural communication; classi-
fication, visibility, and causes of

group differences; discussion of

assignment #1 reports, etc.

Social perception and stereotypes in
intercultural communication; class
discussion of Assignment #1 reports;
review and synthesis, etc.;
Midterm examination; class discussion
of term project outlines.

Linguistic and nonveroal factors in
intercultural communication; bi -lin-
gualism; some other factors of inter-
cultural communication; analysis of
some cross-cultural encounters; cross-
cultural simulation exercises, etc.

79

Readings and Assignments
Complete some information forms.
Receive bibliography on inter-
cultural comm. Samovar and Porter,
(1972), pp. 1-23. Rich (1973),
pp. 1-15. Jain, Nemi C. and Stroud,
Wm. R. "A Conceptual Framework for
Studying Intercultural Communica-
tion," paper presented to ICA
Convention, Phoenix, Arizona,
April 22-24, 1971.

Allport (1958), pp. 3-79;201-212;
271-368. (Optional readings:
Simpson, George Z. and J. Milton
Yinger, Racial and Cultural
Minorities: An Analysia of PreJudice
and Discrimination, 4th ed.,
Harper & Row Publishers 11972,3-164.
Ehrlich, Howard J. The Social
Psychology of PreJart777=York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1973, pp. 1-19.

Allport (1958), pp. 371-426; 215-
249; 83-158. Assignment #1: Group
differences and intercultural
communication in a specific inter-
cultural situation (30).

Allport (1958), pp. 161-200.
Rich (1973), pp. 43.64.
Samovar and Porter (1972),pp.49-75.
Term Pro )ject Outlines due; be
prepared to discuss your outline
in the class.

Rich (1973), pp. 65-196. Samovar
and Porter (1972), pp. 101-114;
123-141. Jensen, J. Vernon,
"Perspectives on Nonverbal Inter-
cultural Communication," in his
book, Perspectives on teal Communi-

cation, Boston: Holbrook P10g70.9
1970, pp. 133-161. (Optional

reading: Samovar and Porter (1972)

pp. 114-123; pp. 141-232.)
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Week 6 Different types of latereultural
contacts and their effects; reducing
intercultural tensions; foreign
students and intercultural communi-
cation; discussion of Assignment
#2 reports; discussion of some
term papers, etc.

Week 7 International communication; comm-
unication aspects of foreign policy,
foreign aid, Peace Corps, United
Nations, international mass media,
communication satellites, etc.;
discussion of Assignment #2, papers
and some term papers, etc.

Week 8 Methods and problems of cross-
cultural communication research;
discussion of some term papers;
synthesis and review;
Final examination; course eval-
uation; where do we go from here?

Summer, 1974 80

Allport (1958), pp. 250.268; 429-480.
Jain, Nemi C. and Marcia Shaw Meyer,
"Cross-cultural Communication,"
International &chew (Milwaukee:
National-International Student
Congress, University of Wisconsin -
Milwaukee, Vol. X, $11 May, 1974,
pp. 4.5.); Rimmelmann, Freda Jones,
"Life Styles in the USA,' Internation.
al Exchange (Milwaukee: National-
International Student Congress,
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee,
Vol. I, #1, May, 1974, pp. 10-11);
Samovar and Porter (1972), pp. 241 -
255. Assiernsent 02: Analysis of a
specific problem or program dealing
with intercultural communication (30)

(Optional reading: Simpson, George E.
and J. Milton ringer, Racial and
Cultural Minorities: An Analysis of
Pre udice and Discrimination, 4th
ed., er & w Publishers, 1972.

Davison, W. Phillips, International
Political Communication, New Cork:

Frederick . Praeger, Publishers',
1965, pp. 3-26 & pp. 327 -333.
Some handouts. (Optional reading:
Lederer, Wm. J. and Burdick, Bageme,
The Ugly American (W.W. Norton and
bompany, New York, 1958).

Samovar and Porter (1972), pp. 301-
31Q; 327.333, Hwang, John C.

"Intercultural Communication
Problems in Cross-cultural Research"
in Hoopes, David S. (ed.) loadings
in Intercultural Communication,
Vol. iTMEtteburgh,ThiP=
Regional Council for International.
Education, 1972), pp. 41 -45.
Term, mere are due.
Compete course evaluation fora.
Thinks!



University of Virginia
Department of Speech Communication
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Spring 1973
Instructor: Dr. Theodore

J. Marr

Speech 130: Studies in Intercultural Communication

General theoretical works in intercultural communication; identification
of problems in intercultural communication situations; isolation and
clarification of key concepts of these problems; experimental research in
light of their methodology and fruitfulness.

Requirements: There will be a mid -term and a final examination, several
book reports, and a "group-participatory" annotated bibliography.

The outline of the course is as follows.

Abbreviations used for the outline:
* For student book report
SP -- Samovar and Porter text.
P -- Prosser text.
HOSP -- Handbook of Social Psychology, 2nd edition
(All the references mentioned in the outline are listed in the supplementary
reading list which has been attached to this outline.)

I. Theories of Intercultural Communication
1. Introduction: Lecture and discussion

Communication theories reviewed, culture, cross-culture, inter-
culture, intraculture, international communication.
Communications and telecommunications
Identifying the field and the methods.

2. Introduction: Readings
SP 1-32, P 1-22, 576-586

3. Walter J. Ong: The Sensorium
a. P 27-44
b. *Ong, The Presence of Word

4. Heller and Macris: Linguistic zid non-linguistic typology.
5. Bakonyi: Divergence and Convergence
6. Edward T. Hall: Primary Message System and Components of

Communication
a. P 82 -92

b. *Hall, Silent Language
c. Smith, pp. 567-57S

7. Benjamin Whorf: Linguistic Relativity
a. SP 114-122
b. 40SP, III, 728-750: Anthropological Psycholinguistics
c. *Whorf: Language, Thought and Reality

S. Dell Hynes: The Ethnography
a. P 45-66
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b. qtymes, Language in Caltur, and Society (Selected parts)

c. HOSP, III, 150 -780: Social Psycholinguistics.

II. The
1.

2.

Scientific Methodology
Introduction: Lecture and discussion

a. Bowers (text)
b. Discussion
Cross-cultural methodology
a. *Manaster and Havigurst, Cross-National Research

and/or
*Holt and Turner, The Mithodolol of Comparative
Frijda and Jahoda: Scope and metho

Anderson: Stimuli
HOSP, II, Ch. 17, 693-728.
cultural Research.

b.

c.

d.

e.

82

III. Attitude and Perception Formation:
1. Introduction

a. P 101-111, 133-142
b, SP 35 -68, 76-78.

c. Holtzman: Overview
2. Cultural Psychology

a. HOSP, III, Ch. 22, 315-380:
Perception
HOSP, IV, Ch.33, 323-417: Cultural

*Segall, Campbell, and Herskovits,
on Visual Perception.

Lo mer and Dunn, McGinnes,

Wood et al.
3. National 5WiCteristics:

a. SP 69-75, 79-94.
b. Sears: Conceptual equivalence
c. HOSP, IV, Ch.34, pp. 418-506:

b.

c.

d.

Methods and Problems

Research

in Cross-

Intercultural Comparison

Social and Cultural factors in

Psychology
The Influence of Culture

Szalay and Lysne,

A Viable Approach?

IV. Linguistic
1. Worf's hypothesis revisited

a. SP 123-140, 153-158
b. P 155-164
c. Anwar, Dil: Language, Culture and Communication
Bi-lingualism and other studies
a. Proshansky, 159 -168, 244-272: Language and Meaning

b. *Moscovici: Psychology of Language. (Selected portions)

c. *Williams: Language and Poverty (Selected portions)

d. Osgood. (Both articles): SemantLc Differential

e. Darnell: Clozentropy

3. Children and Cross-cultural Communication
a. *Lambert and Klineberg: Children's View of Foreign People

b. *Trubowitz: Changing Racial Attitude in Children

c. Williams, Whitehead and Miller: Ethnic Stereotyping and

judgments of cUildren's speech.

National Character

95
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Speech 130, page three
V. Non-verbal

1. Overview: Lecture and Discussion, Non-verbal in general

2. Cross-cultural
a. SP 169-232
b. Ekman and Friesen: Constants
c. Forston and Larson: Proxemics

VI. Mass Media
1. Introduction: Lecture and Discussion

2. Social Impact cross-culturally and internationally
a. P 337-368, 383-410,568-575
b. *Lerner and Schramm: Developing countries

c. *Rogers and Shoemaker: Diffusion and Innovation

d. *Schramm: National Development
3. Political Function

a. P 411-460
b. *Fisher and Merrill: international media

c. *Lall: On Chinese negotiation

d. *Oliver: Ancient China and India

e. Almaney: Governments' resistence

f. Keller: Across the table negotiation

VII. Conclusion
1. A communication theory taking account of cross-cultural

variables and applicable across time.
2. Problems and directions of future studies: SP 301-319

3. Application: SP 233-286.
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University of Virginia Instructor:

Department of Speech Communication Dr. Theodore J. Marr

STUDIES IN INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
SUPPLEMENTARY READING LIST
(all in reserve library)

Texts: (all on order at Newcomb Hall)

Bowers, John W. Designinz the Communication Experiment. New York:

Random House, 1970.

Prosser, Michael H. Intercommunication Among Nations and Peoples.

New York: Harper and Row, 1)73.

Samovar, Larry A. and Richard E. Porter. Intercultural Communication:

A Reader. Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1972.

I. Theory - Books

Hall, Edward T. Silent Language. NY: Fawcett Books, 1959.

Hymes, Dell. IcieesIsL.LireandSocLanaiiiet. N.Y.: Harper and Row, 1904.

Lerner, Daniel and Wilbur Schramm, eds. Communication and Change in the

Developing Countries. Honolulu, 1967.

Oliver, Robert T. Communication and Culture in Ancient India and China.

Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1972.

Rogers, E. and F. Shoemaker. Communication of Innovations. N.Y.: Free

Press, 1971.

Smith, Alfred G. "Intercultural Communication." Communication and Culture.

N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966.

Whorf, Benjamin. Language Thought and Reality: Selected Writings.

Cambridge, Mass.: Technology Press, 1956.

Theory - Journal articles

Heller, Louis and James Macris. "Toward a General Linguistic and Non-
Linguistic Socio-cultural Typology and Its Dynamics." Journal

of Communication, XIX (1969), 283-289.

Bakonyi, Stepano. "Divergence and Convergence in Culture and Communication."

Journal of Communication, VIII (1958) 24-36.
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II. Social Psychology - Books

Holt, Robert and John Turner, eds. The Methodology of Comparative
Research. N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart, Winston, 1970.

Lambert, Wallace E. and Otto Klineberg. Children's View of Forei

Fowles. N.Y.: Appleton, Century, and Cro s, 1 .

Lindzey, Gardner and Elliot Aronson. The Handbook of Social
Psychology. 2nd ed. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing,

Co., 1969.

Manaster, G.J. and R.J. Havigurst. Cross - National Research: Socio-

Psychological Methods and Problems. Boston: Houghton ;Min, 1972.

Osgood, Charles E. "Cross-cultural Compatability in Attitude Measurement
via Multilingual Semantic Differentials." Readings in Attitude

Theo and Measurement. Edited by Martin Fishbein. N.Y.: John

Wiley and ons, 1 .

Sears, R.R. "Transcultural Variables and Conceptual Equivalence."
Studying Personality Cross-Culturally. Edited by B. Kaplan.

N.Y.: Harper and Row, 1961.

Segall, M.H.: D.T.
Culture an

Trubowitz, Julius.
Frederick

Campbell; and M.J. Herskovits. The Influence of

Visual Perception. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1966.

ChangingLthe Racial Attitudes of Children. N.Y.:

A. Praeger, Publishers, 1969.

SocisclEIatiliolo- Journal articles

Anderson, R. Bruce W. "On the Comparability of Meaningful Stimuli in
Cross-cultural Research." Sociometry, XXX (1967), 124-36.

Frijda NLco and Gustav Johoda. "On the Scope and Methods of Cross-
Cultural Research." International Journal of Psychology (1966),

109-27.

Holtzman, Wayne H. "Cross - cultural Studies in Psychology." International

Journal of Psychology, III (1968), 83-91.

Lorimer, E.S. and S. Watson Dunn. , "Reference Groups, Congruity Theory,
and Cross-Cultural Persuasion." Journal of Communication, XVIII

(1968) 354-68.

McGinnies, Elliot. "Studies in Persuasion: I-IV." Journal of Social
Psychology, LXXX (1968), 69-94 and LXXIV (1968), 171-80.
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Przeworski, Adam and Henry Teune. "Equivalence in Cross-National

Research." Public Opinion Quarterly, XXX (1966-67), 551-68.

Szalay, Lorand B. and Dale Lysne. "Attitude Research for Intercultural

Communication and Interaction." Journal 'of Communication, XX

(1970), 180-200.

Williams, Frederick, Jack L. Whitehead and Leslie M. Miller. "Ethnic

Stereotyping and Judgments of Children's Speech." Speech

Monographs, XXXVIII (1971), 166-170.

III. Linguistics - Books

Dil, Anwar. Language, Culture and Communication. 1971.

Proshansky, 4. and B. Seidenberg. Basic Studies in Social Ps dholo .

N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 19 6, pp. 244- 2.

Moscovici, Serge. The Psychosociology of Language. Chicago: Markham

Pub., 1972.

Williams, Frederick. Language and Poverty. Chicago: Markham Publ., 1970.

Linguistics - Journal articles

Darnell, Donald. "Clozentropy: A Procedure for Testing English Language
Proficiency of Foreign Students." Speech MonoiratE, XXXVII

(1970), 36-45 .

Osgood, C.E. "Semantic Differential Technique in Comparative Study of

Cultures." American Anthropologist (1964), 17116200.

Wood, Yamauchi, and Bradac. "Communication of Meaning Across Culture."
Journal of Communication, XXI (1971), 160-9.

IV. Nonverbal - Journal articles

Ekaan, P. and W. V. Friesen. "Constant: Across Cultures in the Face

and Emotion." Journa!ofPersoneSocaaniaIPscholo,
XVII (1971), 124-9.

Forstan, Robert F. and Charles Urban Larson. "The Dynamics of

An Experimental Study in Proxemic Behavior Among Latin

and North Americans." Journal of Coruunication, XVIII

.99

Space:
Americans
(1968), 109-16.
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V. Mass Media and Miscellaneous - Books

Dobbs Leonard. Communication in Africa. New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1961.

Fischer, Heinz-Dietrich and John C. Merrill. Internationa Communication:

Media, Channels, Functions. New York, 1970.

Lail, A. How Communist China Ne!otiates. New York: Columbia University

Press, 1968.

Schramm, Wilbur. Mass Media and National Development. Stanford,

California, 1964.

Mass Media and Miscellaneous - Journal articles

Almanzy. "Government's Resistance to International Communication."

Journal of Communication XXII, 1972, 77-88.

Keller, Paul. "The Study of Face to Face International Decision

Making." Journal of Communication. XIII L(1963), 67-76.
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OUTLINE FOR A COURSE IN INTSRCULTURAL COI1NUNICATION

(Allen Merrier) - August, 1973)

Course Description

A survey of communication problems created by culturel,
racial, and nItional differences; analysis of how stereo-
typee, values, and cultural assumptions influence our
verbal end nonverbal communication.

II. Objectives of the Cou),,e

1. To increase the stwient's understanding of the various
fPctors involved in intercultural rndior international
communication.

2. To foster self-awareness through insieht into the impact
of culture on one's own communicative behavior.

3. To help prepare the student to function more effectively
in a pluralistic society.

III. Toyice to be Included

A. Definitions of Culture and Communication
B. The Growth of intercultural interaction
C. The Importance of intercultural interaction
D. Language: World Languages, Ltnguage as an expression

of cultural values, Langutr.e and Thoueht, the Sopir-
Wnorf Hypothesis, Meaning, Phonetic Aspects.

E. Nonverbal Aspects: Gesture, territoriality, temporality.
F. Concepts of Race and Racism: Sub-cultures, prejudice,

stereotyping, Black-white relations in the U. S.
G. The Impact of Ideologies: Nationalism, colonialism,

the implications for communication of major world
value-systems, including Hinduism, Islam, Confucian-
ism, Taoism, end Communism.

H. Personality Tyres: Doematism, Authoritarianism, the
"F" Scale test, characteristics of the ethnocentric
person, cultural flexibility vs. the maintenance of
one's traditional values.

IV. Assirnments

1. Read three texts. A short article may also be assigned
to each student to report on during the semester.

2. Give an oral report of an intercultural encounter. This

would consist of reporting on insights about communication

made while living in a foreign country or, for students

who had not lived elsewhere, a report of an interview

Marl
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with a pc-sou of n culture differ,n't from the Intervi,1401".

3. A written research project, also to be briefly'

uummarized orally, on a topic of the studcsnt'l; choicu.

(see ettnched list of sample topics.)

14.. Participation in class dIscussions, end written and /or

oral quizzes based on the readings and lecturos.

V. Basic: Textbooks

1. Edward T. Hall, The Silent Lanp,uaro (Greenwich, Conn.:

Fawcett, 1959).

2. Jarry Snmover and Richard 1orter (eds.), Inter,,ulturnk

Communicmtion: A Reader (Belmont, Calif.:' dsworth, 1972).

3. ,Zdward C. Stewart, American Cultural Patterns: A Cross-

Cultural Ferspectiv5-7Tittsburrh: !iefrional Council for

International 16atTEWTion, 1972).

VI. Partial List of Additional Sources

Brown, Ina. Understanding: Other Cultures.

Berry, Brewton, Rice Relations: The Interaction of

ethnic and-TrgairbroupO.

Henle, Paul (ed.) , Language, Thouht, and Culture.

Klineberg, Otto, The Human Dimension in International

Relations

Kluckhohn, Clyde. Mirror for Nan.

Kochman, Thomas, (ed.). Rappini and Stylin' Out: Communica-

tion in Urban Black America.

Hall, Edward T. The Hidden Dimension.

Oliver, Robert T. Culture and Communication: The Problem

of Penetratin tultural and WiTionnl bounder s`.

. Leadership in 20th Century Asia.

Prosser, Michael H. (ed.), IntercoTmunication Arong
.

Smith, Arthur L. LanputuTe Co-Imunicction And Rhetoric in

Black America.

. Trnnsracial Communication.

Whitaker, Urban. Propacranda and International Relations,
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VII. Some Su.-r,ostod '11.)Ics for Term 17Tcrs

1. Knglish-French Tension in Cnnada.

2. Tribal Conflicts in NicT.eria.

1. Esperanto as a Universal LanruAre.

4. Public Adriress at the United Mations.

5. The Dynamics of Race Prejud5co.

90

6. The Tea Ceremony es Symbolic _zpression of Japanese Cu]ture.

7 Problems and Prospects of Miseepenation (Inter - racial
Marriarto.)

8. Language riiots in India.

9. Characteristics of Arab Kinesics.

10. The Growth of International Education.

11. Cultural Considerations concerning International Satellites.

12. Communication at the Olympic Games.

13. 'Ethnic Stereotyping in School Textbook.:.

14. Ghetto Speech: A Linguistic Sub-culture.

15. Culture Bias in Intelligence Tests.

16. Radio Programming for Minority Groups.
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SST CON kiMlitlf.

WORKSHOP: INTERCULTURAL COMMUN/CATION

Spch 5-452 - Spring Quarter, 1974

Coordinator: Robert Moran
International Student Advisers Office
717 East River Road
Minneapolis Campus
Office Tel. 373-4096
Rome Tel. 776-1201

91

Overview of the Course

"I do not want ay house to be walled in on all sides or my windows

to be stuffed. I want the cultures of all lands to be blown about

my house as freely as possible. But I refuse to be blown off my

feet by any."
Mahatma Gandhi

This is an introductory course, and we will use the laboratory or experimental

approach. This has been defined as:

"an educational strategy which is based primarily on the experiences

generated in various encounters by the learners themselves, and

which aims to influence attitudes and develop competencies toward

learning about human interaction*. Essentially, therefore, lab-

oratory learning attempts to induce change with regard to the

learning process itself and to communicate particular methods of

learning and inquiry. It has to do with learning how to learn."

Participating in Spch 5-452 will help us recognise the "house" in which we

have lived (this time in history, our culture, our family).

It will provide interpersonal contacts with persons from different cultures. If

we give them s chance, these will blow about freely. We may be shaken but not

blown off our feet. We will seek what is universal, cultural and unique in

ourselves.

Oblectives of Workshop: Intercultural Communication

Participation in this course will enable you to:

1) Identify some of the cultural aspects of verbal and non-verbal behavior,

assumptions, attitudes, values and other learned characteristics of persons

from different cultures and of oneself.

2) Identify areas in which differences can cause problems in communicating

interpersonally with persons of different cultures.
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3) Discuss the concepts of "culture", "communication", and "interpersonal
communication".

4) Assess one's listening, perceiving and communication skills as they relate
to intercultural communication from the beginning of the course to the last

meeting.

These objectives viii be achieved through readings, Iftarnins and simulation games,
role playing, group tasks, creative problem solving *rases and group discussions.

Textbook

The assigned text is Intercultural Communication: A Reader, by Samovar and
Porter. It is available in the dniversity Bookstores. Also appended to this
syllabus is an Intercultural Communication bibliography for your information.

Individual Assessment

Grades will be on the basis of a contract which each student will complete in
duplicate and hand in to the group facilitators.

A minimum amount of work is expected of all in an upper division and graduate Livid

course. Suggestions are made belay for the following grades. (The grads of C I,

omitted. If anyone is not willing to contract for an A, I, or S, he should not

take this course.) Two copies of the contract are included with this syllabus.

Grade B or S

1) Regular attendance at meetings.
2) Write one journal entry each week (Personal reaction/reflection/analysis journal.)

3) Complete five-assignments as discussed during group meetings.

Grade A

1) Same as above.
2) Writs one journal entry each week.

3) Complete five assignments as discussed during group meetings.
4) A project, which should demonstrate personal learning, be intellectually

rigorous and/or creative. Discuss this with group facilitator. A one

paragraph statement indicating the scope of the project should be submitted

at this tine.

Due Dates

Journals - Weekly
Assignments - Wary two weeks
Project - The project is due two weeks before the last day of finals.

incomplete,

If necessary, students will be given incomplete*. However, it is highly discouraged.

1 0 Li
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Journals

The basic purpose is to encourage you to discuss with yourself some of your

experiences whatever you find interesting - your impressions, 'earnings,

ideas that are triggered and that you would like to explore.

All journals are to be typed or written on 8 1/2 by 11 paper.

Personal leectiontRaflectialiAnalysis Journal

This journal can be written after the weekly meetings and given to the facilitator

at that time OR it can be written after the meeting and mailed to one of your

group facilitators to be received BEFORE the next weekly meeting. THIS JOURNAL

MUST 3E RECEIVED BEFORE THE MT MEETING.

Some and campus addresses of the group facilitators will be given to you. If

a campus address is used, no postage is required.

This journal is to be marked OPEN (meaning it is okay for the facilitator to

refer to the material during a meeting) or CLOSED Waning this is for the

facilitators only and not to be referred to during a meeting.)

A suggested length for this journal is one 8 1/2 by 11 typed page or the

equivalent if band written.

This journal is to be dated not when you write it but the data of the meeting

about Which you are writing.)

Thy following are soneunifty" questions and will be of help to you in writing

your personal reaction/reflection/analysis journal. REMEMBER DO NOT MERELY

RESTATE WHAT HAPPUED.

1. What did you experience tonight? How did you feel about the meeting?

2. What happened to other people? Were they talking about their feelings?

Or ideas? or cultures?

3. Did you see "good" communication tonight? Or were people not listening

to each other?

4. Did anyone say anything that means something special to you - something

that made you learn about yourself, or about other people?

5. Communication - did you learn a new way to communicate? Did you learn

anything about intercultural communication?

6. What did you learn about hoe to relate to people of other cultures?

7. What did you learn about another culture? Any new ideas about non-verbal

communication or new ideas about language?

8. Did you act differently tonight than you would when everyone was from

the same culture?
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Hissed asetingil:

In the event you skies a meeting you will be expected to couplets the snokly
journal. Contact other group umbers and from this discussion, write a
journal.
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THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
School of International Service

SEMINAR ..TN CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION

33.655
Spring 1974
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Dr. Mowlana

This seminar deals with the contribution of relevant social

and behavioral sciences to the study of inter-cultural and cross-

cultural communication. Culture as communication and analysis of

value-systems as essential element in communication will be the

main topic. Theoretical and practical bases of cross-cultural

communication are rooted in sociology, communication, political

science, and psychology as well as in anthropology and linguistics.

The contribution of each of these disciplines will be examined

further through problbm oriented topics and research projects

undertaken by the participants of this seminar.

Recommended Books*

1. Rogers & Shoemaker, Communication of Innovations
,roach

2. Leonard Doob, Communication in Africa.

3, Edward Ball, 'E.,: Hidden Dimension.

4. Samovar & Porter, Inter-Culp Ural Communication.

S. Mowlana, Latemtignal Communications A Selected

Bibliography.

6. Northrop & Livingston (Ets.) Cross-Cultural Under-

standings Epistemology in AnthKamEnE.

A

* All of these books are available in the University Bookstore,

except for Number 6 which is on reserve in the Library.
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Assignment

Each participant in the seminar will be assigned a topic

from one of the three sections listed below,, which will repre-

sent the topic for the research project be/she will do:

I. Cross-Cultural Commaggatim=sontribution

1. Philosophy

2. Sociology

3. Psychology

4. Anthropology

5. Communication

6. Linguistics

7. Political Science

IX- cross -CtILWECUIEHREELVAIM1=111:

S. Education

t. Political Communication and Propaganda

10. Advertising and Marketing

11. Business and Industry

12. Mass Communication

III. cross-Cultural Communication -- Approaches to;

13. Research and Methodology

14. Training and Workshops

This assignment must be approved by me before you begin on it;

and the final report should not be more than twenty pages

(dambleftspaced)0 excluding the bibliografft.
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Pose three

IntroductsirahonCr-Cal Communication

I. BOOKS

1. Almond & Verba, The Civic Culture. Princeton, 1963. (Pol Sci)
2. Ardrey, R., The Territorial Imperative. Antheniam, 1966. (Anthro)
3. Arensberg & Niehoff, Introducing Social Change. 1964. (Amthro)
4. Benedict, Ruth, Patterns of Culture. 1948. (Anthro)
5. Bruner, et.al., A Study of Thinking. 1956. (Phil)
6. Buchanan, Wm. & Hadley CantrU, How Nations See Each Other.

Univ of Illinois Press, 1953. (Psy)
7. Eel's, K, et.al., Intelligence and Cultural Differences. 1951. (Ling)
8. Goffman, E., Behavior in Public Places. Free Press, 1969. (Psy)
9. Hall, Edward T., The Silent Langauge. 1959. (Anthro)

10. Hayakawa (liS.) Our Langauge and Our World. 1959. (Ling)
11. 0 The Use and Misuse of Langauge. 1962. (Ling)
12. Hoffman, Prthur (Ed.) International Communication and the New

Diplomacy. Indiana, 1968. (Comm)
13. Hsi jeer, H. (Ed.) Language in Culture. 1954. (Ling)
14. Hsu, F.L.Y., Americans and Chinese. 1970. (Anthro)
15. 0 Clams, Caste and Club. 1963. (Anthro)
16. (345.) Aspects of Culture and Personality. 1954. (Anlehro&Psy)
17. Kluckhobn & Strodtbeck, Variations in Value Orientation. 1961. (Anth)
18. Kroeber, 4 Kluckhohm, Culture: A Critical Review of Concepts and

Definitions. Cambridge: Papers of the Peabody Museum, Vol XLVII,
No. 1, 1952. (Anthro)

19. Maine, Sir Henry, The Ancient Law. (Soc)
20. Miller, Gorge A., Language and Communication. 1951. (Ling)
21. Nakamura, H. Ways of Thinking of Eastern Peoples. 1964. (Ling)
22. Northrop, F.S.C., The Meeting of East and West. 1953. (Phil)
23. Oliver, !tobert T., Culture and Communication: The Problems of

Pen!trating National Boundaries. 1962. (Comm)
24. Ortega, 3asset Y, Man and Peoble. Norton, 1957. (Soc&Phil)
25. Osgood, 7.E. & Tannenbaum & Suci, The Measurement of Meaning.

1953. (Psy)
26. Parsons & Shils (Eds.) Toward a Genral Theory of Action. 1951. (Soc)
27. Pribram, K., Conflicting Patterns of ThlEought. 1945. (Phil)
28. Raclin, Y.. Primitive Man as Philosopher. 1927. (Phil)
29. p The World of Primitive Man. 1953. (Phil)
30. Rokkan, Stein (Ed.) Comparative Research across Cultures and

!;tions. Mouton, 1968. (PolSci&Anthro)
31. Sapir. Edward, Language. 1921. (Lang)
32. Culture, Language and Personality: Selected Essays.

)949. (Iming&Psy)
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Introductory Bibliography (Continued)
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33. Schneider &Bonjean The Idea of Culture in the Social Sciences.
Cambridge, 1973. (h11)

34. Smith, Alfred G. (ad.) Communication and Culture. 1966. (Comm)
35. Sorokin, Pitirtmt. Sociological Theories of Today. (especially

Parts I and II) 1966. (Soo)
36. , Social and Cultural Dynamics. (especially Vole I & Iv)

1962. (Soc'
37. Stewart, E,C., 3tiali, Simulating Inter-Cultural Communication

through 11,4e -Playing. Alexandria, VA: Human Resources
Research Office, 1969. (Comm)

38. Ssalay, L., 'tall,. Communication Lexicon on Three South Korean
Audiencve, American Institute of Research, 1971. (Comm)

39. Sonnies, Gereinschaft and Gesellschaft. 1887. (Soc)
40.Triandis, H...0 The Analysis of Subjective Culture. 1972. (Pay)
41. Vygotsky, %Soy ThMought and Language. 1962. (Ling)
42. Werner, H. Comparative Psychology of Mental Development. 1948. (Phil)
43. Wharf, B.,.. Language, Thought and Reality. 1956. (Lingo
44. Witkin :.a1.0 Psychological Differentiation. 1962. (Ply)

IX. ARTICLES

1. Angel'. R. "International Communication and the World Society,"
in Berelson and Janowitz (Eds.) Reader in Public Opinion and
pmmunication. 1950. (Comm)

2. Befvein. B. "Social Class and Linguistic Development," in Halsey.
'loud and Anderson (Ede.) Education, Economy and Society. 1964.
(ang)

3, 0 "Elaborated and Restricted Codes," American Anthropologist,
(XVI, Part 2 ( ). (Anthro)

4. Itruer, and Taguiri "The Perception of People." in Lindsey (Ed.)
02nabook of Social Psychology. 1954. (Pay)

S. Ceien, R.B. "Conceptual Style, Culture and Conflict and Nonverbal
i!ests of Intelligence," American Anthropologist LXXI: 828-56.
(Anthro)

6. trty Frederick W.. "Cross-Cultural Survey Research in Political
Science,* in Holt and Turner (Eds.) The Methodology of Compara-
tive Research. 1970. (PoiSci)

.01can, Edmond S. "Semantic Diff&culties in International Communica-
tion," ETC: General Semantics Yearbook, XI: 163-80. (Ling)

8. Edward T. "Adumbration in Inter-Cultural Communication."
American Anthropologist, LxVI0 No. 6 (Part II). (Dec 1964):
154-63. (Ainthro)
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Introductory Bibliography (Continued)

9. "Silente in Social Communication." in Weinstein
Rioch and Weinstein (Ed.) Disorders of Communication.
1964. (Anthro)

10. Hsu, F.L.K. "Psydhosocial Homeostasis and Jens Advancing
Psychological Anthropology," American Anthropologist (Feb 1971)

11. Inkeles, A. "Industilal Man: The Relation of Status to Experi-
ence. Perception and Value," American Journal of Sociology
AA 66(1960): 131. (Soc)

12. Kagan, J.. et.al "Psycahological Significance of Style Conceptu-
alization." in Society of Research in Child Development:
Monograph No. 86, Univ of Chicago. 1963. (Pay)

13. Kluckhohm's Article in Tityaian (Rd.) Sociological Theory. Values
and Sociocultural Change. 1963. (Soc)

14. Lowie, R. "Religion in Human Life," American Anthropologist LXV:532.
(Anthro)

15. Maclay &Ware "Cross- Cultural Use of the Semantic Differential,"
Behavioral Scientist Vol 6 (1961). (Ling)

16. Mead, Margaret "National Character." I in Kroeber (Ed.)
Anthropology Today. 1953. (Anthro)

17. Sears. Robert IL "Transcultural Variables and Conceptual Equi-
valence," in Bert Kaplan (Ed.) Studying Personality Cross-
Culturally. 1961. (Pay)

18. Suzuki., D.T. "Lectures on Zen Buddhism," in D.T. Suzuki, Fromm
and DeMartino, Zen Buddhism and Psychoanalysis. 1960 (Phil)

19.Wedge, Bryant "Communication Analysis and Comprehensive Diplomacy,"
in Hoffman (SD.) International Communication and the New
Diplomacy. 1986. (Comm)

20. Wedge, Vivian J. Rohrl and Bryant Wedge "The Role of Perception
in International Politics." International Studies Association
Newsletter, Preliminary Issue-A (Fall 1973): 32,40. (Pay)

For Further References. see: Chapter VI in, Mowlana, International
Communication: A Seleeted Bibliography.. entitled "Cross-
Cultural Communication" -- espicially entries: 947;949; 951;
952; 956; 959; 963; 965; 969/ 975; 980; 981; 987; 988; 9891
991; and 1004.
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94424/624 Cross Cultural Communication
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"The most observable differences between cultures are speech, dress, living habits,

politics and religion. But each culture is like a gigantic iceberg, carrying along

beneath the surface of its observable differences its own assumptions, premises rnd

biases. Language is the most persuasive ubiquitous and ethnocentric factor in cur

cultures."
Harry Maynard

cuutae Description:
Study of the process of communication across cultural boundaries emphasizing

a basic model of communication in the analysis of communication within and

between various cultures, predictions of patterns and effects and communica-

tion barriers.

Texts to be Purchased:

Doob, Leonard W. Communication in Africa. 1961.

Stewart, Edward C. American Cultural Patterns: A Cross - Cultural Perspective.

1971.

Course Content:

Tentative Units or Topics

I. The Meanings of "Culture": Flack's Approach

A. Geographical and role societies

B. Cognitive and experiential levels

II. The Communication Process

A. Definitions: as seen by

1. Fabun
2. Hall
3. Berlo
4. Martin and Andersen

B. MOdels
1. Wiseman - Barker's Intrapersonal and Interpersonal Communication Models

2. Goyer's Model

3. Bostain's Communications Model

4. Doob's Communication in Africa "Table of Contents"--a complete listing

of variables in communication process

III. Communication: The Cross Cultural Problem

A. Stewart's Dimensions of a Culture

1. Form of Activity
2. Form of Social Relations
3. Perception of the World

4. Perception of Self And Individual

B. LaBarre's Paralinguistic and Rinesics Meaning Differences Among Cultures

1. Greeting, kissing, sticking out tongue
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IV. Cross Cultural CommunicationGeographical Societies

A. Africa
1. Interpersonal Communication-Doob's twelve critical variablesthe

communicator; his goal; basic and extended media; the site; restric-

tions; the communication itself; audience mood, perception, reactions

and changes; and feedback

2. Platform CommunicationChing's Public Address in the Congo, Quarterly

Journal of Speech, February 1965

B. Southeast Asia
1. General background for Southeast Asia--Pye's "Communication Operation

in Non-Western Societies"
2. Influence of Confucianism and Taoism

C. Japan
1. Effects of social norms on interpersonal relationships

a. codification of rules, hierarchy, concern for status, etc.

2. Osgood./ Cross Cultural Study of Connotative Waning Behavioral

Science, 5, 1960

3. Student Report on Kazuo's "Interpersonal Persuasion in a Vertical

SocietyThe Case of Japan," Speech Monographs,, June 1971

D. India
1. Influence of the teachings of Hinduism and Buddhism

2. Case study - -Rap's Communication and pevelopment

E. Thailand
1. Relationship of communication patterns to the culture

2. Thai innovations in the communication process

3. Cross-cultural communication -- Americans and Thais

a. Okes's "Guide of Maximum Usefulness for the American Communicator"

F. China
1. Survey of material from mass media due to president's trip

2. Yu's "Communication and Politics in Communist China"

3. Student Report on Haring's "CUltural Contexts of Thought and Commu-

nication" Quarterly Journal of Speech, April 1951

G. Soviet Union and the United Nations
1. Interpersonal and Moss Communication in Soviet Union

a. Butler's "Russian Rhetoric" Quarterty Journal of Speech,

October 1964
b. Influence of class on sources and patterning of communications

2. International Communications (U.N.)

a. Role of Communication in Diplomacy
b. Difficulties inherent in international diplomacy

c. Analyses of Glenn's "Meaning and Behavior: Communication and

Culture" Journal, of Communication December 1966 and "Semantic

Difficulties in International Communication" ETC, Spring 1954

R. Latin America-Mexico
1. GeneralDifferences in interpretation due to time, space, place,

channels, etc.

2. Lado's concept of patterned behavior (form, meanings and distribution)

and effects on cross cultural communication

V. Cross Cultural CommunicationRole Societies

A. French and English-Speaking Canadians
1. Judging of personalities through voice cues only-analysis of a series

of studies (se's Lambert and others, Journal of Communication, December

1966
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B. Black Americans
1. Interpersonal communication between Black and White Americans- -

perception of stereotypes through verbal cues, differences in emphn-

ses on channels of communication, nature of the black audience

2. Black English--the controversy and proposed solutions

3. Communication between teacher and student; student and student as

affected in:

a. philosophy toward education, expectations of language, life and

learning styles and long range goals

b, the specific case of the speech communication class (attitudes

toward topics for speeches, language style, audience analysis,

etc.)

C. American Indian
1. Misconceptions concerning the "vanishing Americans" and the "Indian"

language

2. Cultural differencescooperative versus competitive, encouraging

versus discouraging dissent, nonverbal communication patterns

3. communication in the classroomteacher and student, student to student

n. Ph ano
1. The language barrier as affected by:

a. traditional Anglo-oriented attitudes toward bilingualism and

biculturalism
b. Chicano cultural loyalties

c. cultural and physical setting

E. Others
1. Truck driver's road language

2. Language of the traffic policeman

3. Regional languages

4. Language of the psychedelic culture

VI. Student Oral Reports on Original Papers

(see Appendix I)

VII. Barriers in Cross-Cultural Communication

A. Summary of concepts brought out during course

1. Perceptual patterns; assumptions and values; different experiences;

language differences; etc.

Individual Study:
Each student will submit a one-page project proposal, compile a bibliography

and gather data by surveying a selected body of literature investigating a

problem in the area of cross cultural communication. Each student will

formulate his data into a written paper then adapt it for an oral presentation

followed by a question-answer discussion period. Papers will be preacnted

during the last month of the course.

Oral Reports:
Each Ars/duete student will lead a discussion on an article selected from a

journal which relates to a topic under consideration. These will be held on

different dates throughout the semester.

Examinations:
There will be a final examination in the course.
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Each student will submit one -page project proposal, compile a bibliography and

gather data by surveying a selected body of literature investigating a problem in

the area of cross cultural communication. Bach student will formulate his data

into a written paper then adapt it for an oral presentation followed by question-

answer period. An original and a carbon copy of the paper are required.

Examples of topics selected f.n the past and suggested related topics:

INTER- CULTURAL COMMUNICATION
(General)

Esperanto (literature survey)

The Voice of America (literature survey and field study)

(Specific)

Communications with Viet Nam: Barriers or Breakdown? (literature study)

The Language Problem of Belgium (literature survey)

Africa: At Loss for Words ('. iterature survey)

Cross Cultural Communication it Canada (field study)

INTRA-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION
(General)

Effects of Television on Cultures of the Uflited Statei (literature

survey and field study)

tSpecific)

The Teacher and the Ghetto Child: A Communication Problem? (literature

survey)

Language: A Barrier to Communications Between Mexican-Americans and

Anglo*? (literature survey)

The Communication Problems of the Migratory Worker (field study)

The Communication World of the Mentally Retarded Child (field study)

CREATIVE MAYS
Salf-Images of Communication Behavior and Their Affects Across Cultures

Cross Cultural Communication with the American Indian: A Model and Rationale
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FOREIGN STUDENT OFFICE
FRESNO STATE COLLEGE

PROPOSAL FOR AN EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE COURSE FOR SPRING 1969

1. C9URSE TITLE: Cross Cultural Expressions and Communications of

Contemporary Man

UNITS : 3, P/W Grading

PREREITIES: Foreign Students - at least six months residence in
the United States, not more than two years.

American Students - at least junior standing and
permission of instructor

SIZE OF CLASS: Thirty - Equally divided men - women, foreign - American

General Course Description: The course is designed to involve foreign

and American students in meaningful interaction and discussions which

they can relate to themselves and their position in the world. This will

be done through a series of five two-day retreats during which topics

announced in advance will be explored and discussed. Main emphasis will

be placed on cross cultural implications of topics considered, and how

these implications effect the individual and his role in today's world.

Topic headings will include social relations, the family, politics, re-

ligion, the arts, international affairs, and any other the class feels

would be relevant.

2. Purpose,: To bring together foreign and American students in an informal

but fairly intense environment for the purpose of interaction, discussion,

and the exchange of ideas on topics which are meaningful to the partici-

pant. As stated above, topic headings will include social relations,

politics, the family, religion, the arts, international affairs or any

others the group feels are relative and can be meaningful discussed.

3. Proposed Student Activities: One or two class meetings will be held on

campus prior to the first retreat, and at that time a reading list will

be handed out and topic headings discussed. Each student will be expected

to complete a short paper after each retreat evaluating the relevancy of

the topic heading to himself. Participation in the group discussions and

exchange of ideas will be expected of all students.

4. Justification: This course proposal has borrowed concepts and methodology

from two very successful courses already offered at Fresno State College.

There is strong justification, however, for the inclusion of this class

in the experimental college because the combination of cross cultural

exchange, subject matter exploration, and the intensity of a retreat-type

learningsituation is not offered by either courses scheduled in the cata-

log or in the experimental college. International Studies 93 (Problems

in Contemporary America) offers some of the general topics proposed for

this course but has a number of limitations. One is that it is open only
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to foreign students and does not provide the vehicle for cross cultural

expression and discussion with American students. Second, it is a three

unit course meeting three times a week and cannr+t create the in-depth

atmosphere this course can in the retreat-type situation.

X114 (Some expressions of Contemporary Man) is offered by the experimental

college and has successfully created the typc of atmosphere that is de-

sirable in this course. It does not however, gear itself to cross cultural

exploration through the interaction of foreign and American students; nor

does it structure itself toward the same type of subject matter covered in

this course.

Fresno State College now has 435 foreign students from approximately 58
countries. There are currently no classes offered in the college where

foreign and American students can exchange ideas in a relaxed yet educa-

tional environment and receive college credit. This course would provide

for that.

Ronald Perry
Assistant Foreign Student Adviser
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Speech 30: Intercultural Oommunicatinn Office Hours:

Instructor: Michael H. Prosser Prosser - Generally

Assistant: Ms. Carolyn Hairston BST Cart NAME n4 10-12, 2-4

Spring 1974: University of Virginia or by appointment
Hairsten - TM

Texts: Larry Samovar and Richard Porter, Eds., Intercultural Communication: A

Reader (Wadmorth, 1972).
Mill H. Prosser, Ed., Interco reunicatim Among Nations and Peoples
(Harper and Roo, 1973).

Purpose of course: to provide an understanding of communication as it affects

culture and as it is affected by culture through the perspectives of theory,

case studies, and experience.

Grade distribution and major assignments:
3. 20% team project: be better understand the ormunicative and cultural inter-

action of specific cultural groups inNorth America, self se3.ected student teams will

Choose from among several cultural groups, fox example, black Americans, Indians,

white ethnic grcupe such as Polish Americans, Jews, American cmientals, Prendn

Canandians, Spanish speaking Americans, and Eskimoes, to complete a team project

on. Each teattwill have a full class neriod to preseat pertinent factors which

will give other members of the class an understanding of the ectmeanicatiak patterns,

and breaks:1mm which occur within the culture ana as members of the culture

interacting with persons of other cultural groups. The presentation may include

materials relating to helping members of the class understand better the culture

at the theoretical, case study, or experiential levels. For example, if French

Canadian separatists are chosen as a cultural group to be studied, the teen

may choose to immidevarious audio-visual materials, a French Canadian participants,

a simulation game, a discussien format, etc. to show haw the problem of language,

religious ties, cultural loyalties, violence and ethnography ehape their internal

ocerunicatian and their effective comounication or oonnunicatien breakdcwns

with English spacing Canadians. Each team will sUhmit a full written annotated

bibliography of all sources consulted in preparing the project can the day of the

presentation. Each annotation should include information describing the source and

assessing its value for the project. Each team should hold eth session with the

instructor or his assistant before the class presentation to outline methods

and content of presentation.

2. 15% - Written analysis of a personal experiential intercultural corrunicatice

e-ent, 4-7 pages. Each student is expected to write a detailed analysis of a

significant personal intercultural communication event which has affected him/her

in the past or during the semester, utilizing principles of intercultural cammuni-

cation as found in the course readings, lectures, or discussions as the criteria

for establishing an effective analysis. For example, in the past semester one

student reported an and analyzed a summer trip to Europe with an emphasis on the

conmunicative and cultural patterns develop:Uwbetween the studaltmembers of the

tour, a non English speaking bus driver, and a FUropena guide. Another student

reported on the problems she faced living for a year with a meter of a different

ethnic: grasp, as her parents reacted to the assignment, as her awn attitudes

changed, as she interacted with the reemmate and as she was accepted or rejected

by the roommate's friends. A third St:Lulea., who was black and female,discuseed

the problems which she had encountered in joining a previously all male and

essentially, white ROTC unit. Another joined the International Club and participated

in its activities for most of the semester before making an analysis of the

interaction occarimbetween members of the several cultural groups involved in

the International Club activities.
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3. 2n% - Written research paper, G-30 pages arc' notes ore tibliography. Students
may tie the Paper into same aspects of the team projert, or ma" choose an idea
suggested by the course readings, lectures, or discussions. Major criteria in
terms of substance to be utilized in considering each paper suhmitted include the
demcostration of a clear understanding of the ,-cerunicative and cultural inter-
action taking place in the treatment of the topic select-.e ', and a well developed
consistency of thought patterns and appropriate supeort for ideas. All papers
are exnected to be in acceptable format, with standard English comnosition and
spelling. Students are invited to discuss topics in van with the* instructor
or his assistant. All written material submitted should he Pledged.

4. 15% - Midterm. An oral midterm will he held over the Samovar/Porter text
and introduction to Prosser text plus materials discussed in class during the
time prior to the midterm. The oral exams will he approximately two hours in
length and will include about ten stueents in each session. Each student will
write five questions which emphasize major concents addressed so far in the coarse
either in the texts or in class lectures and discussions. Ouestinns may include
theoretical or practical applications and should be valuable enough to generate
same sustained dialogue in the exam session. Students are likely to he questioned
on their an questions as well as those submitted by others in the exam session.
PIany ovestions will not be exclusively right or wrong but may allow for a variety
of reasonable answers. Stress is placed not so much on memorization of facts
as the ability to integrate materials and oancepts. Students taking the emnmay
utilize an open boOk/lopen notes approach within reason. After exam greens are
chosen, students are invited to hold joint preparation sessions and to freely
exchange questions and answers/ Students in the nast have isolated this tvpe
of exam, and the collective preparation sessions, as among the most productive
exams that they have bad the opportunity to take. 'kg/item exam sessions will be
scheduled before the midsenester break.

5. 20% - Final oral exam, emphasizing materials from the Trosser text, and con-
clusion of the Samovar/Porter text, class lectures, and discussions during the
second half of the course. The format will he essentially the same as for the
midterm exam. Final exam sessions will be scheieled during the final exam week.

6. 10% - Class participation. rime class participation and discussion are
oonsidered a valuable aspect of the °nurse, students are expected to attend the
class regularly and will be penalized for mare than four abeenees durilq the
semester.

Late penalties: Every semester, students have many and often very reasonable
excuses for not submitting materials co time. As a standard which will be applied
in every case, all written materials not submitted on the dun date will be
penalized )y 5% on that assign mezt each class period late ,levinnd stated due
dates or grace periods. Since the team nrojectz and oral examinations reouire
considerable cooperation, students are expected to fe prof -tared on the Assi
days. Students failing to provide reasnnable cooneration and sharing of msron-
sibilities for the team projects will be pomalizDt ty a leivcre0 grack on Chat
project.

Assigned tonics and readings:
1. Definitinns and characteristics of cammunicatinn, ermunications and vultures:
styles of acrrunication interiorsonal, Final timr, oricuti7ational, !utylic, ant:
mass crirmunicatim fartnrq involved in intercultural ovrunication.
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Tues. Jan 15: Introduction to course. 111

Thurs. Jan 17: video -tape: "A Global Conversation."

Tues. Jan 22: Initial definitions and models of communication. Read: Samovar/

Porter, Unit I. " Intercultural Collemication; An Introduction," pp. 1-32;

Prosser, "Colounication Communications. and Intercommunication.; pp. 1-20.

Thurs. Jan 24: An intercultural simulation gano. "Be Pa Ba Fa." NOTE: class

session will begin a half hour early to allow enough time to complete the game.

Tues. Jan 29: Social psychological factors affecting intercultural communication.

Read: Samovar/Porter, Unit II. "Social Psychological Factors: What We Bring

to Intercultural Communication," pp. 33 -95.

Thurs. Jan SI: Attitudes toward various sub-cultures among Virginians; slide

presentations by former students in Speech 30.

Tues. Feb. 5: Slide presentation of a North American cultural system and influ-

ences on it: Newfoundland.

II. The role of language in intercultural communication; oral/aural cultures vs.

visual cultures; development of language; role of symbolism, syntactics, and

Semantics as aspects of language.
Thurs. Feb 7: Read Samovar/Porter, Unit III. "Intercultural Language: Taking

Part iu Intercultural Communication, pp. 97-158.

Tues. Feb. 12: Digcussion of language.

III. Non-verbal communication between cultures; kinesics, the sense ratio,

proxemics, the pragmatics of media as non-verbal communication.

Thurs. Feb 14: Read: Samovar/Porter, Unit IV. "Non-verbal Aspects: Taking Part

in Intercultural Communication," pp. 159-232.

Tues. Feb 19: First paper due: may be either 4-7 page analysis of a personal

experiential intercultural communication event, or the 6-10 page research paper.

Should be marded on top of paper which written assignment is being fulfilled

and pledged. NOTE: late penalties. Viewing and discussion of Japanese

produced film: "Bwana Toshi" (a Japanese volunteer worker encounters almost

impossible difficulties in an African cultural setting because of attitudinal,

linguistic, and non-verbal problems in adjusting to the culture).

Thurs. Feb 21: Continuation of viewing and discussion of film.

IV. Student Team Projects.
Tues. Feb 26: Read: Samovar/Porter, Unit .V, "Practicing Intercultural Communica-

tion, Becoming More Effective," pp. 233-300. First student team project.

Thurs. Feb 28: Second student team project.

NOTE: MID-TERM SESSIONS WILL BE HELD BEFORE MIDSEMESTER BREAK: Readings include

Samovar/Porter, Units I-V; Prosser, introductory essay, class lectures, and

discussions.
Midsemoster break: March 1-10.

Tues. March 12: Third Student Team Project.

Thurs. March 14: Fourth Student Team Project.

Tues. March 19: Fifth Student Team Project

Thurs. March 21: Sixth Student Team Project.

Special topics relating to international and intercultural communication.

V. Interdisciplinary theoretical perspectives on international and intercultural

communication.
Tues. March 26: Read: Prosser, "Theoretical Perspectives," pp. 23-66 and pp. 82-9:

VI. Attitude and opinion formation and sampling; the two-step and multi step

flow theory, consensus.
Thurs. March 28: Read: Prosser, "Attitude Formation and Opinion Development,"

pp. 93-133.
Tues. April 2.. Read: Prosser, "Attitude Formation and Opinion Development,"

pp. 133-165.
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VII. The role Joadev lu cor.onnication: who is loading whom from where to
where, the chadsmat:. %Jur,

Thurs. April 4: Road: ,.ter, "The Comunication of Leadership," pp. 165-199.
TUes. April 9: . "The Co, Aunicatioa of Leadership," pp. 200-241.
Seco=4! paper de.: !.:ny :.!.cr 4-7 analy1;3s of personal experiential

inv-feulturai ,; event or 6-10 page research paper. Should be
marked on top tl:Lich is and ple4c,ed;, NOTE: late penalties.

VIII. :ommunicrt:on an \cci'li change; interpersonal, public, and mass communi-

cation.
Thurs. April 11: Read: "Commuqication as Agent and Index of Social

Ch%11:;0," pp.

TUes. April 16: Read: Pt7n-ner, " Communication as Agent and Index of Social
Chaage," pp. Zi!t-410.

1K. Communication and coJOict resolution: interpersonal, intergroup, inter-
cultural, and intcrnattonal.

Thurs.April 18: Read: Pfo2ner, "Communication in Conflict Resolution, pp. 241-

2883, Video Tape: "'tits: C..ess Cultural Counseling Tried."

TUes. April 23: Ileed: rro-.3er, 1tCe;:munication Sn Conflict Resolution,V pp. 287 -

336.

X. The control of communieetion: contrasting views of freedom: communication

rights
Thurs. April 25: Read: Prosser, "Freedom: Communication Rights and Censorship,"

pp. 461-530.
Tues. April 29: Read: Proser, "Freedom: Communication Rights and Censorship,"

pp. s31 -540, "Prol)Tz.10A," pp. 413-060.

XI. The integrative aspects of communication across national and cultural boundarit

!burs. May 2: Read: Ramtivev/Porter, Unit VI, "Intercultural Communication Re-

search: Searching for Fit: suers," pp. 301-334; Prosser, "The Integrative Role of

intercommunication," pp. 541-S86.
Final exam sessions to be saeduled during final exam week, May 6-13. Final

exam period officially scheOulod for class v all must be present: simulation

game, "StarPower."
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COURSE OUTLINE
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Communication 384: Communication Within and Between Cultural
Groups

Catalogue Entry: Survey of social-psychological and cultural
variables which affect communication among peoples of different
cultures. The use of this knowledge in understanding and
facilitating social and cultural change.

Course Description: The course provides a survey of variables
ounce r. research studies which focus on factors which facili-
tate or inhibit communication among peoples of differing cultural
backgrounds. A major emphasis is the functional use of commu-
nication in social and cultural change with the "subculture of
peasantry" and various ethnic subcultures as primary units of
analysis.

Outline:

I. Overview of communication and culture. Definitions.
Culture; Subculture; Intercultural communication;
international communication; developmental communi-
cation; Intrapersonal; interpersonal; Organizational;
Mass communication.

II. Units of Analysis

A. Culture as a unit (Hall, Birdwhistell).
B. The "subculture" as a unit (Rogers, Lewis).
C. The individual (information acquisition, infor-

mation processing and information transmission);
the interpersonal (dyadic and small group situ-
ations); the organizational (communication in
task-functions in organizations) and mass (use
of mass media by different cultures) levels of
analysis (Jain and Stroud).

III. Various Approaches in the Study of Communication
Within Cultures

A. The anthropological approach (communication patterns
shaped by cultural determinants).

B. Tne social-psychological approach (perception of
self and others and role concept).

C. The psycholinguistic approach (meanings and
responses).
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D. The developmental approach.
1. Modernization factors affecting communication

(Rogers, Niehoff, Arensberg, Inkeles, Lerner)
E. The eclectic. approach

1. Gardner's six perspectives in the study of
intercultural communication (1962).
a. Human communication is culturally defined.
b. Cross-cultural contact between individuals

of different socio-economic levels or strata
of culture.

c. Communication between individuals whose
respective social systems are "out of
phase" (rational-legal authority, tradi-
tional authority, charismatic authority).

d. Communication between individuals whose
social systems are basically incompatible
(interpersonal relationships structure).

e. Communication based on laws of recency,
prilacy and intensity.

f. The concept of the "universal communicator".

IV. The Concept of Social Change

A. Change agent-client relationships: Reciprocity,
empathy credibility

B. Some factors in the development and modernization
process: literacy, mass media exposure, cosmopo-
liteness, empathy, achievement motivation, inno-
vativeness

V. The Subculture Unit of Analysis

A. The subculture of peasantry. Why study peasants?
Elements of this subculture: mutual distrust in
interpersonal relations, perceived limited good,
dependence on and hostility toward government
authority, families', lack of innovativeness,
fatalism, limited aspirations, lack of deferred
gratification, limited view of the world, low

empathy. (Rogers)
B. The subculture of the "modern" man or elite.

Communication between members of the profession
and the subculture of peasantry. Characteristics
of the "modern" man: openness to new experience,
independence from authority of traditional figures,

belief in the efficacy of science and medicine,
achievement motivation, planning orientation,
future-time orientation, active participation in
public affairs. (Inkeles)

C. The "ghetto" subculture. Communication within and
among various ethnic groups. The Negro "subculture".
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D. Male-Female Roles in Various Societies. Dynamics
of the changing concepts in masculine and feminine
roles.

Course Requirements: The student is expected to write two (2)

short papers which may be preliminary background material to

a final term paper.

Mid-term and final examinations will be given.

Textbooks:

Roger, Everett M. with L.
Peasants: The Impact
Rinehart and Winston,

Svenning, Modernization Among
of CommunicatIon; New York: Holt,
Inc., 063.

Supplementary Readings:

Lerner, Daniel and W. Schramm (eds.), Communication and Change

in the Develo in Countries, Honolulu: East-West Center

Press, 1 .

Gardner, George, "Cross-Cultural Communication," Journal of
Social Psychology, Vol. 58 (1962), 241-256.

Inkeles, Alex, "Making Men Modern: On the Cause's and Conse-

quences of Individual Change in Six Developing Countries,
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 75, No. 2, 1969.

Simonsen, Bjorn and Goodwin Chu, "A Partially Annotated
Bibliography on Cross-Cultural Communication," Stanford
University Press, 1970.

Smith, Alfred, Communication and Culture, Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, New York, 1§66.

Frey, Frederick, et al., Survey Research on Comparative Social

Changes a Bariography, Mass.: The MIT Ptess, 1969.

Hall, Edward T., The Silent Lan ua e, Greenwich, Conn.s

Fawcett Publics ons, Inc., 1937.

and W. F. Whyte, "Intercultural Communication:

A Guide to Men of Action," Human Organization, Vol. 19,

No. 1, pp. 5-12.
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Relevant Readings will be found in the following journals:

Journal of Social Psychology
Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology
American Anthropologist
Journal of Communication
Journalism Quarterly
Rural Sociology
Public Opinion Quarterly
American Journal of SocioloTy
American Behavioral Science
Current Anthro?ology Social Forces
Journal of Social Issues
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"'There is a tendency among moths to
cluster around bright objects. (117)
Inevitably they brush against the
candle's flame. But who are we to
judge the logic of this act ....

....much less its morality."'

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION is designed to be a survey course. I hope to include
a definition and location of intercultural communication, a look at aspects of
intercultural communication that set it apart from interpersonal and small-
group communication generally, a survey of training techniques and research
methods. It is intended that each student will attain not only a knowledge
of this growing area of speech- communication, but a greated awareness of
his or her own intercultural functioning. In order for this growth to occur,
some areas of ambiguity are intentionally built into the course. Group work
is essential to the course. I hope to devote one-half of each session to
role-play, simulation, intercultural workshops or group work.

TEXT: Samovar and Porter. Intercultural Communication: A Reader. Belmont,
California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1972.

RESERVE READING: From time to time you will be required to read articles that
will be placed on reserve in the Reserve Book Room.

ASSIGNMENTS:

1) Three quizzes (multiple choice)
a. March 11 (20 questions) probably through material on stereotyping and

prejudice
b. April 15 (20 questions) probably from stereotyping and prejudice through

the end of Section II of course outline
c. May 6 (20 questions) probably Section III

2) Final Exam (multiple choice and/or matching) 60 questions

3) Personal journal describing your own intercultural experiences in and out of
class during the course of the semester

a. Submission I: due April 1 (no foolin')
b. Submission II: due May 13
Each submission is worth 20 points possible. Unless accompanied by a doctor's
excuse, two points will be deducted for each dly.that the assignment is late.
(This is a reflection of the professor's Anglo culture.)

4) Group Tern Paper: Rather than individual final papers, you will be doing a
group term paper. All members should provide input into the project. You
can choose your project, set your own criteria on which to be graded and
execute the project.
a. Criteria for grading and project out line due April IS
b. Paper due May 13
The term paper is worth 40 points possible. Two points will be deducted for
each daLthat any submission (a or b) is late.

Grading: Grades will be reported to you as points received out of total points possible.
Your total number of points accumulated will be used to calculate your final
grade. Although I will curve the final grades, you may use the following
percentages as a tentative guide:

89-100% A 63-75% C
76-88% B 51-62% D 1

below 51% F
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ATTENDANCE:
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As you can see, attendance is not figured into your accumulated points.

Exam questions, however will be taken from lecture as well as from the text.
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Tentative Course Outline

I. Introduction to intercultural communication

A. Expectations and preconceptions
B. Importance
C. Difference from other communication courses

II. Definition and delineation

A. Location within communication study --
Westley and MacLean model

1. Purpose of models
2. Explication of model
3. Why this model valuable for intercultural communication
4. Application of model to given events

B. Salient aspects within intercultural encounters
1. Presence of the unknown itself

a. Stereotyping
b. Prejudice

2. Differences in communicative
a. Non-verbal
b. Linguistic
c. Values
d. World view
e. Networks and roles

3. "Out-of-awareness" realm
4. Interinfluence of economic and

political factors

119

Reading Assignment Due:
pp. 1-32, Samovar and Fortes
pp. 80-87, Smith: Communi-

cation and Culture

Reading Assignment Due:

aspects ---Reading Assignment Due:

III. Training approaches

A. Characteristics emphasized
1. Positive
2. Negative.

B. Approaches
1. Culture general

a. ICW
b. Role-play
c. Simulation

2. Culture specific
a. Data bank
b. Role-play

IV. Current Research

A. Problems
B. Approaches
C. Examples

Reading Assignment Due:

Reading Assignment Due:

Reading Assignment Due:-

Reading Assignment Due:

Reading Assignment Due:
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Reading Assignment Due:

Reading Assignment Due:

Reading Assignment Due:



Instructor:
Institution:
Module Title:
Target Group:
Unitc:

Dr. TUlsi B. Sarni
Governors State University
Intercultural Communication
Juniors, Seniors and graduate students
2-4
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Descriution

The nature and process of Culture and Communication will be examined.

Major topics will be the relation of a person's perception of environment

and his communication behavior, the influence of culture on perception,

the influence of cognitive differences on communication between different

cultures, the nature and process of stereotype formation, and the effect

of stereotyping on interpersonal and intercultural communications.

Rationale

Interaction among persons belonging to different culture groups is

becoming increasingly common as efforts toward social, political and

economic integration become more frequent. The literature concerned with

stereotyping, interpersonal attitudes, and behavior in culturally hetero-

genous groups suggests that interaction acros0 cultural barriers produces

substantial difficulties.

The present module is an attempt to understand the complex process

by which people belonging to different culture groups communicate, or

fail to communicate, with each other.

Oblectives,

1. Student vill understand the nature and concept of culture and

will recognize certain universal features common to all cultures.

2. Student will become aware of the influence of culture on per-

ception.

162
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3. Student will examine Communication as a Process and beci:me

familiar with various models of communication.

4. Student will become aware of the similarities and differences

between the processes of Interpersonal Communication am:. Inter-

cultural Communication.

5. Student will examine the influence of cognitive differences

between groups on communication between members of those groups.

6. Student will demonstrate an understanding of the nature and

process of stereotype formation and how stereotypes edit. and
4

control our communications.

7. Student will understand the relationship between dialects and

communication between the speakers of those dialects.

8. Student will examine the relationship between symbols

culture.

9. Student will become aware of the relationship between mcral

values and communication.

10. Student will examine the effect of culture on modes of communi-

cation.

Assessment

Active participation in the assigned Group, Writing Reflections on

all questions presented by students, Class Presentation and Writf.ng of

a satisfactory Term Paper will each constitute one unit load. At the

end of the session, student will have an opportunity of taking an oral,

written or take-home examination to establish competencies in particular

objectives for transcript purposes.
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aructif±pal Resources

1. Bem, Sandra L. and Bem, Daryl J. Case Study of a Non-Conscious

Idealogy: Training the Woman to .Know HervPlace. In Daryl Bern

(ed.) Beliefs, Attitudes and Human Affairs. Belmont, California:

Brooks/Cole Publishing Co., 190.

2. Bennet, John W. and McKnight, Robert K. Social Norms, National

Imagery and Interpersonal Relations. In Alfred G. Smith (ed.)

Communication and Culture. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

Inc., 1966.

Campbell, Donald T. Stereotypes and the Perception of Group

Differences. In American Psychologist, 22, 10, October, 1967.

4. Cantril, Hadley: Percertionands,

American Journal of Psychiatry, Vol. 114, pp. 119-126, 19,7.

5. Hall, Edward T. and Whyte, V. F. Intercultural Communication:

A Guide to Men of Aeian in Alfred G. Smith (ed.) Communicatiol

and Culture. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1966.

6. Hall, Edward T. u= The Silent Language. Greenwich, Conn.: Fawcett

Publications, Inc., 1959.

T. Lee, Irving G. They Talk Past Each Other. In Irving Lee's

How to Talk with People. Nev York: Harper and Row Publishers,

1952.

Maletzke, Gerhard. Intercultural and Internation Communication.

In Heinz-Dietrich Fischer and John Merrill (eds.) International

Communication. New York: Hastings House Publishers, 1970.

9. Singer, Marshall R. Culture: A Perceptual Approach. Vidye.

Spring, 1969.

10. Triandis, R. C. Cultural Influences Upon Cognitive Processes.

In Leonard Berkowitz (ed.) Advances in Experimental Psychology.

New York: Academic Press, 1964. (Robb- Merrill Reprint A-463)
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Speech 783
Intercultural Communication
University of Pittsburgh
Winter, 1971

AN EXPLANATION OF THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE

This learning experience in intercultural communication assumes no
prior academic encounter with the content areas. Because the group contains
a wide range of backgrounds and experiences, in the first half (approximately)
of the term we will lay a basic conceptual foundation and acquaintance with
many terms, concepts, theories and models of intercultural communication and
those factors that are part of it (values, belief, attitudes, social norms,
reference groups, identity, perception, etc.) This will be done in a some-
what conventional way by lectures, readings, discussion, student reports,
structured exercises.

The second half will he based on the assumption that the group has
command of concepts, terms, and theories from the first half and will be able
to make use of these concepts to make more observations of communication
during meetings. The meetings will be more experimentally based and the lab-
oratory approach will be employed. (see "Learning Contract"). My role will
be one of facilitator -- an available resource who will make appropriate in-
terventions in the ongoing dynamics, helping you to focus in on what is
happening within the group. These sessions will be planned by three or four
webers meeting with me and it will be they who will be responsible for the
major planning and analysis of the intercultural communication. This model
draws largely from Roger's Freedom to Learn and other sources on reserve.
During the latter half of the course readings will be at a minimal and those
available will relate directly to issues that arise from group interaction.
During this latter half there will be time for work on projects. (See "Kinds
of Projects")

Evaluation

Evaluation will be a part of the group interaction and time will be
set aside for self-evaluation, group evaluation. Evaluation will occur within
the context of the goals you set for yourself. Evaluation will occur in many
different ways and will have different foci. Part of this aspect will include
my meeting with some of you after each meeting.

Grades are required by the University and although the emphasis is on
self-, peer and my evaluation, there are some very general guidelines that I
will use with respect to grade equivalents of performance. These guidelines
are suggested and can easily be scrapped if there are mote appropriate alterna-
tives as suggested by you. These are:
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"A" Regular attendance, significant contributions to group

activities, significant learning, intellectually and/or

creative project, as source of cultural awareness to group,

understanding of basic concept and internalization.

"B" Regular attendance, significant contributions to group,

activities, significant learning, good project, comprehension

of conceptual material.

"C" Regular attendance, some class contribution, performance of

project, understanding of concepts, general fulfillment of

own goals.

"D" Irregular performance, poor project, little reading, no effort.

"E" Irregular or no attendance, no project, no reading, no nothing.

To spare me the unpleasantness of giving grades of "C" or below I'd

prefer that potential candidates for the "C" category not take the course.

If you accept the learning contract and the philosophy of Lhe experience,

your minimum performance should be equivalent to a "B".

for tcomlizexperience:

1. Familiarity with basic concepts of culture and communication.

2. Greater self awareness of personal values, beliefs, attitudes,

prejudices and other factors which influence your listening and

communicative behavior.

3. An increase in listening, perceiving and communication skills as

they relate to intercultural communication.

4. A knowledge of conceptual models that explain, and behavioral

skills that improve intercultural communication in a dyadic,

family, group, organizational, and societal context.

5. The ability to use conflict resolution skills and culture

identifying techniques.

There are three books that are most essential for class discussion:

The Process of Communi.cation - David Berlo

Beliefs. Attitudes and Human Affairs - Daryl Hem

The Silent Language - Ed Hall
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Please read Parts I, II, III or

Freedom to Learn - Carl Rogers

...and recommended are:

The Book - Allan Watts The Hidden Persuaders - Vance Packard

"Cultural Basis of Emotions andCestures" - Weston LaBarre

Other books will be suggested as the course evolves.

CONTRACT

The latter portion of Speech 783-Intercultural Communication - will

use the laboratory or experiential approach. This has been defined as:

an educational strategy which is based primarily on the experiences

generated in various encounters by the learners themselves, and which

aims to influence attitudes and develop competencies toward learning

about human interactions. Essentially, therefore, laboratory learning

attempts to induce changes with regard to the learning process itself

and to communicate particular method of learning and inquiry. It has

to do with "learning how to learn."

This course is not a study of how cultures interact but how people

(you) interact with persons from different cultural (racial, class, ethnic)

backgrounds from your own. Therefore this course will concentrate on the

cultural/personal perceptions, values, beliefs, prejudices which we all bring

with us as a product of a culture. Much of the learning which the student

will participate in, will be on every subjective level. Learning will take

place when you answer questions related to:

1. Why you think as you do about other members of the class.

2. Why you listen to some and not to others.

3. Why and who angers you.

4. Why some are perceived as naive, aware, etc.

5. Your reaction to the total group and class situation.

6. The personal meaning that the lectures and readings have for you.

Your own behavior and interaction are additional textbooks for the

course. You will also keep a journal to record personal learning. You should

think about:

1. What use you are making of the resources in the group.

2. What role you are playing in facilitating learning for the group?

3. What learning you are doing on your own by way of reading, inter-

viewing, movie previewing, etc.
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Learning as defined in this course will have the following properties:

1. It has a quality of personal involvement

2. It is self-initiated

3. It is pervasive
4. It is evaluated by the learner

5. Its essence is meaning

The class site will be limited to 25 participants so that members will

be encouraged to speak their minds regardless of the prejudices, assumptions,

values, etc. expressed. In this way members can get feedback from other

members about their communicative behavior on the cultural/personal level.

Experiential learning can only take place if you. are present. The group may

decide that an "out-of-class" activity (speaker, movie, etc.) should be

"required" as a shared experience. There will be no occasion when a fellow

participant can "Fill you in" on what you missed. If you decide to take this

course write up your personal goals for the course and hew you expect to ac-

hieve them. Bring to class next time. This is your contract with the group.

Outline of Leaining Experiences

January

7 What's this class all about? INTRODUCtION

14 General Semantics
21 Perception
28 Communication as...

February

4 Social Systems

.11 Class evaluation, reconsideration of goals, previewing of projects

18 Nonverbal Intercultural Communication

23 Review and introduction to second half

27 All Day Lab

March

4 To be planned

11 To be planned
18 To be planned
2S To be planned

April

1 To be planned

8 To be planned
15 To be planned
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Here are a few project ideas that might stimulate your own thinking.

Each project should try for some kind of group involvement, be indicative of

personal learning, and be intellectually rigorous and/or very creative.

1. One concern of mine for the kind of experience this is is what is the

meeting-to-meetina learning going on. How and how much are members relating

"Class" exposure to concepts and experiences to their other learning experi-

ences and to their life in general. One requirement of the course is that

members keep journals with regular entries, but I would like something that

can be digested and fed back to the whole group. I hope to employ a number

of evaluative instruments during the term and would welcome several people

helping me with them.

2. White Racism -- One intercultural problem is that of white racism white's

being unaware of its niture, and having been made aware - how to cope with it.

Last year the Dean's office sponsored a conference "White- toWhite" - what were

the results? What is the nature of recent Black Action Society (BAS) charges

against the Athletic Department? Why does the BAS exist? What kind of institu-

tion is Pitt? What would be the role of a White Action Society of Pitt (WASP)?

This would be a project for those interested in intercultural communication on

an institutional level.

3. Microculture of a classroom -- A distinction made between microculture and

macroculture is that the microculture occurs in small groups, does not last

beyond the life of the group, occurs in specific settings, etc. More often

aspects of this microculture are referred to as norms (No talking in church,

no laughing at a funeral, etc). These norms are supported by values and

assumptions that define what is taking place. After reading Rogers and looking

at this group, describe the culture of this group and compare it with two or

three other "classes" and with your own ideal learning model. Try to identify

verbal and nonverbal behavior and its supporting values, assumptions and your

own reaction to them. Be specific about the behavior. Don't say "Teacher is

Authoritarian". Say "Teacher does not z'llow questions during his lecture."

Another person with the same data may generalize that the "Teacher is well pre-

pared and does not like chaos." If a number of you do it together you might

compare data and interpretations. This microculture might also be used to

compare two bars.(the two on Atwood Street), two churches (the UACM, St. Paul's)

etc.

4. Comparative Cross-Cultural Studies -- At the basis of intercultural com-

munication is the assumption that cross-cultural differences can be identified

to explain what takes place during intercultural communication. I have several

cross-cultural research models which are very basic to many comparative studies

and fairly simple in concept. Several of you might want to conduct a few mini-

studies using either the class or other populations on or off campus. This

experience would enable you to confront the issues and intercultural dimensions

of the "participant-observer role" ethical considerations of such studies,

problems of interpretations (as a function of one's own culture) and many other

issues that are becoming increasingly critical in the cross-cultural (Compara-

tive) field. Your focus would be on the intercultural dimension of doing such

studies.
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5. Resources -- Too often students in an introductory course of this type
learn some basic information and know about a few books related to the content

area. This project is to encourage you to spend some time looking at books,

movies, tapes, slides, journals, faculty, magazines, organizations, people-

fellow group members, practitioners, etc. Since tie emphasis of class dis-

cussions will often be on the generic level of intercultural communication you

may feel like a more depthful effort in a specific intercultural dimension

American-Foreign, Black/White, generational, rich/poor, Indian-American/Anglo-

American, Jewish/Gentile, etc. Those of you who decide on this would prepare

(for mimeographing) and distribution to other members a list of some length.

Resource persons should be identified and described, books annotated, films

previewed, journals should be described in terms of general purpose and typical

articles. In none on this are you limited to Pitt. Once you decide on your

area you might start with me. I'd also want your personal evaluation of what

you learned.

6. The Future - There is a new culture in our presence - tomorrow. Some of

us are its members - others not. This culture is unique from any culture we

might know because it is always new, little understood and tomorrow. For

those ten years younger than me it means that your present is not my present,

my past doesn't exist for you and your future won't exist for me. We can only

meet briefly in the "here and now." I've just read a kind of book - TEG's

1994, a never to be finished book. Unlike Toeffler's Future Shock, it will

never be dated. I can order copies for as many of you who would like to par-

ticipate in it. The format enables you to react as you read and then read your

reactions as a book. This could be done as a group. (I have my own copious

notes and would like to participate in the experience.) The cost is $3.00 for

five or more copies, otherwise $5.00/copy. Supplemental to this would be to

listen to a tape by Carl Rogers "The Generation Gap" or "The New Man"; pre-

viewing Marshall McLuhan's "The Medium is the Message". Reading parts of

Toeffler's Future Shock, Margaret Mead's Culture and Commitment, Jerry Nubin's

Do It, Charles A. Reich's The Greenina of America.

7. Inter-ethnic project -- One intercultural dimension that has long been

ignored is that of inter- ethnic relations. Many things might be done in this

area, starting with the members of this group. One example: I just bought a

game called "Chutzpah" a game for "shlemiels, shiemazels, mavens, balabustas,

clutzes, t5umbaniks, and even some of your best friends..." For those of you

who haven't figured it out yet, this is a game that highlights many Jewish

words, concepts, values, attitudes of American Jews. (Many of which may be

unfamiliar to younger Jews in the group.) Some of you who want to explore

Jewish-Gentile differences might play this game for as long as you like and

interact around the themes that emerge as they arise. You could also do

corrollary readings and report your experience to the group as a whole. Similar

experiences might be designed to investigate other inter-ethnic dimensions.

8. Intercultural Workshops -- The Regional Council for International Education

has a series of intercultural workshops that are conducted over the weekend

(from Friday evening to Sunday afternoons.) These workshops are attended by

American and foreign students from colleges and universities in the tri-state

area. They are behaviorally oriented (as is this learning experience) and focus
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on many of the same issues that we will deal with here. The major focus in
these workshops is on the experience of the foreign student at an American
university and how he/she perceives the environment and like wise for the

American participants in how they perceive the foreign student and his present

or back-home environment. If any of you would like to attend (and I would

hope that most of you would) I will make arrangements. The cost is something

like $5.00 for room and board. I would expect you to write-up your experience
and relate it to what has been going on in our group, with examples of the con-

cepts we've discussed or new concepts to apply to the group's behavior.
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Readings should follow group meetings and will be based on in-class

experience. The "core" readings come from The Process of Communication by

David Berlo and Beliefs Attitudes and Human Affairs by Daryl Bem. Other

related readings are on reserve.

INTRODUCTION - 7 Jan 71
Carl Rogers - Freedom to Learn, Chs. 2, 3 (on reserve)

GENERAL SEMANTICS - 14 Jan 71
Berlo Chs 7,8, 11 - aocessofConicaio
Ethel Albert - "Cultural Universals - Words or Things" (on reserve)

PERCEPTION - 21 Jan 71
Berlo Chs, 9, 10
Marshall Singer - "Culture: A Perceptual Approach" (on reserve)

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION IS... - 28 Jan 71

Berlo Ohs, 1,2,3
R. L. Smith - "General Models of Communication" (on reserve)

L. E. Sarbaugh - "Communication as Process" (on reserve)

SOCIAL SYSTEMS - 4 Feb 7;
Berlo Chs. 6
Bem Chs. 12, 3, 4
James A. Anderson - "Communication Accuracy in the Unarranged Date"

(on reserve)
B. N. Doyle - "Etiquette of Race Relations in the South: A Study in

Social Control" (on reserve)

NONVERBAL INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION - 11 Feb 71

Ed Hall -"Hidden Dimension" (on reserve)

M.D. Benne, L. P. Bradford, R. Lippit, "The Laboratory Method" in T-Group

Theory and Laboratory Method: Innovation in Re- Education, by Bradford,

L. P. Gibb, J., and Benne, K.D. (on reserve)

ALL DAY LAB - 27 Feb 71
Rachael D. DuBois & Mew-Soong Li - Reducing Social Tension and Conf1Jct

through the group conversation method (on reserve)
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TEACHING CULTURE IN BILINGUAL CLASSES (SPANISH):
COURSE OUTLINE AND READING LIST

H. Ned Seelye
Visiting Professor
Department of Education
Loyola University of Chicago

Curr. 408, July 8-24, 1974
1:30-4:50, Monday through Thursday
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ifsi CM AMIABLE

This course is designed for graduate students or experienced teachers in Spanish

as a foreign language or in Spanish/English bilingual programs. Behavior

occurs within a cultural context and can only be accurately decoded by someone

who understands both the linguistic and cultural patterns of the actor. This

course provides a vehicle for developing classrocm strategies for learning the

skills needed to communicate cross-culturally with Spanish-speaking people.

Course Goals

Course participants will:

1. develop those skills needed to locate information on key concepts of

Latin America from bibliographic guides, fiction and nonfiction books,

census reports and statistical abstracts, dissertations, jouri.al

articles, films, recordings, newspapers, magazines, radio, and native

informants;

2. develop skill in fitting information-gathering activities into a problem-

finding, purposeful framework consisting of seven different cultural goals

involved in cross-cultural communication;

3. learn to approach the study of Latin American culture through an

hypothesis-refinement process;

4. develop a strategy for their own classrooms which includes various

techniques to increase student motivation and individualize instruction

so that students increase their understanding of Latin America and develop

skills to continually update their knowledge.

Required Reading

(1) Gill, Clark, William B. Conroy, and Catherine Cornbleth. Key Ideas about

Latin America. Austin: University of Texas (Latin American Curriculum

Project), 1967.

(2) Gordon, Raymond L. Living in Latin America: A Case Study in Cross-Cultural

Communication. Skokie, Ill.: National Textbook Co., 1974.
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(3) Luttwak, Edward. Coup D'Etat: A Practical Handbook. New York: Fawcett,

1969.

(4) Seelye, H. Ned. Teaching Culture: Strategies for Foreign Language

Educators. Skokie, Ill.: National Textbook Co., 1974.

Required Projects

1. To further develop in yourself cultural skills similar to those your

students can develop, each participant will complete
teacher-assigned activities (see assignment sheets). -W-FOTTFipant-

developed activity may be substituted for any of the teacher-assigned

tasks if it (a) develops the same skills, (b) is described with

similar specificity, and (c) receives the approval of the instructor.

2. To afford participants a concrete aid for implementing cultural

instruction in the Fall, each participant will help produce, as a class

project, a resource manual for individualized work on Hispanic culture.

This manual will contain 21 different student activities, with the

objective for each activity described in terms of student performance

(terminal behavior, conditions, criterion). The activities should

broadly sample the principal concepts of Hispanic culture and should

be organized under the seven cultural skill areas, each area illustrated

by three activities. Of the 21 activities suggested in the resource

manual, at least eight different techniques (such as culture

assimilators, clusters, games) must be represented. These activities

are to be typed on dittoes and distributed by the eleventh day of class

after they have been critiqued by the instructor and subsequently

revised by the class participants.

3. To provide some indication of how the concepts and skills developed

in this course will be applied, each participant will develop individually

a brief time-lined outliue of how he/she intends to incorporate

cultural instruction it his/her next year's courses or job assignment.

To be handed in the last day of class, typed.
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COURSE OUTLINE

(1) Monday, July 8:

Curr. 408
H. Ned Seelye

Course orientation (Hall, 1959; Farb, 1973; Prosser, 1973); theoretical
constructs for organizing content of Hispanic culture (Jenks, 1971;
Seelye, 1974, Chaps. 1-2, 8; Gill, 1967) and for developing cross-cultural
skills of communication and understanding (Seelye, 1974, Chaps. 3-4);

assignments and time constraints; use of games and other pedagogic
techniques (Lee, 1964; Carlson, 1969; Hubp, 1974, Vol. I, II; Abt, 1972);

identification of key ideas which bear on golpes de estado. Assignment

due: #1.

(2) Tuesday, July 9?

Researching key concepts of Latin America; bibliography relevant to golpes;

idenfication of attendant controversies. (Svobodny, 1973; Seelye, 1972,

bibliography; Loy, 1973; Seelye, 1974, Chap. 10; Adams, 1973; Lange, 1969-73;

Gonzalez Casanova, 1970; Murdock, current HRAF; Wilus, 1974; Ruddle and

Odermann, 1972; Wagley, 1964; Di6gues Mnior and Wood, 1967; Fallah, 1966.)

Assignment due: #2 or #3.

(3) Wednesday, July 10:

Evaluating statements about Latin America which relate to golpes de estado;

hypothesis refinement through statistical data, mass media, and informants

(Seelye, 1974, Chap. 8; Meyer, 1973; Jenks, 1974; Lefiero Otero, 1971;

Savaiano, 1974). Assignment due: #4.

(4) Thursday, July 11:

Interaction of behavior and social variables; social stratification (Adams

et al, 1960); dialectology (Kany, 1951, 1960a, 1960b); identification of

societal sectors most involved in golpes (Luttwak, 1969). Assignment due:

#5.

(5) Monday, July 15:

Conventional behavior of sectors involved in golpes; age, sex, social class,

place of residence variables; visual and dramatic portrayal techniques.

Assignment due: #6 or #7.

(6) Tuesday, July 16:

Visual illustration of key concepts relating to golpes; cultural connotations

of words; word and image collages, photo essays; use of magazines and

newspapers (Lange, 1974; Seelye and Day, 1974); interaction among sectors;

identification of the options of each sector in a golpe and assessment of the

cost of each option. Assignment due: #8, #9, #10.
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(7) Wednesday, July 17:

Planning the "rules" for a golpe de estado game/simulation. (Livingstbn

and Stoll, 1973; Zuckerman and Horn, 1973; Thiagarajan, 1973.) Assignment

due: #11.

(8) Thursday, July 18:

IGOLPE: (to extend through the evening)

(9) Monday, July 22:

Post game debriefing; functionality of culturally conditioned behavior;

anthropological overview (Richardson, 1970). Assignment due: #13.

(10) Tuesday, July 23:

Cross-cultural miscommunication in daily routine (Gorden, 1974).

(11) Wednesday, July 24:

Viewing United States society cross-culturally (Stewart, 1972; United States

Bureau of the Census, 1973; del Rio, 1965; Miner, 1956).

(12) Thursday, July 25:

Implementing cultural instruction; course outlines; available instructional

materials; strategies for individualization.
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Description:

A survey of Islamic teachings, thought and institutions and the .ulture

of Southwest Asian and North African peoples who profess Islam, with special

emphasis on communication problems created by racial, linguistic and cul-

tural differences, and on how traditional cultural assumptions affect verbal

and non-verbal communication between Americans and Muslim Arabs.

Objectives:

To give the student scientific knowledge of Muslim Arabic culture as it has

been existing since its appearance on the stage of history.

To provide the student with tools necessary for scientific research in inter-

racial and intercultural communication.

To help prepare the student to function with ease within his pluralistic

world here at home and with persons belonging to the Muslim Arabic-culture

in Southwest Asia and North Africa.
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1st week I. Setting the Stage:
A. Delineating our Subject-Matter

1. The Meaning of 'Islamic'
2. A Humanities Definition of 'Culture'
3. Islam's Claims on our Interest

140

2nd week II. The Pre-Islamic Scene:
A. Geographical Sketch

1. Anatolia & Iran
2. The Arabian Peninsula
3. Mesopotamia
4. Syria-Palestine (i.e., Jordan, Israel, Lebanon and the

Syrian Arab Republic including the Turkish Sandjak of
Alexandretta and the U.A.R. Gazza District)

B. Historical Sketches:
1. Pre-Semitic Times
2. The Coming of the Semites: their Origin, Rise, Decline

and Fall
3. The Coming of the West: Inroads, Confrontation with

the East, Triumph, Disintegration and Fall.
C. Cultural Sketches:

1. Literature, Philosophy and Religion
a. Before the Semites: A Sumerian Paradisi; Gods at War
b. Early Semitic: Epic of the Creation; A Hymn to

Ishtar; Praising the Lord of Wisdom; On Human Misery;
The Tale of &that

c. Middle Semitic: In the Beginning; The Lord is my
Shepherd; On Human Misery; To Know Wisdom; Let Him
Kiss Me

d. Early Modern Semitic: The Ballad of the Three
Witches; A Rau: from Scathe; A Murdered Man Lying;
She Mocked at Me; I am Weary of Life; Thou Seest Us

2. The Arts and the Sciences

3rd week III. The Coming of Islam:
A. Geographical Environment
B. The Characteristics of the Arabian Society and its Historical

Background
C. The Religious Mood of the Times

1. Judaism
2. Christianity
3. Zoroastrianism
4. Arab Paganism

D. Muhammad's Life and Career

4th, 5th IV. The House that Muhammad Built
and 6th A. Islam as a Religion
weeks 1. The quean

2. The Traditions
3. Beliefs and Practices
4. The Last Day
5. Predestination
6. Holy War
7. Sects
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B. Expansion
1. Into Neighboring Lands
2. Beyond Persia, Beyond Egypt
3. Empire's Capitals

a. Madinah
b. Damascus
c. Baghdad
d. Cordova
e. Cairo
f. Constantinople

C. The Polity and its Adminstration
1. Caliphs and Imamas, Kings and Sultans
2. Constitution
3. Executive, Legislative and Judicial

a. The "Princes of the Faithful"
b. The Vizier
c. The Wali
d. The Qadi
e. The "Prince of the Soldiers," the "Prince of

the Seas"
4. Dar al-Islam and Dar al-Harb
5. Minorities

D. The Social Order
1. Nomads and Sedentary Peoples
2. Family

a. Marriage
b. Children
c. Separation of the Sexes

3. Harem
4. Prostitution
5. The Eunuch
6. Slaves
7. Recreation

a. Intellectual Salons
b. Other Forms (Athletics and Games)

E. The Mechanics of Survival
1. Agriculture
2. Industry
3. Commerce

F. Cultural Achievements
1. Belles Lettres
2. Philosophy
3. Theology and Jurisprudence
4. History and Historiography
5. Geography of Lands and Peoples
6. Architecture, Art, and Music
7. The Sciences and the Medical Arts
8. Education

7th & 8th V. The Modern Scene
weeks A. Decline: Its Causes and Effects

B. Confrontation with the West: the Fall

C. The Impact of the West: the Reawakening
D. Search for Identity: Pan-Islamic or National
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E. The Present
1. Material vs. Cultural Goods
2. So Far, So Good: Achievements and Shortcomings

a. The Political Realm
b. The Social Realm
c. The Cultural Realm

c.l. Belles Lettres
c.2. Philosophy, History and the Social Sciences
c The Sciences
c.4. Architecture, Painting and Sculpture
c.5. The Performing Arts

VI. Curtain: Recapitulation and Synthesis
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9th, 10th VII. Culture and Communication
and 11th 1. Importance, Application and Attempt to Define Inter-
weeks cultural Communication

2. Language and Culture
a. The Nature of Languag
b. Language as a Mirror of the Culture of the People

Who Speak it.
c. Non-Verbal Complements of Language

3. Race, Prejudice and Inter-Racial Relations
a. Theories
b. Personal Experience (by Participants)

4. Religion and Self Identification
a. Self-Image in Judaism, Christianity and Islam
b. American Patriot and Arab Nationalist (Reflections

on Approaches by White (Jewish, Catholic and Protes-
tants of Various National Origins, Men sad Women),
Black, Sino-Japanese, and American Indian on the
One Hand, and by Arabs (Muslims and Non-Muslims)on the other

5. Ideology
a. Capitalism vs. Socialism
b. Independence vs. Interdependence
c. Nationalities as Sister Members of the World Community

6. Personal and Personality
a. Dogmatism
b. Authoritarianism
c. Ethnocentricity
d. Egalitarianism

7. Summing up: The Self in its Own Woa:lds and Outside Them

12th week VIII. Applied Intercultural Communication (Students will be Intro-
to end of duced to Persons Belonging to the Muslim Arab Culture for
semester Factual Testing of Knowledge and Tools Acquired in the Course

IX. Reporting, Analysis, Critique, and Modification

Textbooks:

Hitti, Philip K.: History of the Arabs.. New York, 1970

Jeffery, Arthur: Islam: Mohammad and His Religion. New York, 1958
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Schroeder, E.: Mohammad's Peo1le. Portland, Maine, 1955

Pei, M.: Language for Everybody. New York, 1961

Prosser, MX., ed.: Intercommunication among Nations and Peoples. New York, 1973

Samovar, L. and Porter, R. (eds.): Intercultural Communication: A Reader.

Belmont, Calif., 1972

Readings:

To be selected and assigned on the basis of the student's interest and as the course

progresses.
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VEST Y AVAILABLE

COURSE OUTLINE

Speech 385s Culture and Communication
Instructors K, SO Sitaram

Communication has been defined as the act of understanding, and

being understood by, your audience Interculvual communication

has been defined as interactIon between members of slightly to

entirely differing cultures, in order to successfully communicate

wityh members of another culture you must knows your own culture,

your audience culture, and methods of adapting to the audience

culture, Therefore, the following three main goals are set for

this course,

1 Understandin ourself, Understanding your own
cu ura v ue syst7a7 The institutions that
originate and reinstate the values The methods
developed by the institution to transmit the
values from generation to generaLion,

2 Understandin our audiences, Understanding the

cu ura va ue sys ems o your audience, their
institutions, and their communicative methods.

3 AcjaatigIlon_togugeggalultugi Changing communi.
iialfiarTiiiilkOPRF-dii*Wagi4--ifini your ai,dlence
culture. Successfully interactin, witil the audience,.

Class discussions4 student reports, gueut lectutos, film shows

and other activities will be designed to achieve the above three

goals, Students from other cultures will be inN6Ael to partici,

pate in discussions with the classs.

You will be required to read and report chaptels from the text

and other books write a short paper on an InIercultural topic

of your choice, and take final examintvtdol.

TEXT BOOKs Intercultural Communication,: A Reader
ritr amovar an o er, rateworili:71973
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K.S.Sitaram

BEST copy ARABLE

SPEECH 784: SEMIHAR IN INTERCULTURAL COMMUICATION

Summer Ii, 1970

The purpose. This course is desioned to meet the needs of those
who like to: (1) analyze in depth studies related to intercultural com-
munication, (2) discuss problems of research in intercultural situations,
and (3) study possibilities of training people for working in intercul-

tural environments.

Prerequisite: Hone. However, the course is based on the assumption

that the seminar participant had taken, or was exposed to the contents

of, at least one basic course in Speech-Communication, Anthropology, or
Research Methods.

Course contents: Seminar participants will discuss methodological
problems in conducting intercultural studies, develop research designs,
and study research reports which contribute to the understanding of the
art and process of Intercultural communication. They will also study

methods of training people for successful working in intercultural environ-
ments.

The class will be divided according to the interests of the partici-

pants.

Required reading : 1. Segal, Campbell, and Herkowltz, Influence

of Culture on Visual Perception; 2. Arsenberg and Niehoff, Introducing

Social- Change: a Aanuallor Americans Overseas.

Instructor: K. S. Sitaram (Ph.D., Oregon), author of more than
8 books in Rannada language, has more than 12 years of experience in
administration, teaching, and research of mass communication both in

India and the U.S.
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Syllabus for U 466

Analysis of Intercultural Communication

146

Appropriate theories, concepts and bodies of fats, drawn

from the various disciplines, are integrated under the rubric of

communication. The content of the course will touch upon the

processes of perception and learning (change), thinking and

evaluation. The syntactics or forms of communication are considered

according to networks, feedback mechanisms and media. The problem

of semantics or meaning of communication is treated as applications

in the field of intercultural differences.

About one-third of the course is based on lectures, while the

remaining two-thirds of the time is consigned to applications and

experience. It is intended that the concepts derived from lectures

and readings be worked with and experienced in the context of group

discussions, exercises and experiments.

Textbooks:

Berlo, David K. The rocess of communication an introductfun to
theory and practice. Holt, Rinehart and thnston, Inc., 1:-.

Smith, Alfred G. Communication and culture readin s in the codes

of human. interaction. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 19(,.

5-27-70
176 159
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Continuation:

Syllabus for U 466
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In addition to the two textbooks, the books below are useful

and relevant references:.

Barnlund, Dean C. Interpersonal communication: Survey and studies.

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1968.

Carpenter, Edmund and McLuhan, Marshall.(Eds.) Explorations in

communication, an anthology. Beacon Press, 1960.

Dance, Frank E. X. (Ed.) Human communication theory, original

essays. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967.

Hoffman, Arthur S. (Ed.) International communication and the new

diplomacy. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1968.

Kelman, H. C. (Ed.) International
behavior: A social - psychological,

analysis. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1965.

Klapp, Orrin E. Collective search for identity. Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, Inc., 1969

Matson, Floyd W. and Montagu, Ashley (Eds.) The human dialogue,

perspectives on communication. New York: The Free Press,

1967.

Miller, George A. The psychology of communication, seven essays.

Baltimore: Penguin Books, Inc., 1967.

Pye, Lucian W. (Ed.) licationsanc2:leveloTCommurnent.

Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963.

Thayer, Lee (Ed.) Communication theor and research
roceedin s of

the first international_symposium.
Springfield, Ill.:

Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1967.

Watzlawick, Paul, Beavin, Janet Helmick, &"Jackson, Don D.

Pragmatics bf human communication a stud or inter-

actional patterns, pathologies, and paradoxes. New York:

W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1967.

5-27-70
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Syllabus for U 666

Understanding American Culture

148

The objective of the course is to provide a description of

American culture so that the content will not only be mastered
but also assimilated. For the attainment of this objective, there
must be some congruence between the private fantasies, images,

motives and styles of students and the content of the course.

Choice of topics and concepts, use of methods of discussions and

si.lulations, and the use of visual materials will contribute to

.Ablishing bridges between the content of the course and

the students.

American culture will be systematically presented in contrast

to other cultures or according to contrasts found in subcultures

of American society. Some of the cultural variations of the

American scene will be considered according to black - white and

middle - lower class distinctions. The approach to American cul-

ture is interdisciplinary, and special attention is given to the

psychological and social levels of analyzing culture. The con-

cepts used are cognitive dimensions which are conceptually equiv-

alent from culture to culture, and refer to differences among

people rather than to their similarities.

The content If the course is organized as patterns of think-

ing, assumptions, values and cultural norms. Patterns of thinking

are considered as processes while values are identified as the

rules governing behavior available to awareness. Assumptions

on the other hand represent fundamenUa predispositions of the

individual which lie below the level of awareness. Cultural norms

do not completely govern behavior imt constitute social concepts

used to explain or justify and paY.Ily guide behavior.
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The content of the assumptions and values of American cul-

ture are covered according to four components. The first one of

these is the form of activity which includes decision-making,

action, motivation, temporal orientation and other topics.

The second component of culture, form of social relations,

consists of topics such as friendship, equality, cooperation,

formality and specialization of roles.

The perception of the world is the third component compris-

ing of subjects such as the relationship of man to nature, mate-

rialism, progress, quantification and time.

All cultures may be regarded as assuming some perception of

the individual and the self. This is the fourth component of

culture under which the topics of individualism, self as point

of reference, cultural variations of the self concept, self-

reliance and fragmentation of the personality are considered.

Book used as text:

McGiffert, Michael, The Character of Americans,

Dorsey Press, 1964.

Sample of books used as references:

Kaplan, Bert, JELudying Personality Cross-Culturally,

Harper and Row, 1961.

Kluckhohn, Florence and Fred L. Strodtbeck, Variations

in Value Orientations, Row, Peterson, Evanston, 1961.

McClelland, David C., The Achieving Society, D. Van Nost-

rand Company, Inc., Princeton, 1961.

Nakamura, Hajime, Ways of Thinking of Eastern Peoples: India -

China - Tibet - Japan, East-West Center Press,

Honolulu, 1964.
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Williams,Jr., Robin M., American Society; a Sociological

interpretation, Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1961.

180 1 63
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FACILITATING

Director: V. Lynn Tyler

Time Frame: 32 group hours --- Intercultural Workshops

60-80 hours in personal research and learn-shops

WORKSHOPS

151

USING SPECIFICS OF

DEPATIC alum MUSS
,M

DESIGN: Experience in thematic culture recognition and interaction. Working surveys of significant assumptions, unique

perceptions, and motivating feelings which underlie the values end influence the behavior of peoples In specific

cultures. Framework: life as a series of intercultural workshops. Evaluative use of findings, projecting

further uses of learning based on real-life experiences.

Individual discovery: old and new resources. Contributory "learn-shops" leading to specific individual and

group goals. Director will serve as resource and guide rather than as instructor.

Pfeavt

BILLIATION:

Research into types and styles of intercultural communications and workshops, current and projected. Individually

set parameters for facilitating intercultural workshops. Directed involvement with cultures, verifying thematic

considerations: interpersonal and intercultural. Learning to avoid stereotyping whi!, drawing upon significant

Intercultural elements as they are 'discovered and tooled for use."

Active participation In actual intercultural workshops and learn-shops facilitated by self and colleagues, working

with a variety of participants. Goal setting and flexibile guideline development for future facilitation of life-

situational intercultural communication.

Integral to the intercultural workshops, on the basis of cultural self/other awareness and facilitation.

Dimansions: improved role as facilitator and evaluator of intercultural communications processes. Tools:

comparison exams, personal interviews with guidesheet use, consultation with course director anti Other'',

PENUNCES: Language Research Center INTERCULTURAL PACKETS: English, Latin-American, Asian, Pacific, Europeen, other.

(Consideration of thefts, includigg cultural strengths, taboo, and change trends)

Hoopes, et al. READINGS IN INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION, Vols. I-III. Regional Council for Intel.Ed.

Clarke, Clifford, REPORT Of TASK FORCE ON INTER - CULTURAL WORKSHOPS, 1973. NAFSA.

N.Y. State Ed. Dept., BASIC IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR WORKSHOPS AND OTHER TRAINING PROGRAMS, April, 1973.

Center for Research and Education (Denver), IMPROVING CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING, MEASUREMENT, EVALUATION, 1973.

Background Reading: Hall, Edward T., SILENT LANGUAGE, HIDDEN DIMENSION

Nehrabian, Albert, HIDDEN MESSAGES
Prosser, Michael H. INTERCOMMUNICATION AMONG NATIONS AND PEOPLES

Saslow, Larry A. and Richard E. Porter, INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION: A READER

Smith, Arthur, TRANSRACIAL COMMUNICATION

(Additional readings and culture-specific materials available from LRC Bibliographies -- to be demonstrated and

amde avel!nle by request.)

PEOPLE: Campus contacts (including over 6,000 returned missionaries, 2,000* international ityttints. professors

with extensive intercultural experience), interculturelareas in surrounding communities. and sae
available through Language Research Files. PEOPLE WILL BE THE MAJOR RESOURCE FOR THIS STUUll

REM The order, weighting, emphasis, and manner of research and discussion will vary according to the needs, proposals,

and minimal course requirements determined by the director in consultation with participants. Resources wilt be

used as such, with the major learning coming from participant Involvement and experiences. STUDY/USE topics below

are suggested as indications of areas of utilization rather than as set syllablI of direct approach.

1. CULTURSHOCA: adaptive processes for facilitating real life experielice -- self/other awareness

g. Themes and other Tools for Intercultural Communication: processes and methods

3. Willis for Intercultural Workshops: dynamics for recognition and developmental change (4-6 sessions and mini -ICON)

4. Mimes: specific cultures and contrasts (Levels: Affective, Introcultural, Mini - cultural)

S. Toots for use in interpretation -- facilitator skills

9. Panamint of eclectic Intercultural Workshops -- models utilizing themes: cultural similarities and differences

7. INTERCULTURAL WORKSHOPS: development, experience, and evaluation

11. Commencement: goal setting for further in-life situations

I
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Contact: V. Lyrae Tyler

(601-374-1211
x 2651/2)

270 FS
Provo, Utah 04602
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INTER CULTURAL COMMUNICATION

THROUGH A TRANSLATORS LEARN SHOP

Y AVAILABLE

Director: V. Lynn Tyler Time Frame: 32 group hours 11 shops
60-80 hours personal study

Experiential perspectives with materials and the people who create and use them. Insights through practical

application of significant principles of the various phases and types of translation. Consideration of the

tools a translator must use and those upon which selective criteria can be used. Resources for the unique

use of talents in interpritating authors' intents, styles, problems, and audiences. Silent language uses.

Individual research and discovery of old and new methods and resources. Dynamic experience with actual

in-process creations. Survey of markets and others' materials acceptance. Patterns for development.

The director will act as resource and guide rather than instructor.

Consideration of unique dimensions of selected fields of translation. Intercultural communication models

essential to creative acceptance. Skills assessment, artistic analyses, and stylistic dimensions of

interpretation of messages and modes of transferal. Careful determination of lexical and syntactical

concerns of levels of precision in translation as intercultural communication. Group use and evaluation

of resources for translators. Development of personal "problem file" and guidelines. Seminars.

Practical comparison examinations leading to application of principles and use of guidelines. This will

be more personal than group determined. Creative output credited, especially as improvement is shown.

Field evaluation will be most significant. Resource file will be other criterion for learning scope.

Comparisons of translations: classic, contemporary, projective (yet to be used)

Texts: P.E.N. THE ART OF TRANSLATION
Nide, Eugene A., TOWARD A SCIENCE Of TRANSLATION, THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF TRANSLATION. end

TRANSLATION ACROSS CULTURES

Wonderly, William L. BIBLE TRANSLATIO4S FOR POPULAR USE

Stekman, John, comp. NOTES OH TRANSLATION, SIL /WBT.

Rabin, Chaim, "Cultural Aspects of Bible Translations" in BABEL, XVIII:3/1972.

AECT, THE MESSAGE IS YOU and ATA CHRONICLE (American Translators Assoc.)

PERSONS: Seminars with successful translators.

STUDY /USE topics for individual study and group discussion. These are to be adapted to the specific needs

of group members. Texts will be used as resources rather than as required readings. Seminars with professional

translators will depend on needs expressed by group members. Individuals will develop their own files of useful

resource materials and guidelines. Individuals will share findings from field sampling and evaluation of their

own creations. Minimal requirements for the course will be determined in consultation rather than by direction.

1. Unique dimensions of translation: literary acceptance :It affect

2. Objectives, Types, and Needs of Tramielions -- examples as patterns upon which guidelines can be built

S. Capabilities of the Translator: from beginner to professional

4. Content: levels of precision; theistic concerns

S. Achieving equivalence of meaning -- conveying the author interculturally and the message communicatively

4. Skill, Artistic Style and Sensitivity: literary devices for making the literal or common become unique

7. Lexical problems: vocabulary, words, diction

S. Syntax: making the cognitive affective

O. Interculturel Communications: tools and models for keeping the translation in focus

10. Silent and other languages -- adapting the unseen to the seen. the assumption to the exposition

11. Reviewing and Evaluating -- How to Read en Editor and Love His Work

12. Aids end References -- Getting to be a working resource

Learn -shops will draw upon these principles as they are considered and in summary and commencement.

Saminers will be facilitated to meet challenges current and future translators must face.

Other topics will be considered to aid in discovery of new findings and individual application.

See also INTERCULTURAL WRITING, another course in Intercultural Communications Provo, Utah Ufa

Contact: V. Lynn Tylef

(801 -374 -2791, x. 2451/2452)

270 FS SYU

16 nit
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Director: V. Lynn Tyler

Time Frame: 32 group hours
60-80 hours, person) study

and learn-shops

Keys to the discovery and use of intercultural frames of literary reference: textual styles and symbolics: media and

instruments of development. Acceptance: writing to meet the needs and desires of peoples in other cultures. Scope

of intercultural communication: informative (cognitive), motivational (affective). Resources for the development

and use of talents: transcultural analysis and synthesis.

Individual research and discovery: old and new resources. Dynamic experiences: creative intercultural writing ..-

vith field and collegue evaluation and verification of achievement. Director as a guide and team mee6er.

Analysis of others' creative efforts in personally selected fields. Coordination with group projects for common

goal achievement. Projecting cultural acceptance: pre/post assessments. Depth survey of markets and materials.

Learn-shops involving critical analyses coupled with field evaluation. Development of personal file and portfolio.

Personal goals set, with periodic achievement-check by individual, director (and group>. Practical comparexems

leading to application of principles. Creative output also credited. In-fieln use measurements determined.

On Library Reserve, or personal copies. (All to be previewed by the individual and/or group, led by (limb:m.3

Texts:
Beals, Culture In Process

Sem, Beliefs, Attitudes, and Human Affairs

Birdwhistle, Kinesics and Context

Brown, Understanding Other Cultures

Berl°, Process of Communication
Hoopes, Readings in Intercultural Communication (I-I
Journal: Futures Conditional
Kryston li Meares, Know What I Mean?

Lee, Customs and Crises in Communication

P.E.N., The Art of Translation

Language Research Center, Transcultural Guide

-- Cultural Specific Packets

Kakonis & Wilcox, Now and Tomorrow: RhetoriC

of Culture
Lerner & Shramm, Communication and Change in

Developing Countries
Mctuhan & Fiore, The Medium is the Message_

II) Nierenberg. How to Read A Person Like a BOOR.

and Meta-Talk
Packer, The Hidden Persuaders
Prosser, Intercommunication Among Mations.P0001,

Samovar & Porter, Intercultural Communication,

A Reeder
Smith, Communication and Culture
Smith, Transracial Communication

Other: Language/culture specific media: films, periodicals, radio-tv, brochures, handbooks and manuals, etc.

Practitioners: persons involved directly in preparation and editing of media end materials.

STUDY/USE TOPICS for individual and group(s). The order, weighting, emphasis, and manner of discussion and

research will vary according to needs, proposals, and minimal requirements as determined by the director and

participants together. In that no single text is available for directional reading, to meet individual needs,

the above texts and other resources plus any others desirable may be used to discover new elements of Ieerning.

1. Transculturalization: intercultural communications dimensions -- a field survey

A. Texts and styles C. Media: interpersonal and mass

B. Symbolics: Cultural Prisms D. Audiences and levels

2. Varieties of artistic sensitivity: methods and means of informing with fooling

3. Types and functions of 'anguages and paralanguages: English to English to 3,000 tongues

4. You as a creative intercultural writer: qualifications, development, recompense

5. Codifying the uncoded: cultural pre-assessment: gee.., socio-, esthe-, psych-, supra-, sub-.

6. Getting the Tham-There-Then into the Me-Here-Now -- *Best sellers* and societal changes

7. Verbali:ing the Nom4erbal

B. Developing guidesheet:

Levels o# precision, clarity beyond the opaque

I. Independent expression with borrower's prerogatives

C. Reculturalizing your initiative'and thinking and abilities

D. Special cases: checklisting the eswential -- pre/post experience analyses

E. Evaluative tools: editing the editors

9. Portfolio: gathering and using validated patterns -- stocking up for later uses

10. Learn - shops: envisioning your creations through others' eyes and with others' feelings: Group, Interpersonal, field

164,

V. Lynn Tyler

(001-374-1211
x.2651/2)

270 Flu SYU
Provo, Utah NW
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MIMS OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION 4 credits. (11-week Quarter)
The purpose of this course is to explore practices, trends, and difficulties

of people primarily identified with one culture attempting to communicate with people
primarily identified with another culture. Through this study, problems in intercul-
tural communication situations can be identified, elements of these problems can be
clarified, and guidelines projecte4 for the mitigation of these problems. (While cog-
nitive learning experiences will dominate the seminar, these will be supplemented by
affective and implementive experiences as we provide varied learning situations.)

Recommended textbook: L. S. Harms, Intercultural Communication (Harper and
Row, New York), 1973.

Units of Study
I. Language Theories/Culture Theoriez (one week)
II. Processing Communication: Distinguishing Models (one week)
III. Roles of Language in Intercultural Communication (two weeks)
IV. The Non-Verbal Dimension of Intercultural Communication (one week)
V. Factors of Attitude and Perception in Different Cultures (two weeks)
VI. Analysis of Communication Malfunctioning (two weeks)
VII. Integrating Intercultural Communication Behavior (one week)
(The eleventh week will be devoted to oral presentations and/or written
examinations.)

Readings will be assigned in studies represented in the following books: Michael
H. Prosser, ed., Intercommunication Among Nations and Peoples (New York, Harper and
and Row, 1973); Larry A. Samovar and Richard E. Porter, eds., Intercultural Communi-
cation: A Reader (Belmont, California, Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1972); Walter
Ong, The Presence of the Word; Benjamin Whorf, rhotan'dRlit; Dell
Hymes, Language in Culture and Society; Anwar Dil, Language, Oulturek and Society;
Arthur Smith, Traneracial Communication; Frederick Williams, Leulguage and Poverty;
M. H. Segall, et. al., The Influence of Culture on Visual Perception; Edward Hall,,
Silent Language, and The Hidden Dimension.

154

Rationale for this Course of Study: Probably the most useful, the most dominant, and
the most problematic medium of communication relied on to promote interaction among
people representing different cultures is the medium of speech. To offer a course

concentrating in the study of this medium at work in the intercultural context is in
keeping with the central purpose of the modern libeml arts program. It is commonly
recognized that difficulties in human relationships mount as people try to talk with
other people across barriers imposed by cultural bovndaries. If we can offer guided
opportunity for students to deepen their understanding of the complex problems involved
as people in one culture try to communicate their knowledge, questions, feelings, and
preferences to people in another culture, we will be contributing substantially to
the intellectual growth and assisting meaningfully to modify behavior of students who
are and will be in contexts that are multi-faceted, culturally speaking.
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Speech 947 &
Anthropology 814 COMMUNICATION IN MOD171:NIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Dr. N. Asuncion-Lando, Instructor

Course Description

An examination of the role of communication in the introducation of change within
Cultures and the diffusion of innovation between cultures.

ftecific Obiectives

To examine the role of communication in innovation and national development.

To devise specific communication strategies for the diffusion and adoption of
Innovations.

Class Activities

I. The lecture-discussion method of instruction will be employed throughout the
course. Discussions will be based upon assigned readings.

a. There will be a mid-term examination and possibly a final one. The examinations

will be based upon readings and lectures.

A strategy paper for a specific innovation should be prepared. It should present

in detail the specific communication activities to be utilized in the introduction
and implementation of the new idea or practice. The writer should provide an

introductory background concerning the nature of the "target" or "client" system,
i.e., the social system and its cultural norms.. This assignment should be

submitted not later than the fourteenth session. The paper will be presented

in class for discussion by the methcrs.

4. The final grade will be derived tram a composite of work done in class such as
examinations, the strategy paper and participation in the discussions.

Course Requirements

An introductory course in either Anthropology, Speech or Sociology.

Note: The Readings will be supplemented by lectures and audio-visual aids.

RAferences: Rogers, E. and Svenning, L. MODERNIZATION AMONG PEASANTS: THE IMPACT

OF COMUNICATION (Text)
Rogers, Everett, F. Shoemaktit, COMMUNICATION OF INNOVATIONS
Bennis, W., Benne, K., Chin, R. (eds) THE PLANNING OF MANGE.
Lerner, D., Schramm w. (eds) COMMUNICATI011 AND CHANGE IN THE
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
Niehoff, A. A CASEBOOK OF SOCIAL CHANGE.

I. Development of Planned Change
First and second weeks
A. Some current notions about social and technical change.
B. Some concepts on the nature of chant e.

C. General mechanisms of planned change.
D.° Role of communication in change

1. "Comlunicalion and Change," Lerner & Schramm, pp. 5-33. 168
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2. -General Strategies for Effecting Changes in Human Systems,"
Bennis et al, pp. 32-59.

3. "The Mechanisms of Change," tennis et, al, pp. 98-107.
4. "The Role of Information in National Development,"

Schramm, W. UNESCO, 1.964 (entire monograph)
5. "Social Change, Dcxelopment and Moderni::::ion," Rogers and

Svenning, pp. 1-18.
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II. Elements of Change
Third, fourth and fifth weeks
A. Nature and process of the innovation.
B. Variables in the process of change.
C. 1. "Introduction," Rogers and Shoemaker, pp. 1-42.

2. "The Process of Innovation," A. Niehoff, A CASEBOOK OF SOCIAL CHANGE,
pp. 10-41.

3. "The Subculture of Peasantry," Rogers and Svenning, pp. 19-41.
4. "Literacy," Rogers and Svenning, pp. 68-95.
5. "Cosmopoliteness," Rogers and Svenning, pp. 146-68.
6. "Empathy: Lubricant of Modernization," Rogers and Svenning, pp. 195-218.

D. Discussion of strategy paper.

III. Elements of Diffusion
Sixth, seventh and eighth weeks
A. The flow of communication and influence in social system.
B. Multi-stage flow of communication.
C. Opinion leaders and decision-making ratterns.
D. Outline of strategy paper.

1. "Com.'..tnication, Institution Building and the Reach of Authority,"

Lerner & Schramm, pp. 35-36.
2. Rogers and Svenning, "Opinion Leadership and the Flow of Communication,"

pp. 219-241.
3. Rogers and Svenning, "Communication Channels," pp. 251-268.
4. "The Processes of Opinion Change," Bennis et al, pp. 222-229.
5. "Interpersonal and Mass Media Communication Channels," Rogers

and Svenning, pp. 124-45.

(Note: Ninth week - Mid term test)

IV. Dynamics of Chance
Tenth and elevonth weeks
A. Stages of Adoption.
B. Styles of communication during adoption.

C. The adoption period.
1. "The Innovation-Decision Process," Rogers and Shoemaker, pp. 117-135.

2. "Perceived Attributes of Innovation and Their Rate of Adoption,"
Rogers and Shoemaker, pp. 136-173.

3. "Adapter Categories, "Rogers, & Shoemaker pp. 176-197.

4. "The.Social Itinerary of Technical Change: Two Studies on the
Diffu3len of Innovation," Bennis et al, pp. 230-254.

5. "The Web of Modernization," Rogers and Svcnning, pp. 31C-41.
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V. Resistance to change, psychological correlates of modernization

Twelfth and thirteenth weeks
A. The communicator as a factor in resistance to change.

B. The target audience and his responses to change.

C. Verbal and non-verbal expressions resistance to change.

1. "Collective Innovations Decisions," Rogers and Shoemaker, pp. 488-524.

2. "Fatalism," Rogers and Svenning, pp. 273-89.

3. "Achievement Motivation," Rogers and Svenning, pp. 242-272.

4. "Innovators as Deviants" Rogers and Shoemaker, pp. 193-206.

VI. Role of the change agent
Fourteenth week
A. The change agent as a communicator.

' B. Relating the chance a!ient to the client system.

1. "The Role of the change Agent and the Consequences of Innovation,"

Rogers and Shoemaker, pp. 228-248.

2. "Manipulation of Human Behavior," Dennis et al, pp. 582-593.

3. "Change Agents, Clients and Change," Rogers and Svenning, pp. 169-94.

VII. Theory of Diffusion and Innovation

Fifteenth week
1. "Predicting lanovativeness," Rogers, pp. 285-292.

2. "Toward a Theory of the Diffusion and Adoption of Innovations,"

Rogers and Shoemaker, pp. 300-308.

3. "Computer Simulation of Innovation Diffusion in a Peasant Village,"

Rogers and Svenning, pp. 343-358.

VIII. Final test - Sixteenth week

170
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CA 524 Fall, 1973

General Information
Communication in Developing Nations

Outline: Weeks

The course will be divided into five units, as follows:

I. The reality of underdevelopment (an introductory
overview, including the status of media in dev-
eloping nations) 1,2

II. Social, cultural and economic factors affecting
communication and development

III. What are the development problems? (Students will
report on individual nations or areas, singly or
in groups)

3,4

5-7

IV. Role of communication in the development process 8-10

V. Hoer are (or may be) communications used in develop-
ment in the various nations discussed in Unit III
above? (Student reports and discussion) 11-13

Student Research;

By the second week, each student should select a topic
on which he wishes to specialize for this course. There are
two general choices:

1) He may select a developing nation, region, or
ethnic group (e.g., Pakistan, Appalachia, or Eskimos)

...or...

.158

2) He may select a major subject area involving com-
munications in developing nations (e.g , family planning,
educational television, radiophonic schools).

During Unit III, students will present an oral summary
of their research to that point including the general back-
ground, the development problems, etc. (See suggested questions
on page 4 of this handout.) They should be prepared to lead a
discussion on issues (controversial and otherwise) that arise.
In addition, they should turn in a written version of this
report (due on October 3).

During Unit V, students will again report on their selected
topics. This time they will discuss how communications are
being (or may be) used in the development process. This report
and discussion should reflect substantial research, and should
also synthesize whatever elements from the assigned reading,
lectures, and class discussions are relevant.

171
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Each student ill also prepare a ritten version of
his research and findings, including the appropriate
synthesis. This paper ill provide a major part of the basis
for the final grade, so should reflect careful and thoughtful
scholarship. It should follow the customary form for a re-
search paper with footnotes, bibliography, etc. If necessary,
students should refer to a guide for the preparation of student
papers. It will be due in class on December 3, Ttich *till be
held at the Crawford residence, 1820 Slaterville Road, from
2:30 to 6:00. At that time we !Till discuss the semester's
work, each other's papers, and anything else that seems ap-
propriate. Dinner will be served.

Examinations:

There 'fill be no examinations. Each student will turn
in a paper at thc end of Units I, II, and IV, synthesizing
the unit (including class discussions, assigned readings, any
other material he may have found, and the product of his
ovn thinking). These papers /All be due on September 19,
October 3, and November 14.

Student participation will be graded, especially in
relation to presentations and general discussions in Units
II and V.

Grading:

The course grade pill be determined roughly as follows:

3 synthesis papers (@10;,)

First class presentation,
plus paper 20

Final class presentation 10

Final paper (summarizing and synthesizing
individual research with other information) 30

General participation 10

Reading:

Assigned reading will be from:

Lciener, Daniel and Wilbur Shramm, Communication and Change in
the Doveloping Countries.

Pye, Locian W. (cd.), Communications and Political Development.
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Rao, Y.V.L., Communication and Development.*

Rogers, Lverett M. and Lynne Svenning, Modernization Among
Peasants: The Impact of Communication.

Schramm, Wilbur, Mass Media and National Develo :Went.

These books will be on reserve in Mann Library, but
students may wish to buy one or more of them, both for future
reference and to be sure of avoiding pressure on the library
copies. (* - available in CA library at 64o Steuart)

Assigned readings are:

by September 12 (end of Unit I):

Rao 'entire book)
Schramm introduction and chapter 1)
Pye introduction)
Rogers chapters 1-3)

by September 26 (end of Unit II):

Schramm chapters 3-5)
Pye chapters 1,6,8,10 and 12)
Lerner and Schramm chapters -7 and 16)
Rogers chapters 4-7)

by November 7 (end of Unit IV):

Schramm chapters 2 and 6-8)
Lerner and Schramm chapters 9-15 and 17,18)
Pye chapters 4 and 13-18)
Rogers chapters 8-14)

Supplementary Reading:

For the individual research, students may wish to refer
to books on the attached list as well as to use their own
initiative to locate other sources. Students should feel
free to consult with the instructor at any time.

Miscellaneous:

All papers must be typed, and in reasonably neat form.
Late work is heavily penalized and may not be accepted after
the grading of other papers is completed. Final papers will
not be returned, so keep your own copies.

160
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Class Reports

Your class reports should touch on the following areas,
as well as any others that seem appropriate:

In your selected nation or region:

1. What is the basic demographic picture? (Population,
education, GNP, basis for economy, etc.)

2. What means of communication are available to the
people (mass media, roads, telephone, and anything else of
significance?)

3. What is the status (level of development) of each
of these? Give us a feeling for the situation.

4. What are the major problems the nation or region
faces in its development effort.

and, for the second report:

5. lbw are communications being used in the development
effort (or hold do you recommend that they be used)?

If you select a subject area:

1. What are the characteristics of developing nations
that relate to this subject? What variation occurs? Give
specific examples. (Education, GNP, type of economy, etc.)

2. What means of comaunication are typically available
for use?

3. What is the status of each (in general)? Give us
a feeling for the problems of (e.g.) ETV in developing nations.

4. In presenting this subject area in developing nations,
what special problems are encountered?

and, for the second report:

5. Hoy are communications being used in presentation
of this subject area in various nations (or holy would you
recommend that they be used)?
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CA 521! Fall, 1973

Suggested .heading List
Communication in Developing Nations

NOTE: Call numbers are in Mann Library,unless indicated
otherwise.

Ainslie, Rosalynde, The Press in Africa

Alisjahbana, Sutan Takdir, Indonesia: Social and
Cultural Revolution (2nd ed.) (Kuala Lumpur:
Oxford University Press, 1966)

Dizard, Wilson, Television: A World View
(Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse Univ. Press, 1966)

Doob, Leonard W., Communication in Africa (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1931)

Geertz, Clifford J., Peddlers and Princes. Social
Change and Economic Modernization in Two
Indonesian Towns (Chicago: -University or
Chicago Press, 1963)

Hachten, William A., Muffled Drums: The News Media
in Africa (Ames: Iowa State Univ. Press, 1971)

Hohenberg, John, Between Wo Worlds (New York: F.A.
Praeger, 1967)

Kahin, George McTurnan (ed.),Governments and Politics
of Southeast Asia (2nd e377/ERT6i7"--bornell
University Press, 1964)

Kase David, Book Pirating in Taiwan (Philadelphia;
University of Pennsylvania itess,1969)

Lerner, Daniel, The Passing of Traditional Society:
Modernizing the diddle East (Glencoe, Ill.:
The free Press, 1958)

Lent, John (ed.), The Asian Newspapers' Reluctant
Revolution (Ames: Iowa State Univ. Press, 1971)

Liu, Alan P.L., Communication and National In-
egration in Communist China (Berkeley: Univ.
of California Press, I971)

Merrill, John, Carter A. Bryan, and Marvin Ali sky,
The Foreign Press (Baton Rouge. Louisiana
State University Press, 1964)

17u

DS 615
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1966

PN 1992.5
D 62

P 92
A 35, D 69

HC 448
M..8, G 29

Olin
P 9 2,A 4,H12

DS 33.4
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JQ 96
IC 12
1964
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464,F6,K19

HN 660.8
L 61
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A 84
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DS 777
.57,L778

PN 4736
M 57
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Rogcrs, Everett, M., and Lynne Svennin3, EN 303.:-,
Modernization aong Pcasants: The Impact of A 72
Communfeation (New lor!c: Holt, Iiinehart,
Winston, 1939)

Aoy, Prodipto, The Impact of Communication on Aural
Development: An investigation in Costa Aica
and India (Paris; UNESCO, 19b)

Siebert, Fred, Theodore Peterson and Wilbur
Schra:am, Four Theories of the Press
(Urbana: -University of Illinois Press,1956)

Sommerlad, E. Lloyd, The Press in Develosing
Countries (Sydney: Sydney Univ. Press, 1966)

UNESCO, Series of "Reports and Papers on Mass
Communications?

No. 33 Mass Media ir Developinc; Countries, 1961

No. 37 Developing Information Media in Africa:
liadio, Film, Television, 1932

UNESCO, Nets Educational Media in Action, 1967

UNESCO, World Communications: Press, Aadio,
television, Film (rth rev. ed.) (Nev
York: UNESCO Publications Center, 1964)

ZHC:ka

P 29
C 8
R 88

PN 4731
s 57

PN 481:,
S 69

Olin
P 80
u
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Michigan State University

Department of Communication

Syllabus for

Communication 828, Cross-Cultural Communication and National Development

Spring Term, 1972

Instructor: William A. Herzog
Office: 542 South Kedzie Hall
Phone: 353-0857

Assistant instructor: Thomas L. Nash
Office: 216 South Kedzie Hall
Phone: 353-4678
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Communication 828

Cross-Cultural Communication and National Development

Course Objectives

The main purpose of this course is to assess the role of communi-
cation in development. We will look at communication from two view-
points. The first viewpoint assumes that national development requires
some kiad of technical ,ss:..tance, the, is, that transfers of expertise
are a part of the developmental nrocess. To that extent, the communi-
cation behavior of thn expert technician becomes a developmental vari-
able. What kinds of cross-cultural differences are related to his com-
munication effectiveness? We will take a look at some of the variables
related t. effectiveness in a cross - cultural situation. From the sec-
ond viewpoint, the transfer of technology is a communication process.
Therefore, we may ask, how does the communication process, both through
mass media and intr.rpersonll channels, contribute to development?
What communication strategics have been found to be effective? Related
to both of these viwpoints is the central fact that development implies
change - both to the ration and to the member citizens of the nation.
We will also look at the changes of life style - the individual moderni-
zation - which are the concomitants of development and the effeci7Or
communication.

Students completing this course should be: (1) more aware of fac-
tors involved in the cruss-cultural communication process; (2) more
knowledgeable about the main concepts in communication and development,
and their interrelationf,hips, and (3) able to evaluate the use of media
in the development of a country, and to recommend changes in existing
systems to help achieve various development goals.

Texts

The main texts will be:

165

Berlo, David K. (ed.), Mass Communication and the Develo1ment of Nations,
East Lansing, Michigan Statc University, International Communication
Institute, August, 1968. (Five copies will beheld on reserve in
The Diffusior Documents Center, 526 South Kedzie.' You may borrow
them and read them on the Sth floor).

Hall, Edward T., The Silent Language, New York: Doubleday and Company,
1959.

171
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Rogers, Everett M., Modernization Amon Pe,.sants: The Im act of Communi-
cation, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969.

Schramm, Wilbur, Mass Communication in National Development, Palo Alto,
Stanford University Press, 1964.

Assignments

The required readings are listed below. These readings contain the
basic content of the cours. and should be read prior to the class ses-
sion for which they are d,,L,ignated. Class periods will be devoted to
discussions of the readings and you will be expected to participate.

A two-part paper will be required for the course. In the paper
you will specify a development-related problem in a developing country
(other than your native country). You will describe the communication
systems - mass media and interp:rsonal - and make recommendations for a
communication strategy which would help solve the problem you have speci-
fied.

Your paper, then, might be developed somewhat as follows:

Part I. Statement of the problem. It may be reducing illiteracy rates,
introducing a population prJgram, improving nutrition, increasing agri-
cultural production, waking low-cost housing available, etc. What spe-
cific sector are you trying to develop? Relation of that area to the
over-all development of tl.; country. Statement of current level of that
variable and related chal,acteristics of the problem.

Description of media systems. Mass Media: availability, distri-
bution, ownership and control, extent to which they are currently used
to assist development. Interpersonal: Structure of social systems.
What do we know about influence patterns and opinion leaders among
target population?

Part II. Your strategy for using communication to help solve the pro-
blem you have specified. What communication channels and messages are
to be used for which audiences? What training is necessary? What ad-
ministrative steps will need to 1,e taken? What agencies (if any) creates?

Assignment due dates and weightings toward evaluation

Outline of Paper
Part I cf Paper
Mid -torm

Part II of Paper

April 24
May 17

May 22
June 5

179

(no grade)
30% grade
401, grade

30% grade
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Date

March 29

April 3,
5, 10

167

BEST COPY PIM

Topic and readings

Course irtroduction; explanation of assignments; background
of students divi instructors

Cross-cultural communication; non-verbal communication;
effectivencs of change agents in unfamiliar cultures

Hall, ch. 2-5

Klineberg, Ot'), The numan Dimension in International Rela-
tions, ch. 4, 11, 12, 13

April 12, Development concepts and theories; the nature of under-
17 development; some viewpoints on development

Rogers, ch. 1, 2, 3

Rostow, Thz., Stages of Economic Growth, ch. 1-6

Fals borda hand-out

April 19, Characteristics of the target audiences; the human element
24 in development (OUTLINE OF PAPER DUE)

Rogers, ch. 4, 7, 9, 11, 13

April 26, Communication and development; world systems of communica-
May 1, 3 tion; mass media and interpersonal systems

Schramm, ch. 2, 3, 4

McNelly, John (in Serlo) "Perspectives on the Role of Mass
Communication in the Development Process"

Rogers, ch. 5, 6. 8, 10

Deutschmann, Paul (in Berlo) "The Mass Media in an Under-
developed Villge"

May 8, 10 Planning communication strategies in development communica-

15, 17 tion within projects; literacy programs; radio forums; dis-
cussion groups; Project Support Communication (PART I OF
PAPER DUE MAY 17)

Schramm. ch. 5, 6, e/

Boyd hand-oW:
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May 22

May 24

May 29

May 31

4

Beltran hand-out

Hiniker, Paul (in Berlo) "The Mass Media and Study Groups in

Comanist China"

MID-TERM EXAMINATION

Discussion of mid-term and related topics

Analysis of aggregate data on mass media and correlates

Farace, R. Vincent in Berl() "Mass Communication and National

Development: Som. Insights from Aggregate Analysis"

Simulation of mass media and interpersonal communication in

developing countries

Rogers, ch. 15

June 5 Wrap-up of course
PART II OF PAPER DUE

181
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BEST COPY AVAILIK Fall, 1973
Class: W 7:30-10:10 p.m.

Merrill 223
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COMMUNICATION 610: COMMUNICATION AND DEVELOPING NATICNS (3 credits)
(Open to Juniors, Seniors and Graduate Students)

Course Purpose: The purpose of this course is to examine the role of interpersonal
and mass communication in the socio-economic development of developing nations
and less developed regions within the United States. Although the course is some-
what theory-oriented rather than being performanc:.-oriented, the practical application
of concepts, principles, and research about developmental communication is an
important part of this course. We will analyze the actual developmental problems that
are being encountered in developing nations and within the United States and will
study the role of communication in dealing with these problems. Also, we will examine
the current communication resources, programs and policies in developing nations with
a view to explore ways of improving the use of communication for national development.

A ch: The main learning experiences and activities planned for this course
include class lecture-cum-discussion sessions,leadinge, analysis of actual a: hypo.
thotical cases concerning the role of communication in development, and term projects
in students' particular areas of interest within the broad area of developmental
communication. Students are encouraged to create and participate in other kinds
of learning experiences that would facilitate meaningful learning of developmental
communication.

Texts: 1. Daniel Lerner and Wilbur Schramm. Comscatunionandeinthe
Develpin4LCountriea. The University reds of ,paper ok
edition, 1972.

2. Wilbur Schramm. Mass Media and National Develo ent. Stanford University
Press, paper edi on, 9 .

In addition to the text, there will be some outside readings which are indicated
in the following schedule of topics, readings and assignments and are placed on
2-hour reserve in the UWM Library.

Evaluation and GradinAL: Your grade will depend on your performance in the following
evaluative-cum-learning items:

1. Final examination 80 points or ON of the grade
2. Term project (written + oral) 50 points or 25% of the grade
3. Short assignments 50 points or 25% of the grade
4. Class contribution 20 ints or 1. of the

Total 200 points or of the grade

The naturo of exams, short assignments and term projects will be discussed in class.
Class contribution includes class attendance, class participation, feedback about
the course to the instructor and any other academic service performed for the course.
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Schedule of Topics, Readings and Assignments:

Cat, e(s) Topics and Activity Reesansas
Weeks
1-4

Weeks

5-7

Weeks
8-10

Weeks
11-13

Course introduction; Group
formation; Characteristics and
problems of developing nations;
Interrelationships between
elements of national devel-
opment; Definitions and models
of development process; reports
from some class members on some
aracles on these topics.

Bole of communication in the
process of development- -differ -
ent models, viewpoints and theo-
ries; Discussion of assignment
01 reports; discussion of some
article/book :worts on these
topics; discussion of term
project ideas.

Diffusion and adoption of inno-
veti.ons in the process of
development; Knowledge dissem-
ination and utilization process;
role of maw media and inter-
personal channels, etc.; Dis-
cussion of assignment #2 reports;
some article/book reports, etc.

Analysis of developmental com-
munication resources, programs,
policies -- their strong and
weak points; discussion of
assignment 03; Discussion of
some tors projects (schedule
to be announced later); some
article/`book reports.

Black, C.E. The Dynamics of Modernisation: A
Study in Comparative History. (New York:
Harper & Row, 1966) pp. 1-34; 35.94; rest of
the book (optional).

Schramm, W. (1964) pp. 1-19; 20-57.
Rogers, Everett M. with L. Svenning, Modernisa-

tion Among Peasants: The Impact of Communi-
cation (Holt, Rinehart and Winnton, 1969)
pp. 19-41; 42-67.

Lerner and Schramm (1972) pp. 98-102;76-91.
See Bibliography 02 for more readings on these

topics (optional).
Fischer, Heinz-Dietrich and John C. Merrill,

International Communication (New York: Hastings
House Publishers, 1970) pp. 158-165.

Rao, Y.V.L., Communication and Development
(Univ. of Minnesota Press, 196) pp. 97-114;
rest of the book (optional).

Schramm (1964) pp. 114-144.
Lerner and Schramm (1972) pp. 3-32; 92-97;129-167.
Assignment 01: Written critique of Jain, Semi C.
and Marcia Shaw Meyer, "A Conceptual Framework
for the Study of Communication and Development"
paper presented at ICA convention, Montreal,
Canada, April 25-28, 1973 (10 points)

Lerner and Schramm (1972) PP 235-278; 279-302.
Rogers, Everett M. and F.F. Shoemaker, Comma-

cation of Innovations: A Cross-Cultural
Approach, 2nd ed. CO; York: The Free Press,
1971) pp. 1-42; 200-224; 226-248; 251-266;
rest of the book (optional)

Sim bibliography 03 for more readings (optional)
Assignment 02: Case study analysis (10 points)

Lerner and Schramm (1972) pp. 35-75; 168.194;
195-234.

Schramm (1964) pp. 58-113; pp. 145-174;203-271.
DIRViO0119 W. Phillips, International Political,
Communication (New fork: li`riderick Praeger,

145) pp. 77-154.
Ass eat Developing a communication.
program 10 points).

See bibliography 04 for additional readings (0).
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Course Outlinepage 3

Date(s) ,Topic and Activity

Weeks
14-15

BEST COPY MILANI

Foreign aid and international
development; prospects for a
modern-developed world; Role
of U.N., communication satellites
etc. in international develop-
ment; Liscusslon of tors projects;
some articlef000k, reports.
Term Predict Papers are due on
15th week class session.

Meek Final examination; discussion
16 of remaining term projects;

course evaluation; where do we
go from here?

171

Fall, 1973

Readings and Assists

Lerner and Schramm (1972) pp. 305-317; 103 -125.
Fischer and Merrill (1970) pp. 219-226;258-266.
Great Decisions 292? (New York: Foreign Policy

Association, Inc.) pp. 60-71.
Assignment #4: Summary and critique of a book
or two articles dealing with topics related
to the course...consult the instructor
before preparing summary and critique (20
points).

184.
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Speech 37: COMMUNICATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE (3 hrs.) 2nd Semester '74.

Mr. Merrill

Course Objectives: To expose student to some of the main principles of
communication and its relationship to change; to explore the priorities
given certain communication techniques in various developmental stages of
development; to look at the mass and interpersonal systems of communication,
the problems of impact and effects of communication, and to consider some
of the pragmatic communication techniques for bringing about changes
in the society--political, economic, cultural, moral, etc.

Areas Covered: Communication theory; political and economic theory;
EgRination diffusion; persuasion; propaganda; audiences and
communication networks; public opinion; communicators and audiences;
semantic problems; stereotypes and images; mass movements; effects
of communication; press as a social institution; responsibility of communicators
to society; concepts of press freedom; information control; ethics.

Texts: Eric Hoffer, The Ordeal of Change (paper).
Lucian Pye (ed.). Communications and Political Development

(paper).

Alan Casty (ed.). Mass Media and Mass Man (2nd ed., paper).

Grading: Each student's semester grade will be based on:

(1) Paper: From 15-20 page; elaborating on an aspect of the
course content--dealing with some problem,
special strategy, or theoretical concept relative
to communication and its impact on social change.
Discussion of plans for the .paper with the
instructor is welcomed if the student thinks it
necessary. Note: The paper must be turned in by
mid-semester.

(2) Oral Report: Each student should be ready any time
after mid- semester to present to the class an
oral report based on the above paper. This report- -

using notes (no reading of the paper permitted)- -
will be given some time during the last half of the
semester. Each student should be ready at any time
to give his report. Naturally, not all students will
be able to give oral reports, but all must be ready,
beginning with the second half of the semester.

(3) Final Examination:

NOTE ON GRADES: Each of the above three assigtaents will count one-third
of the final grade. For those students who do not give oral
reports, the grade will be based on Numbers 1 and 3 only.

18$
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Speed 37

* The entire book, The Ordeal of Change, by Eric Hoffer

must be read by all students by the end of the semester.

Questions from it will be included on the final examination.

Many of the principles discussed by Hoffer will be injected

into lectures and may be used by students as catalysts for

topics for their formal papers to he turned in by mid-semester.

* Readings from Pye, Communications and Political Development,
and Casty, Mass Med3-baretea below ane

should be read in the order cl this rxesentation. Pve's

will be stressed during the first half of the semester an
the readings from Casty will get emrhasis during the second

half of the semester.

COmmunications and Political nevelopment:

1) Ch. 1 -- Models of Traditional, Transitional and

Modern Communication Systems
2) Ch. 2 -- Communication Development and the Develop-

vent Process.
3) Ch. 3 -- COmmunication and Political Articulation.
4) Ch. 6 -- Writer and Journalist in the Transitional

Society
5) Chp 7 -- Communication and Civic Training in Transi-

tional Societies.
6) Ch. 9 -- Communications and Motivation for modernization

7) Ch. 13 - COmmunications Policies in Developmental Programs.
8) Ch. 14 - The Mass Media and Politics in the "cdernization

Process.
9) Ch. 15 - Alternative Patterns of Development
10) Ch. 16 - Communication and Politics in Communist China.
11) Ch. 18 - Toward a Communication The'ry of Modernization.

Casty, Mass Media and Mass Man:

12) The Impact of Mass Media (pp.4-12)
13) Bract of Media on Social Values (pp. 11-21)
14) Media Hot and Cad/ and Moinhan and Innis (pp. 75-82)
15) Nature of Radio and Television (pp. 89-93)
16) Mass Media and Public (pinion (pp. 184-190)

17) Social Responsibility 43p. 190-197)
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Professor Mowlena

COMS/NICATION AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT

This seminar deals with the theories and models of communication

and Political development and examines the patterns of political

socialization in the modernization process. In part, the course is

an experiment in intellectual stock-taking and in the application

of new concepts to novel situations. We will explore the relation-

ships between social communication and political development ar.d

will probe into the knowledge gained in the communication field for

understanding the process of political modernization in the Neer

States. We shall deal with cross-national macro-analysis of communi-

cation and development. The communication aspect of the course will

focus on the ways mass and interpersonal communication can contribe
to political development of nations.

Basic Texts

Dawson and Prewitt, Political Socialization.
Karl Deutsch, Nationalism and Social Communication.
Richard Fagen, communication and Politics.
Daniel Lerner, The Paselmss1:2112Alsjsmossickly,
Lerner and Schramm, Communication and 2n***Xss* change in the Devolv-

ing Countries.
Lucian Pye, communication and Political. Develo-,.ent.
Hassid Mowlana, International communication: Selected Bibliorra .

Recommended and Discussion Texts

We will deal with major concepts and theories of political
development and modernization, with most of our concern on

showing some of the relationships of communication to these two

general topics. Then we will explore further the structure andi

process of communication in various stages of development. Part

of the seminar will deal with research findings on many of the

propositions and issues raised in the main texts. Since one goal

of the seminar is to unify some of the theoretical notions with

research findings and to build some tentative strategies for

communication, part of the following suggested books and articles

will be discussed in the seminar (see Powlana's Internatignal

Communicati,nr especially section WI,

"Communication Development and Developmental Processes.') :
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Books:
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C.E. Black, The Ornamics of Modernization.
Y.V.L. Rao, Communication and Development.
Everett Rogers, Modernization Among Peasants: The Impact of

Communication.
Almond and Powell, comparative Politics.
Almond and Coleman. The Politics of the Demlleplaajketn.
Paul Deutschman and others, communication and Social Change in

Latin America.
Fred Frey, The Mass Media and Rural Developeent in Turkey.
Everett Hagen, the
Herbert Hyman and others, Inducing Social Change in Developing

countries.
David McClelland, The Achieving Society.
Lucien Pye, Aspects of Polttital Development.
Lucien Pye, Political culture and Political Development.
Myron Weiner,- Moderniation: The DmEmigas2121E9wth.
Karl Deitsch and Wm. Foltz, Matica
Katz and Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence.
Berelson and Janowitz,.

Reader in Public Opinion and Cpmmuni:catipp.
Russett and others, World ice and SociaL.Tneitca.tors_X,

Hudson & Taylor, World Handbook of Political and Social orsIl
Richard Merritt, The Growth of American Community.
Almond and Verbs, The Civic Culture.
Roger W. Benjamin and others, Patterns so.1! Political Development.
Kenneth E. Bounding, A PrimeronAosillagamictsiMbstorst as

Dialectics and Development.
Gillespie and Nesvold, MalotalErattOive Analysis: ronfljs

Development and Democratization.
Schramm, mass1101410....fttigilailttELPFAVA-
David Apter, SomeconxlestotheStudofMroodernlzation.

Articlez:

R. Vincent Farace0"A study of Mass Communication and National
Development," a 43:305 -13 (1966).

,"Mass Communication, Political Participation and
Other National Characteristics: A Factor Analytic Investigation,"
Read at the Association of Educatdon in Journalism Convention.
August, 1965.

Olsen, Marvin, "Multivr.riate Analysis of National Poli.timil Develop-
ment," ASR 699-712 (1971).

McCrone and rnudde, "Toward a Communication Theowy of Democratic.
Political Developments A Causal Model." APSR LX1:7200 (1967).

(also in Gillespie and Neevold, 1 ro-nuantitLtvie11010..1s./

168
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Walker Conner, "Nation-Building or Nation-Destroying?" WP XX1V (1972

Andrew c. Janos, "Ethnicity, -ommuninism and Political. Change in

Eastern rurope," WP =VA& (tPR 1971).
Michael B. Petravich,'Yugoslvia: Religion and the Tensiors of a

Multi-National State," East Oursdemajlaffettly (MAR 1972).

Fred Frey, "The Determination ar.d Location of Elites: A Critical

Analysis," Read at the Annual APSA Meeting, Loa Angeles, 1970.

Richard Eoff(!rbert and others, "Urbanizab.on, Industrialization and

Integration in Fvie Countries: A Comparison of Subnational Units,"

Read at the Annual APSA Meeting, Los Angeles, 1970.

Harold Isaacs, "Croup Identity and Political Change," Read at the

Hnnual APSA Meeting, chicago, 1971.
Bauer, Raymond A. "The Obstinate Audience: The Influance Prosess

From the Point of View of Social communicatl.on," American

Psychology, 190 f5. 319-328 (say, 1964) .
Carlson, Gosta, "Time and Continuity on Mass Attitude Char.9e: The ,

Case of Voting," POQ 29, M:1-16 (Spring, 1965).
Deutscb, Karl, " The Growth of Uations: Some Recurrent7lottterns of

PoliticW. and Social Integration," WP #2: 16S-195 (Jan, 1953) .

"Social 4obi1ization and Polttical tavelopmeAt,

APSR 55: 493-514 ;196).).
Eisenstadt, S.N. 17.omnunication Systems and Social Gtructikro: An

Exploratory Comparative Study," Page XCX (Sommer, 1954,
"Conditions of Communication Receptivity," poo

43:363-374 (Fall, 1933) .
Glock, Chas. "The Comparative Study of Cortuunication and Opinion

Formation," M. 512-523 (Winter, 1952-53).
Jan, George, "Communication and Political Development: The rase

of ':ommunist '"Iiina," Read at the Annual APSA Meeting, los

Angeles, 1970.
Katz, Elihur "The Two Step Flow of -ommunication: An Up-r;!o-Date

Report on an Hypothesis," PIM 21, Cf.: 61-18 ((Spring, 1957).

Mcgelly, John T. "Maw; Communication and the Climate for Modeptiza-

tion," Journal Inter-American Studies, 345-357 (19681.

Stycos, J. Mayone, "Patterns of Communication in a Rural Creek
Village," M 29, #1:( 120-130 (Spring, 1965).

Witham, "Political Development and Lernor'S Theory: )'-urther Tcst

of a Causal Model_" APSR LXIV: 810-018 (1970) .

Final Note: A major esearch paperu representing the studeniis

interest in his or he.,7 field of specialization, will be. reiguiTed.

189
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COurne 33.6SO rnmrunioation in Social and Economic, Dkvelorroemt

G. 'kxxl, Instructor
Of fict. Wuxi Monday 1%30-2:10 p.m. or Ml echelday si00-9t00 1,.ri.

or by appointrent, Rnnrn 222A, Nand rirnle
Telophale: 966-3131
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COurse Description
Cormiun-iciarFil aS instrlirent of social and awry-lac devr-1orr t uses of
rxrramicAtion for natima3 irtnciratim, social chonge, and diffusion of
innov-atinn.

tgritten Assists
c* sea-Wary anal'. is of 11-Irrii-; and r ciato

on st-ci3lizatinn will he requirp.d.

Examinations
rinfiffeirTiifil on mardl 35, and a final (Ixarination c ''av 17.

A research paper can IJe nerptiated in liPu of examinations.

necluired Texts
h1Fik-FriMsc-717-aturimon Amn trtarry
Void McClelland and David ;linter, mOTIVATTIO ECTINCrle

Rbgers frATPNIZATICtI Non PETSANMS
Paul Lazarsfeld, PERVKAL INFLUFACE
J. tennis and n. Easton, allIrs3111N AND mir Pownem IN/TA-4
P. Slater, TREPTIRSUrr or umumrss
E. nanfield, THE :rpm wry OF A TvirnoRD SOCtETY

COME OUTLINE MD RFADTNG ASSIMNENTS
(An asterisk is =el to Onrote avRilahilitv in clom0 reservo.)

1. (Jan. 15) Introducticr
ivEverett Hagen, On the Theory of Social Cham,
omlerth, From Max rt57777.11-C

'71 rr -p.).

I. Continuity

2. (Jan. 22) Stability and Stagnation or the moat in Banfield's
E. Bonfield, The mbral Basis of a Packwar0 Sociz,tv.
*14oger

Win.
-53-ilaiii-f(51.-7-ff:44=a17

*E. Hagen, 161:-1M
(Jan. 29) Epistomology anti all that -- in search of a starting point
flrik Erikson, Childhceel and Socie especially 109-1S6 and 2.47 -324.

F. Hsu, °Psydiannical bafice s and .7-ent'. American Anthrpolenist,
a.m. me was mom 1.1mo

December 1971, p. 23.
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4. (Feb. 5) Conceptualizing how we get this way-Socialization

*H. Hyman, Political Socialization.
*F. Frey, "[Aolitf-cal Science, Education and National Pevolopment,"

Mimeo
5. (Feb. 12) Socialization - Childhood

Jack Dennis and Easton, Children, and the Political . tem.

*T. Parsons, "rhe School s as a la tan, . Halsey

and others, Education, Economy and Society- pp. 434-455.

*R. Brown, Social Psychol y, pp. 197-244.
* R. Coles, The South toes rth, pp. 437 -446.

6. (Feb. 19) Scaaargala77-7607
*K. Meniston, The Youn Radicals.

7. (?el'. 26) Socia lra on - MaEuritY
*Hagen, pp. R6-160.
*T. Newcodo, Persistence and Change.

8. (March 5) Midterm conehmul and a lcture on grand theory
*E. Hagen, pp. 10-52; 185-236.
*O. Hannan,

March 12) Spring vacation

178

II. Change

9. (March 19) The people who count--a search for the influential

P. Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence.
Y. Menzel, "Social Relations ane Innovation in the Medical Profession,"

POQ, Vol. 19, pp. 337-353.
*J. Marshall, "Variations in Intra-Village COmmunications." (Mimeo)

10. (March 26) WOrking out the flow-chart for programmed change

E. gingers, NAII.P143elgTTet19NPILLrAP.
P. Neurath-'7%75575564i7E6451bf-Chanae in Indian Villages,"

EDCC 10:275-283.
i%T. Marshall, "variations in Intra-Village Coanunications." 011111e00

11. (April 2) With a little bit of get up and go, you can ...
D. McClelland, Motivating Economic, Achievement.

12. (April 9) Outsiders and other intru2ers
M. Marriott, "Technological Change in Overdeveloped Rural Areas,"

Eccnomic Devel t and CUltural , X 1. I, p. 261.

J. . lrrment of Y. India,"

Journal of Asian Studies, 1956-7, p. 251.
*F. G. Bailey, Caster an? the Economic Frontier.

13. (April 1F) Whataruingto my seturre
C. Geertaz, "Pitual and Social Change," leriincan,

Feb. 1957
I). Goulet, "Development for What," Harvard D. don Review.

14. (April 23) Bringing it back to the USA...'
*R. Lifton, History and HUman Survival, pp. 311-373.
P. Slater, the Puriult of taneliness.

15. (April 30) Finallftsm
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Office hours: 8-10 a.m.
or afternoon by appoint.

purpose of the course is to provide an understanding of the social change

the role of communication in the change process in particular. It might

you in building your own strategies and as a "change agent".

Everett Rogers and Floyd Shoemaker, Communication of Innovations: A Cross-Cultural

Aipmash4Free Press, 1971.
Francis Allen, Socio-Cultural Dynamics, McMillan, 1970.

I. Grading

The course grade will be based upon two tests (20% each) which will be comprehensive

to that date, and a final examination (30 to 40%), plusa term paper (10 to 20%),

and participation in class discussion (10%).

Undergraduatessare expected to write a short paper (about 5 pages) rclatin; the

concepts of the course to a novel on non-fiction work drawn from a list to be handed

out. Graduate students are expected to submit a term paper (the "opportunity paper"),

this should be less than 15 pages in length. It may deal (1) with an evaluation

or critique of some diffusion research studies in an area of interest to you,

(2) with an analysis of an existing or proposed program of directed change, or

(3) with a new research project proposal of special interest to you.

v. Course content, class sessions and readings

1. Thursday
March 28

2. Tuesday
April 2

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL CHANGE
Reality of Change
Fundamentals in the study of change

APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF CHANGE
Study of socio -cultural change:

Evolution, Differentiation and
immanency

Structural-Functionalism, Cybernitiz analysis
The conflict approach, Economic and

Technological approach
Historical, Ideological factors,

self- determinative or active approach
Planned and directed change, communication

and change

192

Allen, Chapt. 1 and 2

Allen, Chapt. 3 and 4
Allen, (skim read

Chapt. 5 to 8)
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3. Thursday oammumrcArror AND MAMIE
April 4 Basic concerts

Diffusion: Flements and traditions of
research

Inrovation

4. Tuesday
April (l

CASE' samirs rm DIFFUSION
Film: Steinhock's 'The Rotten Village:
Discussion of film in small cirmilp

S. Thursday cumpr, mnams, AND DIFFUSION
April 11 Pffect of culture and norms on diffusion

effect of diffusion on culturo and nor is
N.sistance to Innovation
social strueure and the diffusion process

6. Tuesday
April 1#

7. Thursday
April 11

". Tuesday
April 23

q. Thursday
April 25

10. TUesday
April 10

3.1. Thursday
"!air 2

INVOVATION DECISION rrOCRSS
Tvnes of innovation decisions
stage vs. figIcticvi concontualism
dissonance theory
arlontiou

PPOPFPTITS or INNOVATIONS
Characteristic, of irnovations
Perception
sehlPotir.ityrrocossec:

VNOVATIVFVESs
nofinition ard, merational
Fret-money histogram
The rormal =VS and adopter categories
rrodicting innovative:less

meas,irr,

AUDIENCE AMINSI7: CHARACTERISTICS
Or MIOPTER TYPT'S

Dnminant social values
Social charactcT sties
Channol orientations
Cosolpolitmess
Self-images of adooter types
Focus on innovators

RTV1134 OF PICCI7as
Class review
Test I, Short essay and indentificaHon

C01.1,1 Nly.PT

Interpersonal ass media
riedia forums

193
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wagers, Chapt. 1 and 2
Allen, Capt. 10 and 12

Review Dogers, Curt. 1
Coleman and others
"Integration and
Innovation" (rtimp)

Arensberg and Niechoff
concopt. of culturk."

(mimeo)

"Culture Ch' nee (rb300)
Allen, Chant. 31
Carlson "Social Structure.
anfq rate of adoption

(' imeo)

Rogers, Chapt. 3

nogors, 0-.ant. 4

Rogers, Chapt. 5,
pp. 176-166
Precis of torn paper

due (graduate students
only)

tvgers, Chapt. 5,
pp. 196-199

Rbgers, (Rapt.



12. Tuesday
May 7

13. Thursday
May 9

14. Thesday
may 14

15. Thurso

nay 16

16. Tuesday
May 21

17. Thursday
Ntay 23

1A. Tuesday
May 28

19. Thursday
May 30

Friday
May 31

TOesday
:Rule 4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

MINIM LEADERSHIP
noa-step and friulti-stap flaw models
The role of opinion lenders
Personal influenne
!teaqurincl minion lesilershin
characteristics of oninion leaders

CONSEQUENCES CHANCE
nirect and indirect consequences of chnnoc
Ninefall profits
Innovations that fail

COLLPCTIVE INNOVATION DECISIONS
Community powr
qtaqcs and roles
Concentration of power
Particination in decisions

181

Recrrs, Chapt. 6

Rogers, Chart. 11
Sharp, "Simmal Axes

for Stone Aga
Australians" OMUNKO
Carlson, "Unanticipated
Cftsequences in the
Use of Programmed
Instruction: (Minim)

Rollers, Chapt. 9

arlINICATION AND CHATIIII WITHIN 01r2ANIZATICNS
Characteristics of bureaucracies Rogers, Chapt. 10

Barriers to diffusion
Strategies for organizational change

REVIFW Of' PRIXRPAS
Class review of past material
Test Ti, short essay and ieentification cuestions

TNE CHANGE AGENT
Strategies of brimging about change
Compatibility, empathy, hcmcphilv, anti

creditability

P1 RN OF DIRECTED CHANGE
CAse studies
General discussion

Review

Final examination
4:00 - 11:00 am.

194

Rogers a Chapt. 7

to be assignei

Terri paters due by S pin
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Syllabus

Communication 828

CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION

Role of Communication in Development

4 credits Dr. Everett M. Rogers
M,W,F: 11 :30 -12:20 523 South Kedzie

(submitted by Japan Rao)

Course Objectives

The objective of this course is to acquaint students with the role of
commu.ication variables in economic, social, and political development of
developing countries and regions of the United States. Central to regional
cnd national development is the process by which individual human beings
change their style of life--"modernize". Therefore, the course will emphasize
the ways that mass and interpersonal communication contribute to change and growth
at both the individual and aggregate levels. Theory and research will be
utilized to develop some tentative conclusions about communication as both an
agent and index of modernization and development.

Students completing the course should be able to (1) evaluate the use of
media in the development scheme of a country; and (2) make a contribution toward
integrating communications variables into a country's development plan.

Approach

The course will begin with an overview of major theories and concepts of
modernization and development. Lmphasis will be on interdisciplinary approaches.
Attention will be given to development planning, particularly the aspects of
communication which need to be defined and included in plans. The structure and
status of communication systems in various societies will be reviewed. The
variables involved in modernization processes will be studied so that efficiency
and effectiveness of communication variables in promoting change can be evaluated.
Several communication media techniques will be reviewed. Finally, strategies
for including communication variables in development planning and implementation
will be summarized. Most of the course will be oriented toward developing
nations, but a special section (itemVl) will deal with cross-cultural communication
and development in the United States. Thus we do not deal with cross-cultural
communication as only cross-national communication; we also include within-nation
developmental communication, especially that occurring between culturally-different
individuals.
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TF.XTS

The main texts will be:
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Rogers, Everett M. Modernization Among Peasants: The Tnelgt of Communication.

New York: Holt, Rinellart areWinston, 140.

International Communication Institute. Mass Ctmmunieation and the

navel of ?rations. Fast Lansing: mlaiWWstate unlyefFrEv.
August, 6

Other readings will be on reserve in the library. " /any of the book references

are available as naperhacks, although they nee'l not le rurchasecl. Several llambuts

will be distributee as part of the assigned readings.

sqi=rents

From the readings listed below, you will be required to read all materials

narked "**". It is only recommended that you ii-W-Fiaerials narked "*". Finally,

the unmarked references will often supply the basis for supplemental information.

TWo papers will he prequired. The first is a short descriptive paper on the

status and structure of the communication system in a country other than your

home country. The second paper will require you to develop a communication

strategy for inclusion in a regional or national development plan. This paper

is to be done, in three ilerations. The first submission will be an outline of

the caper you propose to write. The second sullmission will he a draft of the

entire parer, an' the third sullmission will be tho fin.-al npner.

Grades
The grading weights are as follows: Mid-term exam, 20, final exam, 3n%;

first paper 10%; term paper, 40%.

Deadline Dates

Papers or examinations will be due can the following dates:

Pssignment I
Outline of rkrm Parer
Mid-Term Pxamination
First Draft of Thrm Paper
rinal Praft of Term Parer
Final Examination

January 23
February 6
rel-ruory 9

February 20
larch 6
March 20 (l2:45-2:45)
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This assignmnt is a short, descriptive paper of t ccomnicalions syston
within a countrY. You may select any country, but it mb bra.a entry other.
than your hale country. The objectives of this assignaent are: (1) to acquaint
you the litr.trature on omuunication struott ups; (2) to develop an wanness
of differing ocrmunication structures across varying cultural patterns; and

(3) to define the nature and extent of the mass !Wia and interpersonal ccnnunication

system existing in a cruntr that are available for use in develoment program.
Using the avail able literatum, develop a descriptive paper which outlines

the nature, nunter, range, ownership, andother characteristics of the mass

Also, indicate the degree of dependence nn int.erpersonal cattrunioation

systems in lieu of, or in conjuration tt: mass media.

In sum, the paper should descrike the range and variability of a countnes
corrunication systei in a way that trluld be useful for change agents, development

planners, and others interested in national develonnent.

"Awn Parer.
I

The objective of the term per is to help you develop aryl clarify the

mituro aryl role of c-Trunications in the cleveloptrult plan of a developing

country. The ncrer should identify and justify the various parts of a arimulication

plan and the integration of that plan with the overall develormant

schenn. This paper shmild qtxneral or abstract in the sense that the proposal

oresentesq. should not he identified with a spec. Afic country; it should be generally

applicable to the rroblem of comounicaticrt in development. We suggest that the

units of discussion in your paper might he strategins of crintunicatioe in

develolnent.

19?
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The paper is to be done in three submissions. The first is an outline of

the paper you intend to write. This will be reviewed by the instructors to

give you a clearer indication of strengths and weaknesses of your approach.

The second submission will be a draft of the total paper, which will be read and

commented on by the instructors. The third submission will be the final draft

of the paper. This approach has been selected by the instructors as being most

generative in the learning process, as it is much like the real world in

which development planning is conducted. Professional papers are usually prepared

in a succession of drafts, benefiting at each stage from reviewers' previous commemb.
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Feb. Tu: Discuss Sohrammfocus on mass media
8 It,: Use and preference for sundrymedia.
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2r Tu: Student report: IA Section: intended effects

of mass malialead
22 Th: SkimsSanclhoemaker for tx,rspective

27 Th: Relate R + S to cormunicatinn

Mar. 1 Th: Student report from Ills : intended effects of
interpersonal :Wilt

6 mh: pyt: skim book with attention to Pue's ccr-
mentary

Th: Pve: narmo focus on Sthrarin, vesell item X21, an0

5Phaps Iorner (alternate class neriod needee)
13 Tu: Student report frail IP: secondary mass meta

effects
15 II: i-tTrgkim with attenttnn to the use of intor-

FWiknal communication
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a
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10Th: continued
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Speech 137
Mr. Starosta

Outline topical guide:

Developmental Communication

I. Mass Media Effects

A. Intentional

1. Hypodermic Needle Model
2. Two -Step Flow

3. Multi -Step Flow
4. Information-Giving
S. Multiplier Effect

B. Secondary

1. Future Orientation
2. Empathy Creation
3. Deutero Learning
4. Entertain/Inform Dilemma
S. Alienation
6. The Institution of Channel Credibility
7. Privilege Effects

II. Interpersonal Media Effects

A. Intentional

1. Precede Mass Media as Information Carriers
2. Maximize the Connection with Opinion Leaders
3. Multiplier
4. Legitimation
S. Internatization of Messages
6. Self-Perpetuation of Change
7. To Form Public Opinion

B. Secondary

1. Introduce Distortion
2. Permit Discontinuation
3. Reinforce Particularism
4. Heterophily Effects
S. Create Newly Heterophilous
6. "Scaling Down"

III. Comparative Effects

A. Psychological Effects

1. Selective Perception
2. Selective Retention
3. Selective Exposure
4. Ego-Involvement
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B. Feedback

1. Two -Way Flow

2. Length of Chains
3. Time Lag

C. Combination Approaches

1. Forums
2. Innovation Sequence - Inform, then Persuade

3. Use Mass Media to Activate Interpersonal
4. Local/Cosmopolite or Interpersonal/Mass?

D. Structural Considerations

1. Formality
2. Adaptability
3. Responsiveness to situation
4. Provides immediate reward/punishment cues

E. Investment

1. Technical skills
2. Equipment
3. Education for extension work
4. Investment of numbers

IV. Side Effects

A. Subliminal Effects

1. The Choice of a Language Determines the Result
2. A Life Style May Rub Off (Propinquity)
3. Mimicing Entertainment Behavior
4. One Medium but Multiple Messages

B. Self-Presuasion

1. Picture Window
2. Adoption
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Communication and Social Change

195

The study of how communication accompanies, reflects or determines

social change. Stress placed on interpersonal as well as mass media

communication.

Format:
Readings: McLuhan-Fiore, War and Peace in the Global Village

Liu, Communications and National Integration in
Communist China

Cherry, World Communication: Threat or Promise?

Simulation games: As many as one per week, depending upon availability,

to stress the affective aspect of media strategy to

foster social change.

Lectures/Dsicussions/Debriefing: As required.

Requirements:
Two middle-length papers:
1) Define an area in which communication

social change
2) Investigate how communication does so

birth control, agriculture, medicine,
real setting, etc.)

Regular attendance in class.

can or does serve to foster

or could better do so (e.g.,

rhetorical strategies in a

208
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INTER CULTURAL COMMUNICATION DEVELOPMENT
iiie. Directors: V. Lynn Tyler, Ernest J. Wilkins, and YOU (group member)

Time Frame: 32 group hours; 60-80 hour: in personal research, learn-shops

BEST COPY ARIAKE

Dewitt Now to most effectively move PEOPLE and IDEAS from culture to culture. Keys to self-awareness and settings for

best potential for successful intercultural perspectives transmission and reception. Emphasis nn the cognitive

use of the affective themes of specific cultures: composites of closely related assumptions, perceptions, and

feelings underlying the values and influencing the behavior of the welshers of cultures. Experimental designs.

Individual research and discovery of the known and yet unknown. Experiential walk-throughs on the basis of/and

in conjunction with current and projected concepts and methods. Contributory "learn - shops" leading to specific

individual and group goals. Directors will serve as guides rather than as *instructors."

Research into resources: textual and field work with people, as determined by personal priorities, guided by a

coordination with directors and learning group. Involvement directly with other cultures than one's own. Active

participation in research development and discussions. Personal project; self-developed examinations and those

devised by group members; journal of great ideas, resources, and evaluative tools for future use. Intercultural

"learn - shops" utilize individual and group discoveries and lead to further research and development.

AMA:

EVALUfflas: Individually set learning/6ot objectives devised with aid of directors. Progress reviewed, goals modified, and

use-goals determined periodically. Compartxaminations shared with group members regularly and as comeencemon

which concludes the course. All evaluations are to be practical in nature, leading to individual utilization.

Room: Library references, on reserve: !RC Intro-Packets: *Into Intercultural Communication*(Self-awareness)

Llavatialge for purchase also) Area Specific: *So You Speak EnglishsToo° Polynesia

AI1 references demonstrated init1ally13 Germanic Europe Latin America The Orient

Country Specific: Germany, Brazil, Mexico, Japan, Hong Kon

Kell,EdWard T. "Silent Language' and "hidden Dimension*
Thailand, Phillippines. Polynesia (theses

Hoopes. David. at al. "Readings in Intercultural Communications* -- Vols. I, II, III.

Prosser, Michael N. "Intercommunication Among Nations and Peoples*
Samovar, Larry A. and Richard E. Porter. "Intercultural Communication: A Reader'

Smith, Arthur *Transracial Communication*

Biblographies: Language Research Center (900+ resources: texts, persons, institution, embassies, universities)

Casmire, Fred L. "International, Inter-Cultural Communication* (SCM/ERIC)

Naval Amphib.School Human Resources Training Deparblent Learning Resources Bulletin, 1,73

Prosser, Michael N. *Intercultural Communication: Review Essay* (Reg. Council on Intnl. Educ.)

Tippetti A.R. "Bibliography for Cross Cultural Workers" (3.000 entries - -practical uses)

Persons: Campus contacts (including over 6,000 returned mdisionaries. 2,000 r international students, professors

with extensive travel and field experience), intercultural areas in surrounding communities, over BOO

contacts available through Language Research resource files, and extensions of each of the above.

syuchiusE Topics for individuals and the group(s). The order, weighting, emphasis, and manner of discussion

will vary according to individual and group needs, proposals, and minimal requirements determined

by directors in consultation with group members.

1. CONNUNICOLOGV:

A. Comun'age (communicative lanoun2e): Survey of all aspects of language (tongues) and paralanguages *- involving any

potential, use, and response or the communicetion of feelings and ideas and assumption.

B. Identification of modes of transmitting, perceiving and sharing variant messages. Fields: Spoken. %rates, signaled,

assumed. Linguistics: Para-, Psycho-, Nechen-: Synthesis after analysis. Models for development.

2. Cultural themes: Patterns for communication -- initial survey: WJ's and DON'T's.

3. Maxi- Cultural Themes (EMIC/Ooilmant) The Affective (Motivational/Emotional) tabus and Cultural Strengths

M. IntroCulturel Themes (Authoritative, legal, dictative, persuasive 'third world" developments) Interceptions/reactions

5. Mini-Cultural Thames (ETIC, encyclopedic, picturesque -- sociological surveys, customs, et el.)

6. Supre/Sub/Contrest Cultural Themes: (FARA-CULTURAL in all unique dimensions)

7, Subjective and Objective Cultural Self-Amereness (American Themes and their use)

II. Cultural specifics as TOOLS for effective intercultural communication -- ittittert In-put/Out-put

CULTURSHOCKstoping rather than moping (Regulators for enjoyment and learning)

10. elmow-it-somes*.- Resources for evaluation and research

11. Lost Horizons: Making the UN -real more real

12, Evaluative TOOLS for experience-profiteering

13. INTERPRETERS: Using without Abusing (People/Things/Codes/Symbols)

IR. WALK-THROUGHS (experiential applications: cultural seem/store, simulators, contrast cues, I-C 'Learn-shops"--themiceetc.)

IS. (Group determined:)
IContact: V. Lynn Tyler 270 Ti IYU

(001/374-7211
Provo, Utah 14642

x.2651/2)
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Communication 555
Dr. R. Monaghan
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Spring 1975
U G 3 cr.

"The rapid development of new technologies and means of
communication have made possible a wide range of radio
and television programs for people in every part of the
world. A significant aspect of this remarkable growth
has been the expanded use of mass media for public en-
lightenment and education. What was once a multipli-
city of widely separated provincial habitations has now
become 4n informed and communicative world with its
various parts linked by electromagnetic waves."

from National and International Systems of Broadcasting

With the emerging media and new educational technology emer-
ges also the potential for new global and international per-

spectives. Cross-cultural mass communication implies the inno-
vation of change and the need for adaptation and stabilisation

in a time of such dramatic world communication developments.
The past quarter century has seen not only the rapid and
dramatic growth of world-wide media systems, but also the emer-
gence of important contributions in the behavioral sciences.
Accordingly, this course will be devoted to the utilization
of media technology to help people plan creatively for change.
We will each apply cross-cultural communication and related
insights to planning and evaluating and international broad-
casting project of one's own choice. A range of possible
projects might be illustrated as follows: destgning a cross-
cultural communication training lab for media producers, a
study of cre.ative media production agencies in ,elected coun-
tries to find out wh.t makes them so creative, the evaluation

of music as a possible vehicle for increasing international

awareness, investigative study of the Voice of America, a
feasibility study of a program exchange program on this
coLL,oent like Eurovision in Europe, analysis of the broadcast

system of a particular country or countries, propaganda or
stereotype analysis of international broadcast programa
These. are only examples, of course. This i- also an oppor-

tn' / to explore a career-goal interest, if you have one.

Plei of action-plan project ideas will emerge from widely -

ranging readings. You are encouraged to draw upon other course,
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you have taken, and to draw upon Univercity resources generally.
There are a number of fine, stimulating faculty persons who

have related interests and might be willing to consult with you.

Higher education has generally not been very action oriented,

nor have students generally been expected to assume respon-
sibility for themselves, although this is changing. In this

course the pressure of traditional exams is lessened. There

will be some exams, but their major purpose of to learn more
about the interaction of "content" and "learning" as compared

to the quality of projects rather than for arriving at grade

scores. So, if you like to:

- -have freedom to choose some of your academic activities

--assume your own authority and self-responsibility, aid

can handle it
- -do some of your own searching and discovering
--design and assess a socially significant project

--seek help before you "need" it (i.e. are desperate for it!)

--look beyond the classroom for barning experiences

--work for instrinsic rewards, rather than pre-occupied

with "grade-happy"
- -work toward a career role which expects or permits a
high degree of autonomy and self-direction.

then this course is likely a good place for you. We will have

a variety of visiting "Honored Guest Speakers," but it is not

a "lecture course." These visitors will see themselves as
resource persons who have experience, knowledge, and mutual

interests to share with you. Although this is not a snap course

and requires self-initiative, work planning, self-organizing

we think it can be fun, too. Do you think so? The real key

is whether you are willing to keep trying from day-to-day

during the term. If this fits for you, check your schedule,

and sign it up.
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Spring. 1975
U G 3 cr.

TEXT: Emery, Walter B. National and International Systems of
Broadcasting: Their Operation and Control.
East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan
State University Press, 1969

WEEK

1. Emerging Media

Browne, Don R. "The Limits of the Limitless
International Broadcasting,"

Journalism Quarterly.42, Winter, 1956.

Medium- -

82.86, 164.

Cherry, Colin "On Communication, Ancient and Modern,"
in Cherry, 1971, (4) 26-56 *

Millikan, Max F. "The Most Fundamental Technological
Change," and Schramm, Wilbur

"Communication and Change," in Lerner and Schramm,
1967 (17) 3-32

Katz, Elihu "Television as a Horseless Carriage," in
Gerbner et.al., 1973 (10) 381-392

Lerner, Daniel "Toward a Communication Theory of Modernization':
in Pye, 1963 (24) 327-350.

Angell, Robert C. "International Communication and the
World Society," in Berelson and Janowitz, 1953, (1) 369-380.

Lerner,Daniel The Passing of Traditional Society. 1958
(16) browse.

2. Global and International Perspectives

Riegel, Oscar W. "Communications and Nations," Studies
in Broadcasting. No. 8, March 1972, 5-25

Buchanan, Wm. & Hadley Cantrill How Nations See Each Other.
1953 (3) browse.
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Brownstone, Paul L. "International Understanding Through

Communication: One Plan--One Plea," Journal of Commun-
ication. 20, 1970, 141-152

Di2ard. Wilson P. Television: A World View. 1966 (8) browse

Frutkin, Arnold W. "Space Communications and the Develo-
ping Countries," in George Gerbner et.al., 1973 (10) 369-380

Thompson, Marion E. "A Study of International Television
Programming Within the Structure of Global Communica-
tions," 1971 (27) concluding chapter.

Schiller, Herbert I. "Introduction" to Part V, "Global
Communications" in George Gerbner et.al., 1973 (10) 365-368.

* Full ref-mences for books, indicated by the appropriate
parenthetic number, are provided in the bibliography.

week

3. Conceptualization of Problems

Marks, A. Thomas "The Meo Hill Tribe Problem in North

Thailand," Asian Survey.
XIII, No. 10, October 1973, 929-944

Lazarsfeld, Paul F. "The Prognosis for International
Communications Research," in Fischer and Merrill, 1970

(9) 452-460

Pye, Lucian "Introduction," in Lucian W. Pye, 1963 (24) 3-23.

Nordentreng, Kaarle and Tapio Varis, "The Nonhomogenity of The

Naticnal State and the International Flow of Communi-

cation," in George Gerbner et.al., 1973 (10) 393-412.

Chu, Godwin C. "Problems of Cross-Cultural Communication
Research," in Fischer & Merrill, 1970 (9) 469-476

4. Analytical Models

Westley, Bruce H. and Malcolm S. MacLean, Jr., "A Con-

ceptual Model for Communication Research," Journalism
Quarterly. Winter 1957, 31-38
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Schramm, Wilbur "Communication Development and the De-
velopment Process," in Lucian Pye, 1967 (24) 24-57.

Bogart, Leo "Is There A World Public Opinion?" in
Michael H. Prosser, 1973 (23) 101-110

Manaster, Guy J. and Robert J. Havighurst Cross-National
Research. 1972 (18) browse.

Szalay, Lorand B. and Dale A. Lysne, "Attitude Research
for Intercultural Communication and Interaction,"
Journal of Communication. 20, 1970, 180-200.

Holt, Robert and John Turner (eds.) The Methodology of
Comparative Research. (12)

Select one chapter for class report.

Schuessler, K.F. and H. Driver, "A Factor Analysis of
Sixteen Primitive Societies," American Sociological
Review, 21, 1956, 493-499

5. Media and Social Transition: Concept Formation

Biddle, William W. Loureide J. Biddle The Community De-
velopment Process. 1965 (2)

Chapter on "Research Design," 127-145. Bro''se remainder.

Speier, Hans "The Future Of Psychological Warfare,"
in Bernard Berelson and Morris Janowitz, 1953 (1) 3E1-393.

Gabor, Dennis, "Social Control Through Comm:.-nication,:
in Gerbner et.al., 1973 (10) 83-93.

McCormack, Thelma "Social Change and the Mass Media,"
in Prosser, 1973 (23) 345-357.

McNelly, John "Mass Communication in the Development Process,"
in Fischer and Merrill 1970 (9) 158-165.

Cherry, Colin "Thoughts on the Relevance of the "Communi-
cation Explosion" to the Future of the World Order,"
In Prosser, 1973 (23) 576-585.

Schramm, Wilbur and W. Lee Ruggels, "How Masi Media Systems
Grow," in Lerner and Schramm, 1967 (17) 57-75.
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Media and Social Transition: Case Studies

Schiller, Herbert I. "Authentic National Development Versus
the Free Flow of Information and the New Communications
Technology," in Gerbner et.al., 1973 (10) 467-480.

Deutschmann, Paul J., "The Mass Media in an Underdeveloped
Village," Journalism Quarterly. XL (Winter 1963) 27-35.

Mosel, J. N., "Communication Patterns and Political So.
cialization in Transitional Thailand," in Pye, 1963
(24) 184-228

Smythe, Dallas Wl, "Mass Communications and the Cultural
Revolution: The Experience of China," in Gerbner et.al.,
1973 (10) 441-465

Yu, T.C., "Communications and Politics in Communist
China," in Pye, 1963 (24) 259-297.

Mattelart, Armand, "Mass Media and the Socialist Re-
volution: The Experience of Chile," in Gerbner et.al.
1973 (10) 425-440.

McNelly, John, "Mass Communication and the Climate for
Modernization in Latin America," in Prosser, 1973 (23)
358-368.

Gatekeepers and Cross-Cultural Training

Kelman, Herbert and Raphael S. Ezekiel, "Conclusions,"
Chapter 15, 1970 (15) 300-330.

Stewart, Edward C., "The Simulation of Cultural Differences,"
Journal of Communication. 16, 1966 291-304.

Nylen, Donald et.al., "Lecture Materials," (21) 28-117

Mishler, Anita L., "Personal Contact in International Ex-
changes," in Kelman, 1965 (14) 548-564.

Hoopes, David St, "Applications: Cross-Cultural Training
and the Intercultural Communications Workshop," (13)
Articles by Richard W. Brislin, Paul Perdersen and David
S. Hoopes, and Josef A Mestenhauser, 78-147.
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DeCrow, Roger Crosscultural Interaction SkilLEL.A.Rigea
of Recent Training Literature. 1969 (6) browse.

Passin, Herbert, "Writer and Journalist in the Transi-
tional Society," in Pye, 1963 (24) 82-123.

8. Media Organizational cmsiderk..mls

Knight, Robert P. "UNESCO's International Communication
Activities," in Fischer and Merrill, 1970 9) 219-226.

Davis, Stanley M., Comparative Management: Organizational
and Cultural Perspectives. 1971 (5) browse.

Emery, Walter B. "International Organizations Concerned
with Broadcasting Across National Boundaries," in text,
511-534.

Borra, Ranjan, "Communication Through Television: UNESCO
Adult Education Experiments in France, Japan and India,"
Journal of Communication. 20, 1970, 65-83.

Woetzel, Robert K., "International Cooperation in Tele-
communication for Educational and Cultural Purposes,"
in Prosser, 1973 (23) 568-575.

Pustisek, Ivko, "Overcoming Barriers in International
Broadcasting," EBU Review. 128B, July, 1971

Fischer, Heinz-Dietrich, "Eurovision and Intervision
. Toward Mondo Vision," in Fischer and Merrill, 1970 (9)
246-257.

9. Audience: Media Interface

Browne, Donald R., "International Radio Broadcasting:
Who Listens?" paper presented at the meeting of the Inter-
national Communication Conference, Phoenix, Arizona,
April 22-24, 1971

Smith, Don D., "Some Effects of Radio Moscow's North
American Broadcasts," Public Opinion Quarterly. 34,
1970-71. 540-551

Emery, Walter B., "American Broadcasting Overseas,"
in text, 535-559.

216
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Silbermann, Alphons, "Music as a Communication Factor,"
in Fischer and Merrill, 1970 (9) 408-416.

Janis, Irving L. and M. Brewster Smith, "Effects of Ed-
ucation and Persuasion on National and International
Images," in Kelman, 1965 (14) 188-234.

10. Audience: Social Interface

Ohlinger, John, "The Listening Group," Journal of Broad-
casting. Vol. XIII, No. 2, (Spring 1969).

Deutsch, Karl W. and Richard L. Merritt, "Effects of Events
on National and International Images," in Herbert C.
Kelman, 1965 (14) 130-186.

Deutschaman, Paul et.al. Communication and Social Change
in Latin America: Introducing Technolojical Change,. 1968
(7) browse.

Van den Ban, A.W., "Interpersonal Communication and the
Diffusion of Innovations," in Prosser, 1973 (23) 383-399.
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THE APURICAN UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL, or INTERTATIONAL SERVICE

33.500 -5 Comparative Mass Commun3,cation Syntms Dr. Mowlana

Pall 1974

Analysis of mass communication, including the press and
television, in a comparative context; the role of mass cmmunic:ation
in international relations; relationship between mass communication
and development.

TEXTS

D. Lerner and W. Schrmum, pommmnication and Chano.:in:the
Developing Conntriea (1967). Pape..rback.

Raymond Williams.-relteyjsien.s:Ire.chnoldigy.apci,cul*ciml.:Fpyr

(1974). Paperbaog.

Herbert I. Seh i t ejli,ndjtakaascs. (1974)) and Mass

Communications and, Ameripari pmaTe: (1969). Paperbacks.

Ramid Mowiana,

(1971)

InWnA,PAPtlAl PoMmYPiqatiPPi
Paperback.

14 SPAP4taii

444414-4144444+0.4*.kfW4H.9441444-0;44+
Colin Seymour-Ure, The Political Impact of Mkas MOdia (1974)
Mark W. Hopkine, tlasledi:a in ttleSoviet Union (1970).

Alan P. L. Liu. CommunLopOpnsLansionaA.A*AsratpAft
in Communist China (1971).

ItECOMMEDIDU BOOKS

The fo1lowtn1 books are reezmmended for reseiew references.

and further readings. Most of these books are cn reserve...11.st in

the Xt1 1 ibraxy
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W. P. Davison, Mass Commuliattim.Atx1 Conla.st.....1ZeAcjuti..opt.
The Role of the Informatioklmil.A th Ite. Advancement of_lizt.ern_ap..1.pnal
Understandiu (1974).

Tapio Variss Internatippal Itlysegstry,91. lip ?y grave-
Structure and the Flow of TV PKoamiarae (1973).

Thomas Guback, The International )?iliu_ Indust,4 (1969).
British Broadcasting Corporation, BBC 11Attilao23s (1973) .
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The Audience and The State (1973).
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masa communication systems; the rolation3 o ociApi,re
communication to political. ane

2. Mass Communication, infor iwtion,. culturra ektpendcacic3
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1974 1975

FOUNDATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL COMMUJAICATTOU

This Bourse will attempt to expose the student with the coneeptuLli,t4tion.,
problems, and techniques of international comiltenication in terms of tnt4
accumulated study of individual and group behavior represented in tha, soot a1

science disciplines. We will, therefore, be concerned with tbe socdotQgy,

psychology and anthropology of the transmission of information and ideas and

the perception and feeling between and within nations. Such matters at: ectmuni-

cation models, theories of perception, cultural contact and technologica
change, cybernetics theory, and various concepts and methods popularly kr,own

as qtehavioralism" in international relations theory will be considered.

The primary emphasis will be on introduction to the activities focuzcd on
the phenomena of international communication. AfLer an examination of the
range and definition of phenomena, an attempt will be made to lay a foundation
for an identification and critical evnluation of maior approaches;, theories,
concepts, and propositions, . Particular attention will be paid to problems of
analytical integration within the field of study and to problems of inter-
disciplinary contributions and coherence. Current trerds in research idccis
and findings will be analyzed. Therefore, this course will concentrote on
intellectual process and ot)eat Inquiry l-ather tie-in on practicaA probtems
or content.

Clearly, however, an analysis of the knowledge structure of a given field
cannot be separated from the crot.f:ion of whm;._ theknowledge_is aboirk Thus
one purpose of the course will be. to probe the. nature of .khe, events, beilarvicoNf

and actions which are, or have, been observed, ckscrihed and explained An
additional purpose As to experhneat with some of-khe. wars to ea4mearkm.
empirical phenomena as a step toward rigorous analysis.

Procedure and sionnents

detailed outline including weekly lectarle- topics and 'reading assignments is

ttached. C? ass lectures weal riot repeat basic infomation contAine6 '6 .11c.

reading asaignments. Rather, it will deal with new or supplementy materials

,ot available from other sources. The purpose of the dtscusoion sest.!ou is to
how the student to involve himself/herself in discu.i;sLon of problems re thing
:13 the course; to pursue individual ,ceading outside the basic requirc. Lk..--cts;

tnd to relate to the other students and the instrtico: on a more infoiritz;1 bc!11.:;.

Students will be held responsible for all lectules, discussion session m and

isignat xi ccslgrimentr:.
ach student will be asked on a definite date to present an oral report with

short (3 page) written critique. These reports wi lt be. of a fair y bram4

2haractex and will be based on the reading assIgnments. There w1,11 be constd

arable emphasis given to class discusttioa and a final c.s,am will be given. in

ddition, each student will be expected to do one or tA.,(3 book or re2orte

Af approximately 6 pages.
will 1-1A -4 micl-term and a final fxamination.

22 4 1157 CM AVAILABLE
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Basic Readings

*Colin Cherry, World Communication. (1971)
Ellul, PROPA.5ANDA: Formation of Maass Attitudes. (Paperback, 1965)

*Karl Deutsch, The Nerves oe Government. (Paperback, 1966)
,,Kenneth 8oulding, The 'metal. (Paperbacks 1966)
Norbert Wiener, TjitLHurne.nl_._Jstjafjj (Paperback, 1964)
*Edward Hall, Lan (Paperback, 1970)
*Samid Mow lana, International Corrmun ication: _74ecttid

(Paperback, 1971)
Richard L. Merritt, Communication in International Politics. (1972) (RESERVED)
Floyd Matson and Ashley Montague, The loran OWISLPVC1))
Richard Fagan, Communication and, Polipiqs. (RESiWSO)
7. H. Prosser, Intercommunl_cation Nations.aml 0973)
Marshall Singer, Weak States and Great Powers: The:Dyn amics of.J.nternational

Relations.. (1972)
Werbezt Schillcr, The Mind Manaciers, (17)
nerbo,:t Ochiller4 Mass Communication arl'; the koozicar. 'Tmoire,

V.cquired reading by all.

Discussion and ReconmerAed Reatqnso

During the las.c decade tse have witnessed an iir.pressivt71 accumulation or knowl-
edge about almost every ,IsptIct of ini:erra%timelr cmparaLiwer and cross-
cultural communicaLions. in addiLioo to the bibliography in the basic texts,
some 1500 studies in the iield u intetnz.tioliaJ. communication kayo been cited
in Hamid Mowlana, Internatiopal CommunigationLA,Se!ected ab1.4,nasAgly. This
will guide the student to further materinl in specific areas of inquiry. (See
section on "Theoretical Underpinaing of Communication Systems," '-(nte.mational
Propagaada, Public Opinic): and Poreign Policy," and "Communicacion Development
And the Development Process,")

Bibliggralhic Matter: Sourccs and Rescerces

It would be advisable fo: each member of this courses (especially For those
students whose knowledge of communication theory anti process is insufficient)
to read over a standard comwuniQation rezdin9 book, Awlwg these readers,
Pool, Schramm, etA al.. !landqokin Commtnicalcipp. (1973) and Wi rlliam Scnamm's
The Process and W6Tects Mass Communice.tion Corkgicnally edited for the
United States YnZormation Agency to provide b'N'g*,;-4rovn4 materials for use in
training new c,)10oyees in 4ho og cmupication and research) are of
substantial value. They stress international communication. Others include:
Dexter and Whites' Peoo1e,Saelet1...MsUli'..asCounnunic.ation; David Berlo's The
Pr9oes* of Cowmunication; Erwing P. Betinghaus' i'exsuasi%jggimaliEatigaj
Aaftud Smin's Communication and Culture; Campbell ant Sepleris Dimensions in
Cc pTunication; Berelson and Janowitz' A Reader;_ in Publitc_Op_inione.ancl Commuftica-

tion: Charles Wright's Mass Communication: ASociolosical_hEus:A. and
Daniel Katz' Pubtic_gaginion.and Erstapmas:A.

1117 Cal AVAILABLE
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The most recent research bibliography on mass communication is Donald Hanoen

and Rerchell Parson's Mass Communication. Other bibliographies on inter.

national commurlication include: Bruce L. Smith) Harold D. Lasswell and Ralph

S. Casey's preoasanda, Communication and Public Oainion and their Propaganda
and loylotjunal ?..ez.ivitarLL and Bruce L. Smith and C. Smith's International

PolitiAILI1ABAndon: A Guide to the Literature.

UNESCO and International Press institute pub3eations provide data unavailable -

elsewhere. Althcegh SO= of the data reported are substantially behind actual

conditions, the publica:ions are among the bps't roilrccs of info.,N.lation. For

sources and Lescuices the International Communcetions Bulletin (ICB) published
by the University of /oTra is very useful and shou1,7 also be con.;ulted.

Current research and articles on international communication are reported in

such periodicals as Publart23.i.U.7 Journal of Conflict Resolution;

Jogrnal of international 21fairsi Journalism csarter'v; Gazette% International

gornal for Mass Communication Studies; The Annals the American 211natmELAE

Political Science; International Affairs- Journal of Communication; Journal of

Abnormal and SociAlagygivialm, International Association for. Mass Communica-
t'on Research Bulletin; and so of These journals are of interest, for their

research articles. Journalism Quarterly is very valuable for its annotated

bibliography 02 research literature in other journals (see the sections on

international cclounication and national development, and cross --national

studies) .

Course Sections and.ttia9sific......AlsialraTzts

1. International communication az a field of study -- scope and definition;

the growth 31 tisc nterature and trends in rp.r;:INIrcll, transfer of values and

ireanings ac.:oss national boundaries.

*Hamid hbwlana, "Trends in. Reseal:eh on Ia:.ernational Communication in the United

ftates," patette, Xfl, 1973.
"Commuaication Dimensions of :_nternational Studies in the United

rn. O. Am I 4. .
States," International Journal of Communication Research (Lniversity of

Xoln) Spring 1974.
Herbert Schiller, "Waiting for. Orders: Recent Trends in Mass Communication

Research," Gazette, Spring 1974.
*Richey:. L. merritt, "Transmission of Values Across National Boundaries," in

R.L. Merritt, (ed), Communication in International Politics. (RESPRVED)

2. General communication theories and moSels in th,. fielel of International

lommunication.

*Nenneth rouiding, The 'mast.
*Brice H. Ww!Itley snd Malcmolm S. MacLean, "A Conceptual Mode fer-commtAnication

ReSearmh," Jbarn44,n_qyartnli, Winter 1957: 30-38) see. also artieles

by the same authors in Audio-Visma C....wt:lunication Review, Winter 1955:
3-12; and iq the same journal 4titig, 1935: 119-37.

'Requixed Reat5ing by All

226 BEST COPY AVAI
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tums.S....cctic.._,AllaAjvsific Assignments

:Amtwig Von Bettalanffy, "General System Theory,' General Systems I, 1965: 1-10;

also repriated in J.D. Singer, Ht man Behavior and International Politics.

:.e.onard W. Doob, Communication in Africa, 1961; sue especially the introductory

chapter.
atson and Montagu, The Iluntanvo.s1 on Communication. ChapLers:

"Introduction," by Matson and Montagu;
"Clinical Science and Communication ThLory," by 3. Ruesch;
"Tovard a Psychoto:Jical Theory of Human Communication," by Franklin

Peering;
"The Mia.1-Body Problem: A New View," by L. Von Bertalseffy, and
"Thought, Communtcation and the SigniJ:icant Symbol,* oy Mead.

arren Veavea:, "Toe NathemaLics of Communication," Scientific American, 1949;
reprinted in Kessel, et al., Micoploliticp_pdixidupl_lan4.9112up Yjevel.

Conceas, 1970.
Aliel de. Solo Pool, "Communication Political: Introduction " in International

Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, edited by David Sills, Vol. 3, 1968.

iibur Schramm (ed.), The Science of Hurnan Cok:lui;Acation, 1933.

. Communication and culture.

"Award T. Hall, The Silent Language.
Hidden Dimension (RECOMMENDM). For useful articles in this area

see Alfred G. Smith, Communication and Culture.
'_.m.ryant Wedge, "Communication and Comprehensive Diplomacy," in Arthur Hoffman,

Internatioaal Communication and the NewD.islomacv.
ntgaret Mead, "The Impact of National Culture," in Arthur Hoffman, International

Communication and III,: New 124.21.0nw2sz.

rIncic K. Hsu, "?sychosocial Homeostasis and :J n: Coneeptual Tools for Advancing
Psychological Anthropology," Ame7AL,,n Anthr000logist, Vol. 73, 1971:23-44.

lssel A. Turner and }amid ;4'...re3tna, "Factors in Militaly Decision-Making:

Communication and rossCultural Analysis," Air University Review:
Profes..,ion4/ Journal of tiv United States Air FOrce, XXLL, March-April,

1972. (RESZRVED)
leld U. Matson and Ashley Montagu, "Culture as Communication: The Perspectives

of Anthropology," Perppective on Communication.

(RESERVW)

. The language of international communication -- semantics and linguistics.

T.R. Pierce, "Language as Communication," in The Muman pialpgue.

Edmund S. Glenn, " "Semantic Difficulties in International Communication," ETC:

A Revi ,w of General Semantics, vol. XI, No. 3, 1954, reprinted in Kessel,

at al., MiST2221iLiS1-
arry Maynard, "The Language of International Communication," in Arthur Hoffman,

International Communication and New Diplomacy.

227
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Cybernetics and society -- the concept of commianicatxon and contzol znd its

vlication.

Norbert Wiener, The Human Use of Ruman tleings: Cybernetics and. Society, 1950.
Karl Deutsch, The Nerves of Government.
rthur Porter, Cybernetics Simplified, 1969.

The impaeL of communication technology -- navy issues and new actors.

Zolin Cherry, World Communication: !Threat or 52vmise.

.chard Merritt, Communication in Inemationel Politics, Part
Foreign Culture. Articles by Lorry B. Hill on "Inteimational Transfer

of the Ombudsman:I Herbert ScLiller on "Mmdison Avenue Imoeralism:"

Paul 0..4 Zolfwitz on "Nuclear Desalting in tne Middle Fast."

Sanford Joo.rnal of Inte(aational Styclies, Vol. V, June 19'70, sp2ciel issue on

telecowInnication: see articles by Abram Chayes and Leona::d Chazen on

"Policy Problems in Direct Broadcasting from Satellites:" Erik N. Valters

on "Perspective is the Emerging Law of Satellite Communication:" Geoffrey

L. Thomas on "Approaches to Controlling Propaganda, end SpIllovel: from

Direct Broadcasting Satellites."
UNESCO, Conanunication in the Space Age, 1968.

,atson and Montagu, The : Human Dialogue, Part Five: "The Modern Persuasion:"

Articles by Hannah Arendt, Ashley Montagu, 1.10. Gossage, and F.W. Matson.

.1vin Toff1,-.er, aJ!tlpaqtantjgAaos.

Amnference Board Ins., Information Technoloay: Some Critical impli.F&tions for

Decision Makers.
_rodkings Institution, Diffusion of Teshg212syllkCase of Semi-Conductors.

amid Mowlana, "The Multinational corporation and the Diffusion of rechnology,"

in Ab43u1 A. Said (ed.), The New Sovereigners, 1974.

onathan F. Galloway, The Politics and Technology of Satellite Communication,

L972.

. Education and cultural relations as channels of international communication.

/Charles Frankel, "Education and Cultural Relations," in A.thur Hoffman, Inter-

national Communica tion and the New Di lomm.
:Richard Merritt, Communication in International Politics, Part I: "People to

People; Articles by R. L. Merritt on "Effects of International Student

Exchange:" Kelly and Szalay on "Impact of Foreign Culture:" Edward Raymond

on "American Views of Soviet-American Exchange of Persons:" and Herbert

Kelmar. on "The Problem-Solving Workshop in Conflict Resolution."

lamid Mowlano and Gerald McLaughlin, "Some Variables Interacting with Media

Exposure Among Foreign Students," aggialogy_legSocial Resera, Vol. 53,

No. 4, 1969.
arshal Singer, chapter on education.

BEST tail WAKE
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Course Sections and Specific Assignments

8. Communication and persuasion -- propaganda in international affairs.

*J. Ellul, Propaganda. Formation of Man's Attitudes, 1965.
Leon Pestingors A TheoiTartranalinalimam577---
Hovland, et al., Communication and Persuasion.
Marvin Kaillns and Herbert Abelson, Persuasion: How Attitudes and Minion Are

Chanted.

See also Hasid Mowlana, International Comutnication: A Selected Bibliography,

Chapter V.

9. Mass media, public opinion and international relations -- people at home

and events abroad.

*M. Singer, chapter on international news media.
*C. Cherry, World Communication, Chapters 2,3, and 6
Prosser, pp. 101-142.
*Howland, "International News Communicators: A Cross-Cultural Analysis."(RESERVE)

Arthur Hoffian, itioiIylaInternationalComminndtheNewDi.locaa: Articles by

Lloyd Freicn"FiiiriC0PlidReiiilarci,drobirt Ma7innng on "Inter-

national News Media".
Richard Merritt, Communication in International Politics, PartII: Articles by

Welch on "The American Press and Indochina," and Richman on "Public
Opinion and Foreign Affairs," and Peterson on "Events, Mass Opinion,
and Elite Attitudes," and Jervis on "Consistency on Foreign Policy
View."

See also H*aid Mowlana, International Communication...Chapter IV.

10. Communication and national development -- socio-economic and political --

an over-view.

L. Pye, Communication and Political Development, Chapters 1,2,8,10,14, and 18.

Lerner and Schramm, Communication and Change in the Developing Countries,

Chapters 2,4,6,7,10,12, and 18.
Katz and Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence.
see also Hasid Howland, International Communication, Chapter VII.

229
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JOR 441 -- International Communication
Robert Nwankwo

Introduction:

217

This course is intended to examine and compare thn
development, roles and purposes, structure, content,
audiences, effects and problems of the print and
broadcast media--in short, the nass communicntion
systems--of some major foreign nations.

We plan to spend the first couple of weeks of the
semester examining the basic social principles or
concepts under which different mass communication
systems operate. Then we shall examine the econor:ic,
technological and other factors affecting the dis-
tribution or the pas, nelin an fir, flow If infor-
mation around the world. We shall then examine
specific regions; and, finally, specific nations.
We must remember that class discussions and lectures
assum. that we do the rendings. co,t1.4 is

embeddi.d on cl.,ar and broad undlrstnnOing of th

dynamics of intercultural communications.

Texts:

A. The required texts (of which the specific con-
cerns we have discussed) are :m follnws:

1. William Rivers and Wilbur Schramm, Respansi-
bility in Mass Comrunications (R and 5)

2. Wilbur Schramm, Mass Media and tion;1
Development (S)

3. John Merrill, Carter R. Bryan, and Marvin
Alisky, The Foreisn Press (M, B, and A)

4. Lucian Pye (ed.), Colmunications and Political
Development (P)

In addition to the required texts, the follow-
ing recommended (hut not requi red) books have been
placed on reserve in the University f.ibrary. Thy
also provide a rich source of bibliogranhical
material:
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1. Heinz Dietrich Fischer and John Merrill (eds.)

International Communication

2. William Hachten Muffled Drums :The News Media

inin Africa

3. John Merrill, The Elite Press

I. W. Phillip Davison, International Political
Communication

5. Ernst Sinauer, The Role or Communication in

International TrainTRITTOtMication, 1967

6. Colin Cherry, World Communication: Threat or
Promise, 1971

7. National Education Association, Television
For 'aorld Understandinso 1970

C. The International Communication Section of
Journalism Quarterly, The Journal of Communication,
Gazette, Mass Comm RevIew, etc. contain relevant
attic es FUEK as these recent ones:

Prank Kaplan, "The Communist International"s
Press Control from Moscow"--Summer, 1971

Hamid Mowlana and Chul-Soo Chin, "Libel Laws of
Modern Japan and South Korea are compared,"
Summer, 197/

Shelton A. Gunaratyne, "Government-Press Conflict
in Ceylon: Freedom versus Responsibility," Autumn,
1970

Stilt Thorem, "The Flow of News into the Swedish
Press ," Autumn , 19(18

Ranjan llorra, "Communication Through Television:
UNESCO Adult Education Experienents in France,
Japan, and India" March, 1970

It is helpful to refer to these journals constantly.

(valuation:

1. Sometime in November, a test of our knowledtp

of this theme: The distribution of the mass media
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and the flow of in in the world applying
our knowledge of the major principles or mass k*nm-
munications and other relevant factors.

A paper on our special area of interest is
due by the end of the semester (details will he
Oiscuss,e0.

Schedule

PRINCIPLES OF MASS COMMUNICATION

(R and S, 29-52, 234-252; MO% and A, 7n-23)

FACTORS AFFECTING THE FLOW or INFORMATION IN THE
WORLD:

a. Tha flow of world news
(5 ;, S2-49; M, 15 and A, 14-1g)

h. The distribution of the pass wedia: economic/
technological, etc.

(S, 90-111; M, 15 and 4, 10-19; r, 327-350)

r. Ideological Constraints
(M, S and A, 15-4S; R and 5, 53 -129; P. 254-297)

d. Professional constraints
(R and C, 110-171; M, 8 ind A, 2332; P, 78-I23

CoMMUNICATION AND NATIONAL DEVELOPMeNT

(5, 1-S7, 114-144, 20S-24S; P, 1-S7, 214-251)

REGIONAL STUDIES

(M, B and A, 49 -314)

NATIONAL sTuoirs

(partly included in regional studies; additions will
depend essentially on expressed interest as per paper
topics)
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University or Rhode Island, Kingston

JOR 413 -- Mass Communications Media in Africa
Spring, 1974
Robert Nwankwo

I. Description: This course involves "the
examination of mass media resources and or-
ganization in the African continent.; the pro-
duction and distribution systems, and current
problems; prospects for development and ex-
ternal influences." Some or the course con-
tent is applicable to all developing countries
or the depressed areas of developed countries
but emphasis is on Africana. We shall have
a general view of journalism/comnunicatiou in

Africa and then go into snore detailed case
studies.

Il. Texts:

a. Required:

flay Stokke, Reporting Africa, 1971

A. Hachten, Muffled Drums; The sows
Media in Africa, 1971

b. Supplementary list:

Lucien W. Pye (ed.), Communicatilns and Politi-
cal Develoment, 1969

noThlyn e Ins le, The Press in Africa: Com-
munications Past and rfina, 11'67

Ez&kiel VIATTF1;177 WTFianIWFrtin Tudav
Arno Huth, ConruniciaiFiTretia ln T1777FrEal

'rica
E Developins.-a757 Smmoerlad, The Press in

Countries
RonaldVolsoley, The Black Press, U.S.A.
Leonard Doob, CommuniaTTFt1777Ffrica
William Havhten, ass 'or.trtnicattoin Arica:

An Annotated BiU lot.trapT1-y
RoFttlkhaankwo,"Vtopia and Reality in the

African Muss Media: A Case STudy." Gazette,
vol. XIX, No. 3, 1973, pp. 171-1$/.

Robert Nwankwo, "The Educational Uses of
Broadcasting in Africa." In Sydney 1-lead
Led. I Broadcasting in Africa, in press.
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Robert Nwankwo, "Zroadcasting, Education and
Social Change in Africa". Geneva-Africa,.MIOMM VIMMOONI.W.
January, 1974

c. Other Sources:

The annotated bibliography book listed above
bas 537 references and my manuscript on mass
media and social change has 89. The following
journals among many others are in the University
library:

Africa Research Bulletin
heCfri ca
rriTc57-7TRIes
Arrica
xTr-rn Quarterli
Arrica Reyort
70777e Lontvvoraire
u etin of-Afrfcan Studies Association

TIT. Responsibilities:

Things change very quieAly in Africa. It is
important, therefore, that readings be bolstered
by class lectures and discussions. If a class
members falls into the habit of cutting classes
He/she will need to do extensive reading in
the sources supplied to keep up with the class.
Individual class members are responsible for
any assigned work--written or otherwise.

A. CRITIQUE

This should deal with:

a. the press of an African country or a speci-
fic aspect of it

OR

h. a book or article on Africa that provoked
your interest

OR

c. other specified aspect of the press in Africa.

23"4
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Examples or what could be chosen aro many:
the press in Somalia, press and politics in
Guinea, the role or the transitional writer/
Journalist in Africa, etc., etc. You may
pick a book written from a politi.cal, anthro
pological, etc., perspective and chow why it
is inadequate because the "communication"
dimension was not considered. You may, of
course, choose a book on the press. More
examples in class.

This exercise requires doing some work in the
library. The critique you submit should not
be more than 5 typewritten pages and you should
be prepared to discuss every aspect of it for
the class. Due May . (20%)

B. DISCUSSION

The class should be prepared to discuss any
aspect of assigned readings and while every
member of the class should be an "expert"
in the chosen critique area the whole class
should show some familiarity with all issues
raised. Evaluation by class members of each
other to be submitted on last day of class.
(lot)

C. FINAL

Will cover assigned readings, lectures, critique
material, and discussion issues. (30t)
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University of Rhode Is land, Kingston

.TOIL 301 -- The Minority Media
Nw ankw o

1974

SYLLABUS

Catalog listing:

JnIt 301 The Minority Mrldia Ti, 3 credits

Journalistic and social factors in rinority corn- .
munications. Analysis or the Afro-American and
other selected media with special attention to
editorial processes, roles and peculiar problems.
(Lec. 3)

Explanation:

This course examines ethnic minority journalism in
the U.S. from both the professional and the socio-
political perspectives. Emphasis will be on the
Afro-American press with special attention paid to
the peculiar editorial and distribution methods,
economic support, and the socio-political functions.
Also treated will be the relation of minorities to
the majority press/communications.

Formlt:

Lectures will constitute the primary method of in-
struction with on contact time devoted to
workshops. This is a course in minority journalism
communicntions which aims not only at the teaching
of reportorial skills but also at the understnnding
or the factors infl nenci g majority-minority
journalistic communicatory practices and procedures.

Procedure:

The major method to be used this semester is the
epplication of the principles of rnle-taking in the
production of sets or series of mimeogrnphed mini-
newspapers with contents written from different
viewpoints as .determined by several factors. To
highlight the differences, these mini-publications
will be compared amens themselves and with a variety
of "real" publications. Audio-visual and other aids
will also be used.

236
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Texts:

A. RequiLtti

Ronald Wolseley, 'lam Black Press, 11.5.A. , 1971

Jack Lyle, The Black American and the Press,
1967

Frederick Williams (ed.) , Languap and Poverti:
Perspectives on a Theme, 1047b

B. Other References

Bradley Greenberg and Brenda Dentin, Use of the
Mass Media tE the Urban Poor, 1970

Jack Lyle, The News in litelmaati, 1967

Robert Chrisman (ed.) "Black Media", The Black
Scholar, Vol. 5, Mo. 1, September, 197T

Larry `samovar and Richard Porter (eds.), Inter-
cultural Communication: A Reader, 1972

Kurt Lang, "Mass Appeal an Minority Tastes".
In Bernard Rosenberg and David Manning White,
The Mass Culture, 1957

Bernard Berelsn and Patricia Salter, "Majority
and Minority Americans: An Analysis of Magazine
Fiction". In Bernard Rosenberg and David
Manning White, Hass Culture, 1957

Jack Lyle (ed.), The Black American and the
Prf!ss, 1962

H. Fischer and 1. Lowestein, Race and the News
Media, 1967

T. Garland Penn, The Afro-American Press and

Its Editors

CBS, Whits and Negro Attitudes Towards Race-
RelataThues and Activities, rm---

Frederick Coonradt, The he News Media and
the Los Angelet Riot;7-1.9 5
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Philip Fonev, Life and !lLtialii of Frederick
Dourlas_

Maxwell Brooks, The Negro Press Re-examined,
1959

'ihomas Aline, "Mass Media Use Patterns in a
Negro Ghetto", Journalism qparterly, 45:526,
August, 1968

John S. Stevens , "From the sack; of the Foxhole:
Black Correspondents in WWT I ", Journalism
Monographs, February, 1973

Leonard 7eidenherg, "The Strupale Over Broadcast
Access", Broadcasting 1, September 20, 32-43;
11, Septembe.r 27, 24-29.

Phil Garland, "01acks Challenge the Airwaves",
Ebony, November 1970, 35-44.

W. Kassarji: "Blacks as Communicators and
Interpreter; or Mass Communication,"
Journalism Quarterly, 50:2, SuIrmer 1973

Michael Johnson, The New Journalism, 1971
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Speech-Communication 469: world Broadcasting
Spring 1972
Instructor: K. S. Sitaram, Ph.D.

The main purpose of this course is to study: (1) the major

systems of broadcasting in the world, (2) broadcasting as
the most important means of understanding between countries

and cultures, and (3) the effects of broadcasting on human

behavior in the developed and developing countries.

Some of the topics to be studied are:

International control of broadcasting: the International
Telecommunications Union, the broadcasting unions of Asia andEurope, and other international organizations.

Satellite communications: origin, development, technology,and international problems.

The four systems of broadcasting: organization, technology,audiences, programming, and impact. Examples: U.S., Mexico,USSR, India, China, UK, France, Japan, Australia, Malaysia,Thailand and Canada.

Broadcasting in the developing countries: organization, tech-nology, programming, audiences and impact.

Audiences of the major systems: program quality, audience
studies ana behavior change.

Origin and development of external broadcasts: wartime propagandaand peacetime understanding.

Some technological and political problems: color television,FM, signal and noise, jamming, pirate stations and RFE.

!172I1412LL0-221ATItaItKilliiW BBC's languagebioascaiInternatIoRaivarsity, NHK's JapanPrize, UNESCO, Voice of America and other international broadcasts.

Topics of special interest to the students

The study will be in the form of lectures, discussions, guestlectures, film shows, and visits to local radio and television
stations and the Communication Satellite (COMSAT) Center.

TEXT BOOK: World Communications, UNESCO, recent edition.
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Tuesday, 4-6 PM First Semester, 1972-73

CCURSE DZSCRIPTION

The purpose of the course is to examine theoretical and case
studies in international communication which here refers to the
exchange of meaning and understanding between persons, groups,
repreaentatives, government officials, and cultures of difrorent
nationa. The focus its on the study of communication at the Inter-
national le eel rather than on the student eKpertencing or Unprntang
p3rsonal communication with persons of other nations. Hopefully,
exnosure to, and analysis of, the literature in international
communication will increase individual awareness and pronote
understanding of the barriers and approaches, problems and solutions
to the communicative dynamics of the international community.

^0111R3EJIETHOD

The course will consist rrimnrily of lectureo on selected
trwics wFt13 loportuntty for discussion and dialogue. A biblio-
graphy of optional readings will be provided far each topic
and selected reedit'ar materials will be distributed at appropriate
Points throughout the semester. There will be s final examination
at the enfl of the courae on the lecture materials and readings.

corR3E TCPIC3

I. Introduction to Communication and Its Role in International
Understanding
As An Approach to Human Communication Theory
3. Lducation for Improving International Understanding

Communication: Thu ..latrix of International Itiallibrium

II. Ovfirview of Comlunication in the Development of Civilizations
A. Greek
B. Roman
C. Oriental
D. Modern

III. Communication and change in the Growth of Demiopiml Countries
A. rn Africa
B. In India
C. In Chia*
D. In Latin Fsnerica

IV. The Role of Communication in Cultural qnd Siducational Exchange
A. Barriers to Communication
B. Aids to Communication
C. Communication Effects

v. Nonverbal Communication of Cultures
A. Perception
$3. Culture as a Form of Communication
C. Varieties or Comiunicative gohaviors

240
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Lanzuage of International Politics and Diplomacy
Semantics and Linguistics
Images and Symbolism in Political Language
Perceptual Variaoles Affecting Political Language

711. Propaganda, Public Information Systems, and tho Mass Media
A. Projecting National Images Abroad
B. Mass Persuasion at Home
C. Madison Avenue Imperialism

VIII. The Role Of Communiention in International Conflict
A. :Theories of International Conflict
3. Conflict Resolution Arnroaches

IX. lommunication
A. Among the
B. Among the
C. Among the

Patterns in the 'diddle East Conflict
Arabs
Israelis
Palestinian Guerrillas

X. The Role or Comluniention in International Efforts for Peace
A. Deliberations and Communication at the United Nations
B. The Rhetoric of the Big Power Summit Keating:3
C. Center for tne Study of Democratic Institutions
D. Univursities ani the Quest for Peace

zfforts of Private Individuals and Heligious Organizations
F. Peace Research Institutes

9ELCOTED SOURCES

1. Deutsch, Karl '4., The Nerves of Government: Models of Political
lommunication, 1466.

2. roob, 'Leonsr6 W., CommunicAtion to A Search for
lounearies, 19A1.

3. ball, ErWord T., The :Mont Lan ua e, 1959.
4. Innis, TifiorrAd A., gm ire an ommun cations, 1972 (Revised).
5. KelmAn. Herbert C. e . ,-IET(Trafr5FiITIehnvior, 1965.
6. Lerner, Daniel end Wilbur SWEIViiirWTWtY, Communication and

Change in the DevigpAn Countries, 1967.
7. Jirvis, Robert, c o ma es Mt International _Relations,1970.

Kerritt9 Richard L. (ed. jr, Commun cat 0,Ta_lateulltional
Politics, 1972.

9. Oliver, Robert T., Communicationand.Culture in Ancient_India
and Cbina, 1962.

10. Prosser, Michael H. (ed.), Intercommunication he oralfill2a1
and Pec lea, 1973.

11. y Lucian W. (ed.), Commun4ations and Political D.evelloimerlt, 1963.

12. Schiller, Herbert I., Mirs=mmunications and American &mire, 1970.
13. Smith, Alfred G. (ed.), CommunieationareOulAure, 196.
14. Van Den Bergh., Pierre L., Africa: Social Problems of Change

and Conflict, 1965.
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Speech 25851 is a multisection course with different emphases,
dneending on the instructor.

Sections 11761 ,An, 117A7 will focus on intercultural communication.
use sections will be team taught by Mr. Lee end Dr. Heisey. .4r.

Lee is journalist (MA. from r;17) from Seoul, Korea wlo 13 gros-
sY,t'v .s-rktie on his Asetsrste in Rhetoric and Comnunioatisn. nr.
Fele.ey(Ph.% Prom lorthwestern), who has studied and taught abroad,
hrs P special interest in intercultural and Internstionel communi-
cation.

AssiAnmentsand Frolects

1. each Unday class will be lecture-discussion on selected
aspects of Intercultural communication. Lectures for all
:hree sections will be presented by Mr. tielsey and Mr. Lee
in a genuine teem - teaching dialogical approach. Textbook
readings are to pe completea fur the day assigned so that
questions and discussion can bn based on common readings.

2. .ach Wednesday class (in the second floor lounge of the
Center for Human Understanding, Wrignt Hall) will be a
communication practicum in which selected visitors will
come to share from their culture or experiences in other
cqltures and to engage in intercultural dialogue. These
visitors will be from American minority groups, American
students who have studied abroad, and international stu-
dents studying at Kent. On the Fridays after THREE of
these visits a one-page summary entitled "Communication
Observations" Lll be due in which students will make
observations snout that visit, that culture, or the
Problems in communiontion. Mr. Lee will lead these
practicum sessions for all three sections.

1. Each Friday class will bonsist of student speeches and
discussion on selected topics desling with some aspe,st
of interculturel co.smunicetion from the lecture andfor
test, from the visits, or from student experieeces.
Opportunity will be given for questions, answers and
flislogue on these speeches. Mr. Lem will moderste these
panels of speeches and lend discussions resulting frnm
the speeches, the Wednesday visits, and from his own
international experiences.

Text

The text for the course is Larry Samovar and Richard Porter,
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION: A READER (Belmont, Californie:
Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1972).

Grades

1. 50% of the grade will be determined by the midterm exam
and the final exam, of equal weight and based on the lectures
and the assigned portions of the text. The exams will be
prepared and graded by Mr. Heisey.
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2. 514, or the msrrqie will he Moterminal by the evaluation of
the three "Communication Obser..retions" papers (15%), the
sneeches (2596), and elssv ettendsnceAnntributions (100.
Mr. Tee wtll make theom evolastions.

llass 3ched.Ale

Week One: Hon,--Introduction to the coarse
Wed. -- Discussion or fntereultural experiences in class
Fri.View and discuss the Pilo:, "Multiple Man"

Weex Two: M.)1.--Lltrductt,n to Interulltural Communication (Ch.1)
Wed.--Visit by B1Ack Americans
Fri.--Discussion of the practicum

Weuk Three: Mon.Social Psychological Factors (Ch. 2: 1 & 2)
Wed.Visit by American Indians
Prt.--Speeehes ond discussion

Week Poqr: M3n.-- Social Psychological Factors (Ch. 2: 3, 4, 5)
Wed.-- Visit by Mexican-Amsricans
Fri.-- Speeches and discussiol:

Weelc Five: Mon.Linguistic Factors (Ch. 3: 1 & 2)
Wed.Visit by Americans who have studied in '41exi.lo
7ri.--Speeches and discussion

Week liT: Yon.Linauistie Factors (Ch. 3: I k 6)
Wed.Visit by Americans who have studied in Europe
?H.Speeches and discussion

Veok 'seven: Mon.Nonverbal Vectors (Ch. 4: 1 k 2)
Wed.Visit by students from Asia
Fri.Speeches and discussion

Week Eight: Mon. -- Nonverbal ronctorn (Oh. L.: 3, 4, 5)
Jed.--Visit by students from Europe
2r1...-Gpeechei and discussion

Week Nine: Aon.--Nonverbal Factor3 4: 6 k 7)
Wed.--Visit by students from .diddle East
Fri.Speeches and discussion

Week Ten: ,eon.--Prneticinz Communication (Ch. 5: ;?, 3, 4)
Wed. - -Visit by students from Africa
Fri.Speeches and discussion

Week Eleven: Anal 3xam and Course Evaluation
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COURSE OUTLINE

COMN 764: Seminar in Intercultural Communication (3)

231

Florangel Z. Rosario
Program in Communication
University of Hawaii

Catalog Entry: Focus on the major variables of communication in an intercultural

context. Linguistic and non-verbal factors. Passibilities for training in inter-

cultutel,face-to-face communication roles. Pre: 384 mat least one course in

cultural anthropology, or permission of instructor.

Cturse Description: The course provides a brief survey of variables found in

'----"e"--swhich focus on factors which facilitate or inhibit communication

among peoples of differing cultural backgrounds. The student is expected to under-

take an individual research project on a major area of cross- cultural communication.

Emphasis on a particular problem area which may be examined by the use of an appro-

priate cross-cultural methodology.

Outline: A survey of variables in intercultural communication, units of analysis,

various approaches in the study of in cation within cultures and other concepts

outlined below:

I. ONerview of camamication and culture. Definitions. Culture, Subculture;

Intercultural Communioation; International Communication. Developmental Commu-

nication; Intrapersonal; Interpersonal; Organizational; ;lass Oammunication.

II. Units of Analysis
A. Culture as a unit (Hall, Bistwhistell).

B. The "subculture" as a unit (Rogers, Lewis).

C. The individual (information acquisition, information processing and infor-

mation transmission); the interpersonal (dyadic and small group situations);

the organizational Communication in task-functions in organizations) and

mass (use of mass media by different cultures) levels of analysis (Jain

and Stroud).

III. Various Approaches in the Study of Communication Within Cultures

A. The anthropological approach (ommulnication patterns shaped by cultural

determinants).
B. The social-psychological approach (perception of self and others and role

concept).
C. The psycholinguistic approach (meanings and responses).

D. The developmental approach.
1. Modernization factors affecting communication (Rogers, Niehoff,

Arensberg, Inkeles, Lerner).

E. The eclectic approach.
1. Gardner's six perspectives in the study of intercultural communication

(1962).
a. Human communication is culturally defined.

b. Cross-culturel contact between individuals of different socio-

&comic levels or strata of culturs.
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c. COmmunication between individ uals whose respective social systems

are "out of phase" (rational-legal authority, traditional authority,

charismatic authority).
d. Communication between individuals whose social systems are basically

incompatible (interpersonal relationships structure).

e. Communication based on laws of recency, primacy and intensity.

f.. The concept of the "universal camunicator".

/V. The Concept of Social Change
A. Change agent-client relationships: reciprocity, empathy, credibility.

B. Some factors in the development and modernization process: literacy, mass

media exposure, cosmopoliteness, empathy, achievement motivation, innova-

tiveness.

V. The Subculture Unit of Analysis

A. The subculture of peasantry. Why study peasants? "'events of this sub-

culture: mutual distrust in interpersonal relationl, perceived limited

good, dependence on and hostility toward government authority, familism,

lack of innovativeness, fatalism, limited aspirations, lack of deferred

gratification, limited view of the world, low empathy. (Rogers)

B. The subculture of the "modern" man or elite. Communication between nembers

of the profession and the subculture of peasantry. Characteristics of the

"modern" man: openness to new experience, independence from authority of

traditional tigures, belief in the efficacy of science and medicine, achieve-

ment motivaUon, planning orientation, future-time orientation, active

participation in public affairs. (Inkeles)

C. The "ghetto" subculture. Communication within and among various ethnic

groups. The Negro "subculture ".

EL Male-female roles in various societies. Dynamics of the changing concepts

in masculine and feminine roles.

VI. Review of communication theory and methodology applicable in the study of

intercultural communication.
A. Theories:

1. Theory of perception.
2. International stereotypes and images.

3. "Third culture" theory of the change agent.

4. Symbolic interaction (transactional approach).

S. Cognitive dissonance.
6. "TWo-step" flow of communication.

B. Methodology:
1. Survey, laboratory and field experiments using the ff. techniques:

(a) semantic differential; (b) Bales interectionist approach; (c)

participant observation.
2. Content analysis to examine (a) stereotypes and international images;

(b) intent and content of messages.

3. Kinesic methodology which employs (a) useof nonverbal cues and markers

in interpreting social meaning in context; (b) computerized systems

for napping, coding, and analyzing nonverbal data (VID-R) .

C. Cross-CUltural Research Design
1. Problems of data-gathering

a. Source-receiver social distance.

b. "Manifest- latent" or discrepancy between thought, deed and word

among respondents in developing countries.
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c. "Ciourtesy bias".
d. "Sucker bias".
e. "Hidden premises bias".
f. "Reticent-loquacious bias".
g. "Social desirability bias ".

h. individual-group opinion bias".
1. Racial bias.

233
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VII. Projects. The student may choose to work on either GO a research project on
aparticular problem area using any of the above theories and research techniques;
or (B) design an international training program through the application of

theory (e.g., "third culture" theory) and research findings.

Reports on individual projects.

VIII. Course Requirements. The student is expected to work on Project A or B--short
papers which may be preliminary background material to a final term paper.

Final examination will be given.
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